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A STUDY OF THREE CURRENT PROffiJEMS OF INDIl\N EDUCATION

---------------------------~-------------------~

PROJIDT IH

M INVESTIGATION INTO THE PERFORMANCE OF INDIAN CHILDREN

IN INTELLIGENCE MD SOHOLASTIC TESTS IN RELATION TO

DELAYED ENTRANOE INTO SCHOOL

(11.) INTRODUCTION:--

Aa stated in the eeneral introduction, Project III was concerned

with a study of the relationship between the performance level of Indian

pupils in intelligence and scholastic tests in relation to their age of

sohool entrance.

It has already been pointed out that there have been for many

years more Indian ohildren of school-going age in Natal than school buil

dings to accommodate them all. Parents have often had to wait years be

yond the normal school-going age of 5 plus before they could secure places

for their children and Durban has been throughout the main crisis oentre.

In the particular locality of Durban ,.,here the present research was carried

out the problem seems to have existed from as far back as 1912 (Clairwood

Schools t Golden Jubilee Celebratiolw Committee, 1953).

It has also been mentioned previously that primary education is

neither wholly free nor oompulsory for Indians as it is for Europeans and

Ooloureds, nor is there a mininn.lDl legal sohool-leaving age or grade pres

cribed for then?-).

1) Natal has had compulsory education for European ohildren sinoe 1908,
and for Coloured children sinoe 1942. The present mininwn 8choo1-

(footnote 1) oontinued next page)
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Because zn.any Indian children have to wait for school places,

the age-ranges in Indian primary classes are greater tilan those in oorres

ponding European classes. Age-ranges are partioularly large in Indian

classes in Durban where pressure on sohool accoIJ1D1Odation is greater than

anywhere olse in Natal. However, since the relevant figures for Durban

are not published separately, this point is illustrated below with figures

for the whole of Natal. Only sub-stEUldard one, whioh is the entrance

class, and standard six, which is the last grade in the Indian primary

sohool, are exemplified. They are sufficient to illustrate botil the facts

of later entry of Indie.n children into schools as compared with Europeans

and the greater Indian age-ranges which persist from tile lowest to the

highest class in the primary school.

T1l.BLE I

AG,E...RANGES OF EUROPEfIN fIND INDIfIN PUPILS IN SUB-8TlIND.IiRD ONE OF

NATAL SOHOOLS, JUNE, 19571)

Ages Number: Europeons Number: Indians I
Under 6 Years 2,328 1,267

6 Years 3,387 5,220
7 Years 432 4,316
8 Years 54 2,186
9 Years 2 1,023

10 Years 1 488
11 Years - 283
12 Years - 120
13 Years - /J3
14 Years - 21
15 Years - 6

Totnls 6,204 14,97S
Medians (Years) 6.23 7.23

(footnote continued from previous page)

leav:lng age for these children is 15 years or standard eight. In con
trast, one educational body has calculated that, in the absence of com
pulsory education and a prescribed minimum, the average school life of
an Indian pupil in a primary school is about four years (Indian Eduoa
tion OoIl'llJl1ttee, 1953). Normally, if no grade is failed, a child re
quires eight years to complete tile primary school oourse, i.e. sub-
standard one to standard six. 1

1) Director of Eduoation (Natal) (1959).
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The difference b3tween the standard deviations of the two dis-

tributions is very highly significant, the figures being as fo11ows:-

Indiana lj}urope,g

cS1 o 1.454 cS2 =0.635

d 1) =0.008 Od =0.006
<'1 1

t 2) : 81.9 P : < .01

The corresponding figtn'es for standard six were as fo11ows:-

TABLE IT

AGE-R1I.NGES OF :EmROPEAN 1l.ND INDIAN PUPlLS IN STllNDARD
§1LQF NATllL SCHOOLS, JUNE, 1957

£ges Number; b'opalms Numb81'2 In~4mJ

11 Years 30 3
12 Years 1,270 74
13 Years 2,426 424
14 Years 987 1,029
15 Years 359 1,153
16 Years 90 894
17 Years 8 513
18 Years 2 195

19 Years & Over - 79

Totals 5,172 4,364
Medians (Years) 13.53 15.57

-

1) (Jd stands for standard error of a standard deviation. It was obtained
bY use of the following fornula (for large samples), given by Garrett
(1947, P. 194):- d

dd =---
,fFN

2) Obtained by the forDU.1la:-

t = Garrett (1947, p. 216)
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The differenoe betl.,reen the standard deviations of the two distri-

butions is again very higliLy significant, the figures being as fo11ows:-

Indians Europeans

d1 = 1.459 d2 = 0.954

ad = 0.009 do = 0.016
1 1

t : 27.446 P : <.01

The median ages of EUropean and Indian pupils in each grade from

sub-standard one to standard six (and beyond) show the Europeans to be oon-

sistently younger, ~1Us:-

lABLE ITI

MElDIAN .AGE (IN YElIRS) OF EUROPEAN AND INDIAN PUPILS IN NATAL

SOHOOLS, JUNE, 19571 )

Grades Indians Europenr.e Differenoes

Sub-8tandard I 7,23 6.23 1.00

Sub-Standard 11 8. '72 7.P- 1,40

S'iandard I 9.95 8.39 1.56
Standard 11 11.20 9.39 1.81
Standard III 12.54 10.41 2.13
Standard IV 13.62 11.42 2,20

Standard V 14.57 12.56 2.01
Standard VI 15.57 13.53 2.04

The faot, that the differenoes between the median ages of European

and Indian pupils deorease as one prooeeds downwards from standard six to

sub-standard one is probably due to the institution of ~le platoon sohoo1

system on an inoreasing1y wider soale from 1952 onwards.

1) Direotor of Education (Natal) (1959).
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It \-las against such a background of overageness-for-grade among

Indian children that Project III \-ras set,
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(C) :ffiE PROBLEM HYroTHESES f

It has been pointed out in the introduction that Project III was

inspired by the fact that Indian children entered school at varying ages,

not from clloice but from compulsion. TIle result of this was that classes

in Indian sohools consisted (and still consist) of children differing wide-

ly in age, The age-range in sub-standard one in 1957 was under 6 years to

15 years (Table I) and in standard six from 11 years to 19 years and over

(Table 11). In other words, '''hile some Indian eleven-year-olds were in

sub-standard one, others of the same age, but more fortunate, were in

stMdard six. Such extreme ranges were not present in the case of EuropeM

classes. Standard deviations in age in the bottom and top classes of the

primary school were shown to be very significantly higher for Indians than

for Europeans.

Such a situation brought to the fore two problems which were des-

cribed as "relative retardation'l and Urelative educabilityll.
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By Urelative retardation" the following is meant: Given a number

of children varying in standard but equal in age, are those in the lower

grades retarded in respect of their mental and scholastic development when

compared with their age peers :l.n the upper grades?

By lI rel ative educability" the following is implied: Given a

number of children varying in age but in the same school standard, do the

older, by virtue of their greater age maturity and experience, derive more

benefits than the younger children from instruction within that grade, in

other lvords, are the older children m:>re educable than the younger?

On the basis of conunonsense, affirmative answers were given to

these two questions and tilese answers, re-stated in operational terms,

constituted tile working l~otheses of Project Ill, as follows:-

(1) Of a group of pupils of tile same chronological age rot varying in

school standard, those in the upper grades will achieve higher I.Q.f s

as well as higher raw scores :l.n mental and scholastic tests than those

in the lower grades, other things equal.

(2) Of a group of pupils in the same school standard bnt vary:l.ng in chro

nological age, the older, presumably more advanced in mental age and

experience, will aahieve higher raw soores in mental and scholastio

tests than tile younger, other things equal.

Hypothesis (2) suggested a corollary, termed "relative progress",

by which the following is meant: Given two groups of pupils in standard

two, the one consisting of late-starters and the other of early-starters,

are their rates of progress from grade to grade up to standard six, as

measured by intelligence and scholastic tests, different in any w~?

The working l~othesis adopted :l.n respect of this corollary was

as follows: Given a group of late- (older children) and a group of early-
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starters (younger children) in stl\l1dard uvo, the older, by virtue of their

advantage in chronological and, presumably, mental age, will show greater

progress from grade to grade and finish at standard six at a significantly

higher level of mental and scholastic attainment than the younger, other

things equal.

All the possible results of the two main hypotheses, together

with their practical implications, were then considered in order to ascer

tain whether the project was wor~l tile while and justified the risk of car

rying through, for certain formidable problems (which will be discussed

later) begl\l1 to show up at the planning stage. In the consideration of

possible outcomes (Which are outlined in the immediately succeeding para

graphs), scores in mental tests were ~le ones held mainly in mind for these

were regarded as being of primary importance; soores in scholastic tests

were deemed to be of secondary importance as they were, in some measure,

deducible from the former. The assumption was also made that tile groups

of children being compared were initially equal in mental ability.

The testing of HYPo~lesis (1) (age constant - stroldard varying)

was expeoted to yield one of three possible sets of results, as follows:-

(1) (a) Significl\l1t differenoes between I.Q.ls and, therefore, raw soores,

of pupils in the upper classes anel ~lose of pupils in the lower

clnsses, favouring the former: Such a result would imply that

schooling had a stimulating effect on intellectual development

and that the child who left school early or reached ~le age '''hen

mental development is believed to cease (in ~le late teens)l)

1) Reoent findings suggest that the older view that intellectual growth
ceased at the age of sixteen or thereabouts (held, for example, by
Terman find MerriU, 1937) need modifioation. When total scores in in
telligenoe tests are considered, cross-sectional studies show a peak
in the twenties, fI gradual decline to about fifty, and a IJn.lch steeper

(footnote continues next page)
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while still in a standard not conunensurate ldth his chronologi

cal age (because of late entrance into school) would be intellec-

tually stunted.

(1) (b) Significant differences in I.Q. I S and raw scores favouring stu

dents in the lower grades: The implication would be that the

later the age of school entry, the better for mental development.

High unlikely.

(1) (c) No significant differences in I.Q.ls and raw scores: TI1is

would imply that delayed schooling did not have an adverse ef

fect on intellectual growth and that, from the purely paedagogi

cal point of view, it did not matter wllether children started

school at 5 years or at 15 years since their ability to learn

was not impaired in any way.

TI1e investigation of Hypoti1esis (2) (standard constant - age

varying) was also expected to yield one of tl~ee possible sets of results,

as follows:-

(2) (a) Significant differences in raw scoresl ) between tile scores of

the yotmger and older children, favouring the younger. This

(footnote continued from previous page)

deoline thereafter (for example, Miles and Miles, 1932; Jones and Oon
rad, 1933). Longitutlinal studies (reported, for example, qy Dwens,
1953 and Bc:wley, 1949 and 1955), have, however, cast doubt on the in
evitability of the decline from twenty to fifty, at least for educated
people. It has also been found that there are different rates of de
cline for the various abilities (for example, qy Fox and Birren, 1950).
Vocabulary, general information and power tests ahow the least decline
and performnnce tests (for example, Wechsler1s digit-aymbol) the most.
It also appears that the decrease starts earlier in men in the lower
grade occupations than among those in more "intellectualll occupations
(Vernon, 1951). In the In(lian situation, however, the question still
remains whether intellectual growth will continue to its maxillUlITl poten
tial in the case of pupils grossly over-age for ti1eir grades, who have
missed the stimulation of school life during their most formative years
while waiting for school places.

1) Throughout this account, raw scores in the intelligence tests used will
be regarded as indicative of mental age or mental Dlaturity, irrespec
tive of chronological age.
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'-rould indicate that delayed schooling had very seriously affected

mental growth. Further, if one took into consideration the pos

sibility that intellectual development ceased in the late I teens,

it might appear that the older child would be damned to serious

end permanent mental crippling relativ9 to his younger school

peer.

(2) (b) Significant differences in raw scores favouring the older: This

would mean that delay in schooling did not adversely affect in

tellectual growth (although, of course, it ,.,rould delay scholastic

progress, but then this could be made good by accelerating the

education of late starters).

(2) (c) No significant differences in raw scores: The implication would

be that delayed entrance into school had adversely interfered

with mental development since, other things equal, children higher

in chronological age should also be higher in mental age.

In the discussion of the results of Project II some light was

shed on Hypothesis (2). Table LXXV (p. 278) showed that in tll'3 case of

standard six non-failures who had entered school at varying ages, non-verbal,

verbal and combined scores in the New South African Group Test (r.Q. I s as

well as raw scores) were significantly and consistently correlated negati

vely with age. The same npplied to scores in the four scholastic tests.

Tnbles LXXVI (P. 280), LXXVII (p. 282), and LXXVIII (p. 283)

showed up these results strikingly in terms of actual scores for each level

and for each of the low and high socie-economic status groups 0 In view of

these results it might be felt that Hypothesis (2) ,.,rhoulcl have been formu

lated to favour the younger over the older children. Instead of doing this,

hm.,rever, it was decided to keep to the commonsense vim.,r that the older would

be superior to the younger by virtue of their age maturity. The implica-
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tions of the c1atn in the tables quo'~ed could not be accepted at this stage

with a high degree of conviction fOJ~ Project 11 WaS limited to a oross

sectional study of a single school f3tandard and the criterion of socio

economic status used, nroooly, the oecupationa.l level of the father, was not

sufficiently refined for the interpretations that one was te~ted to make

immediately, The situation at the looll1Snt, in respect of Hypothesis (2),

is, therefore, analogous to the one in '\"hiOO a benevolent oourt enters a

plea of "not guiltyll and proceeds with the trial of a self-confessed mur-

derer.

(D) REVIEW OF PREVIQUS STUDIES:

Sinoe this project is conc:erned with the influence of the school

environment on performance in intelligence and soholastic tests by Durban

Indian children, the literature to be reviewed below will have both a

general and a specific relevance, namely,

(a) studies pertaining to the influ.ence of the school environment in

determining intelligence level, and

(b) literature pertaining to mental and scholastic testing among non-

Europeans in South Africa.

(a) Literature Pertaining to the Influenoe of the School Enyironment
.,gn Intelligence:

The parts played by heredity and onvironmont in the de termination

of an individual's mental level has for long been a subject of contention

among psychologists. Heredi4Y is determined by tile sum total of genes tilat

are transmitted to individuals by both parents at conception. Environment

is a very broad concept, including both the intracellular and intercellular

environment \olithin the organism itself as \olell as the manifold external in

fluences tilat impinge upon it from birth to death.
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Pastore (1949) points out that extreme hereditarian and environ

mentalist opinions among psychologists and sociologists are usually closely

associated ,vith conservative and liberal attitudes respectively on other

issues. Environmentalists tend to be optimistic obout the nattu-e of hUIlk"J1

nature and like to think that under favourable conditions any individual

is almost infinitely improvable in any trait. Tlms Stoddard (1939), one

of the group of workers nt the lown Child Welfare Research Stntion, has

c1mmedl "••••• the children of definitely moronic mothers Md laboring

c1nss fnthers, if p1nced early in good foster homes, will turn out to be

nbove nveroge in mental abilityu. Herediticinns, on the other hand, ever

since Galton's first research into genius begirmil1g in 1869 (Galton, 1952),

hove tended to be pessimistic nbout the prospect of changing hU17l!ln nnture

to any significant extent qy IDro1ipulating the environment and have stressed

tIle importance of producing better lnunan beings b.Y eugenica1 measures. As

Catte11 (1941) says, an individual's heredity was made to seem like Fate

itself, giving bounteously to some, without any great effort on their part,

nnd bringing inevitable misery to others.

Anostasi (1958) distinguishes three views in the nature - nurture

controversy. The early clnssificntion of behaviour into "instincts" and

Ilhabits ll , corresponding to IInative behnviouru and "acquired behaviour",

respectively, nssumed the exclus~ve opernt~on of either heredity or envi

ronment ,,,ithin a given activity. SeconcUy, the heredity - environment re

Intionship has been conceived in terms of additive contribution. Accord

ing to this view, both heredity and environment are involved in all beha

viour development and the resulting behaviour characteristics can be ana

lysed into the sum of hereditary and environmental influenoes. This addi

tive assumption lies bnok of such statements aSI "Heredity contributes 75

per cent and environment 25 per cent to the development of intelligence".

The third view of the relationship is that of interaction. This is the most
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widely accepted standpoint to-day. It implies that the contribution of

heredity in the development of n given trait depends upon the contribution

of environment and vice versa. In other words, anyone environmental fac-

tor will exert a different influence depending upon the specific hereditary

material upon which it operates. Similarly, any hereditary factor '\....m

operate differently under different environmental conditions. From this

point of view, any attempt to estimate the proportional contribution of a

hereditary or environmental factor would be futile since the proportion

,\,fould vary as either hereditary or environmental factol's varied. The

mathematical soundness of additive procedures in this oontext has been

similarly called into question by Loevinger (1943). Anastasi says that

heredity-environment interdependence can be more accurately likened to tile

arithmetical operation of rm.l1tiplication than to addition. An individual's

characteristics may be thought of ns the produot rather than the sum, of

the hereditary and environmental factors, so that a slight difference in

environment in interaction with a slight difference III heredity may result

in a very large difference in the characteristic concerned. The effects

of heredity and environment are so intertwined that they are inextricablel ).

__0 ,__

1) In the same vein, Hebb (1958) writes: u••••• it is said for example
that 80 per cent of intelligence is determined by heredity, 20 per cent
by environment. This statement is, on the face of it, nonsense. It
means that a man would have 80 per cent of the problem-solving ability
he would otherwise have had, if he were never given the opportunity to
learn a language, never learned how people behave, and so forth. Con
versely, it meana that 20 per cent of a man's problem-solving capacity
will result from a good environment, no matter vlhat heredity is invol
ved, which we know of course is not true. What we must say is that
both these variables are of 100 per cent irrq;>ortance: their relation is
not additive but rm.l1tiplicative. To ask how much heredity contributes
to intelligence is like asking how mch the '\ddth of a field cOll"liribu
tes to its area.

lilt is reasonable to ask how much the variations in intelligence are
determined by variations of heredity, or of environment, but this is
a very different question •••••".
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Tyler (1956) regards the heredity-environment controversy an

artifact. She believes that as soon as 101e say heredity .Q! environment,

nature versus nurture, we have already misstated the question and rendered

it 1ll1answerable in view of the relationship of interaction holeling between

the two factors. The writer goes on to say, however, that there are cer-

tain questions relating to heredity and environment for 101hich answers are

attainable, questions such as: (1) How much difference can we expect a

change of environment to make in the kinds of traits that have interested

psychologists, particularly intelligence and personality characteristics?

(2) Which environmental conditions are the ones that really C01ll1t most-
heavily in psychological development?

Wollman (1940a) lists the following types of environment that

have been studied in relation to intelligence: (1) socio-economic status;

(2) education of parents; (3) preschool attendance; (4) school and home;

(5) geograpldcal location,; (6) ~lstitutional residence; and (7) training

progrronmes. Of these, the influence exerted by the school is the central

problem of the present project.

TIle view that tile school environment (fues stimulate intelleotual

growth is a relatively recent development in psychology. Early psychologi

cal thinking was convinced of the total or near total innateness of intelli

gence. 1113 great an authority as Terman (1919) could say that lack of

schooling does not prevent a subject from enrn~lg rol average or superior

score in tile Binet-Simon (Stanford) rold could quote cases in support. As

Goodenough (1940) says, before the publication by the National Society

(1929) of the Twenty-Eighth Yearbook, "intellectual ability, or intellect,

had been tacitly assumed to be in the nature of a gift from the gods. It

was the task of educators to help the child to learn, not to increase his

intrinsic ability to learn new tilingS. The doctrine of formal discipline,

although it occurred and reoccurred in the educational literature from time
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to time, was pretty thoroughly clispelled by controlled experiments early

in the present century. With the rediscovery, in 1900, of Mendel's now

famous '''ork on the mechanisms of heredity, and the enthusiastic adaptation

of these principles to the question of mental deficiency by G~ldard that

occurred a little more than a deoade afterward, the public mind, which has

ever been reac\y' to shed inconvenient responsibilities, became rore firmly

set than ever in the attitude that, as far as his mental development is

concerned, the future of the child is on the knees of the godsu •

Burt (1921), as a result of extensive research among London

children, wrote: "••••• to acllieve distinction, at all events in a trial

so aoademic as the Binet-Simon tests, experience rust be heavily supple

mented; it must be reinforced eitiler by the artificial aids supplied by a

civilised society, or by the natural stiIJUl1us of an unusual native wit.

Imagine ~"o chilc~en, aged seven and seventeen respectively, both possess

ing an intelligence equnlly normal (at birth), neither having passed a

single hour in school. The younger, as a consideration of the several

tests ,.,rill sho'." might reach a mental age of six; the older, despite ten

years t seniorit-y, barely that of nine. So barren is growth deprived of

opportunity".

With tile knowledge that H'e have to-day, there is probably no one

who will deny the stiIJUl1ating effect of the school on mental growth. Bies

heuvel (1956b) regards the school as being "particularly important during

the later years of chililllood, and in establishlllg verbal, numerical, and

reasoning skills, without ,.,hioh the power of tho mind can never roalise its

maxirum potential or attain optimum effectiveness in adjusting to the re

quirements of civilisationll •

Wheeler and Perkins (1932), staunch environmentalists, make tile

point vehemently (and, perhaps, not quite accurately), tl1us: n••••• tile

teacher must stimulate the development of intelligence. ••••• To regard
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intelligence as a 'capacity' is to place a stumbling block in the way at

the outset. Intelligence is made, not born; heredity plays only on8 part

in the making. Science ropudiates the postulation of a 'capacity' defined

as something of which the child possesses so IJUlch and no mre". And again:

llThe function of environment is to raise the growth potential, not merely

to permit its expression ll • They give an analogy to illustrate this point:

\lA very sluggish stream of \vater flows through a cl:ll1yon. There is no power

in the stream; it can achieve nothing. But on engineer builds a dam across

it, raising its level two hundred feet. Now the stream rushes over the top

of thG dam and at the bottom turns mighty engines that supply power for a

radius of many miles. A potential has been raised by elevating the stream.

Now there is achievement. • •••• Now we know the function of education.

Its aim is to raise the energy of the growing organism to higher potentials

through stimulation and motivation. It does more than permit intelligence

to express itself; it creates intelligence, just as building a dam creates

water power".

It seems to be generally accepted J;10W that the school environ

ment fosters mental development but how and to what extent hnve not been

adequately investigated under controlled conditions. While a fair amount

of research into the effects of preschool attendnnce on intelligence have

beon done in the past, the literature on the influence of delayed schooling

on mental growth is scanty, largely because the compulsory education lmls

in western societies demanding that children shall begin school attendance

at a certain age do not permit sufficiently l~~ge popula.tions of education

ally deprived children to nccumulate (Goodenough, 1940a; Lynn, 1959). How

ever, two lines of research, though of indirect relevance as far as the

present study is concerned, provide some light on the problem. They are

(1) investigntiol1s into the relntionship between amount of schooling nnd

intelligence among ndults or near-adults, and (2) investigations into the

intellectual development of isolated groups of children. There are also a
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few studies \-1hich IYk.1Y be classified as "miscellaneous ll that have some bear

ing on the present problem and these also ''''ill be briefly reviewed below.

(1) Amount of Schooling and Intelligence:

An analysis of the relationship betwoen educational level and

intelligence test scores of adults in the American arnw during both World

Wars showed corr elations of .73 and .74 between performance in the krrrw

1Ilpha or AGCT and highest grade reached at school (Anastasi, 1958). How

ever; these bare correlations are hardly informative for they could be in

terpreted in two ways: (1) Education raises the intellectual level. (2)

The brighter individuals are more likely to 11 surviveu as higher and higher

levels of education are attained.

Mursell (1947) quotes four investigations into tile effects of

later schooling on intelligence - by Rogers (1931), McConoell (1934),

Lives£\)' (1939) and Thomson (1940). Senior students were used in all the

studies. Test and re-test after intervals ranging from 9 months to 4 years

showed substantial gains which were attributed to continued schooling.

Newman, Freeman and Holzinger (1937) have also produced evidence

that amount of schooling has a favourable effect on mental growth. They

studied 19 pairs of identical twins who were separated at ages ranging

from 2 weeks to 6 years. At the time of the study, their ages ranged from

12 to tIJ years. Twelve of the pairs sho\ved negligible differences in both

mental ability and educational environment. In tile case of one pair, no

marked difference in intelligence was found even though a large differenco

in formal schooling had occurred. One pair, with similar formal schooling,

showed a marked difference in ability but in tllis case other differences in

cultural opportunity had operated. The remaining 5 pairs of tvlins had ex

perienced large differences in ednoation and showed corresponding differ

ences in mental ability. 1Ilthough this study has been critioised on sta-
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tistical1 ) and other grounds, for example, by Burks (1938) and McNernar

(1938), the method of studying separately reared identical twins seems to

possess great promise.

Lorge (1945) has carried out the most famous study of the in

fluence of schooling on mental abillty. In 1921, 863 boys around 14 years

of age and in the eighth grade hod been given a series of intelligence alld

aptitude ·tests. In 1941, 20 years later, 131 of the original 863 were 10

oated and induced to take mental tests. According to Lorge, this sample of

131 was not significantly tufferent in mean achievement and variability

from tile original 863 and hence was representative of the larger group.

The educational achievement (highest grade completed) of these 131 adults

varied from 8 grades to 17 or roore and the opportunity wa.s afforded, there

fore, to discover how differences in extent of schooling affected the 1941

scores of boys equated for test score in 1921. He found that final scores

tended to increase as amount of subsequent education increased. Thus among

the 30 men \."hose scores fell between 69 and 78 on the original test, those

who completed the eighth grade had a. final meM score of 20.7 (on the Otis

S-A) While those \.[ho had had graduate training beyond college averaged

38.0. Lorge I s main conclusion was that schooling raises the I.Q. He saida

'IFor boys of I equal t intelligence at age 14, 7-8 years of (additional)

schooling produce M increase by age 34 of t\VO full years in MA or a change

in IQ from 103 to ll511 •

Garrett (1946 and 1953) has criticised Lorge's findings, ruXl

particularly his loose usage of the concepts of lvi.A. and I.Q. derived from

scores on his group test as if they were equivalent to the Stanford...Binet

measures. lmastasi (1958) has also expressed dissatisfaction with the

'---------------_._------
1) Discussing this work of Newman, Freeman and Ho1zinger, Carter (1940)

says that some statistical errors are inevita.ble in any major study~
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smallness of Lorge's sample and his failure to take accotU1t of regression

affect in his method of analysis of data.

Mother longitudinal study has been carried out by HUB~n (1951).

Ha compared the test performance of 722 young men examined upon induction

into military service with ~leir scores ten years earlier while in the

~lird grade of primary schools in MalmO (Sweden). The sample was divided

into 5 groups on the basis of total education received. TIlese ranged from

the compulsory 7 years of primary education to 12-13 years. Within each

group, initial and final I.Q.'s were compared. In relation to the total

sample, the group with the least education showed a mean loss of 1.2 I.Q.

points. TIle other groups showed relative mean increases of 2.1, 3.0, 3.2

and 11.D points, respectively. TIle last tilree clifferences were significant

at the .01 level. Oontinued education was tilUS associated with increasing

I.Q.'s. Mother analysis of data of the same study showed that total amount

of eduoation correlated .61 Witll initial test score and .80 Witll flllal

score (Hus~n, 1950). The faot tllat the seoond coefficient was higher than

the first 'vas further evidence of the direct effect of further education

upon intelligence test scores.

A study by Owens (1953) gave similar results. He re-tested, in

1949-1950, 127 males who had taken the ArTrfl Alpha 30 years before, at the

time they entered college. This group not only showed a significant mean

gain on the re-test (which, incidentally, contradicted views that general

intelligence level declined with age) but also significant IIll3all gains as

amount of college or graduate education increased.

(2) Intellectual Development of Isolated Groups:

Of perhaps greater relevance to the present study than the works

cited above are researches into the mental development of the children of

isolated groups of people.
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Gordon (1923) carried out a StLlc1y of English canal-boat and

gypsy children. The canal-boat population lived an isolated life, the en

vironment provided little intellectual stimulation, most of the adults were

illiterate and the children had few contaots outside their immediate fami-

lies. Special schools were maintained for the children ivho could attend

them when the boats were tied up for loading or discharging. In health and

more~s the population' cOI!lJared favourably with tmm dwellers of the same

class, but the children were grievously under-educated, their attendance

at school averaging about 4-510, compared with the 88/0 of children in ordi-

nary elementary schools.

The abbreviated scale of the Stabford revision tests was used,

together with stroldarclised tests III speed of reading, adding, subtracting

and spelling.

The mean age of the 76 children tested ivas 9: 5. Their mean LQ.

was found to be 69.6, suggesting a borderline group idth a few feeble

minded individuals. The educational. quotient of the 36 children lvho could

do the simple scholastic tests 101as only slightly lower than their I.Q.

(70.4 e~d 71.5, respectively), the coefficient of correlation being .715.

Further anal.ysis showed that the I.Q. declined sharply \vith age within the

group, the 4- to 6-year-olds averaging 90 while the 12- to 22-year-olds

averaged only 60. TIle correlation between I.Q. and age was -.755. Even

when children in the same family l/ere compared, a consistent drop in I.Q.

from the youngest to the eldest sibling was noted, thus:-

TABLE IV

1.Q. 's OF CANAL-BOAT CH lLDREN WITHIN THE SAME F1lM1LY (GORDON, 1923)

-- -
N Mean Age I.Q.

-
4th child in family 5 5:9

lLJ3rd \I tl tI 11 7:5 76.0
2nd " 11 11 22 aelO 72.9
1st 1I u SI 22 11:11 60.0
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In LQ., the boys tested considerably higher than the girls,

the latter being about a year or more retarded then the boys. This retar

dation was, hm.rever, probably due to the greater average age of the girls

(9:10 against 8:9 for the boys), intelligence and age being negatively

correlated.

Gordon concluded: "The fact that there is a marked decrease in

'intelligence' \vith an inorease of age, and that this is especially notice

able among children in the same family, suggests very convincingly that the

low average 'intelligence' of these children is not due to heredity. It

may be due to environment, or to the laok of schooling, or to both combined.

But as it has been Shown that the correlation between the results of the

mental and scholastic tests is very high, and further that the average

ratios for these two sets of tests are approximately the same, it may be

assumed Witil some reasonableness that the lack of schooling has affected

both 'mental! and scholastic achievements to the same extent. In other

words, \dthout education (schooling) children are very much handicapped

when tested by the 'intelligence! tests used in this investigation - in

fact, to nearly the same extent as when tested qy purely scholastic tests.

• • • •• Without the mental effort or mental exercises associated witil

schooling it ,"ould appear that there has been very little mental develop

ment on the intellectual side" •••••

Gordon made a similar study of 82 gypsy children. The gypsies

led a nomadic existence, the children attending school only during the few

winter months when they were temporarily settled. In spite of tile fact

that their living conditions were orude and primitive, the gypsy children

had more social contacts outside of ~leir immediate families and were,

~lerefore, less isolated than the canal-boat children.
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The meM age of the children was 9:9 nnd thoir mean I.Q., 74.5.

The correlntion between nge and I.Q. was -.430. Thus both the overnll in

feriorit,y and age decrement in intelligence were less marked nmong the gyp

sies than runong the o~mal-bont children. Oorrespondingly, it was found

that the mean school attendance of the gypsy children was very much higher

thnn that of the canal-boat children, being 34.% a.s ngainst Ir'f/. of the

possible number of sohool days. Also, \dthin the gypsy group, I.Q. shcwed

a significant positive correlation of .368 with school attendanoe. The edu

cationnl nnd mental quotients of 60 children who could do the scholastio

tests were 77.4 ~~d 75.4, respeotively, ~le correlation being .784.

The close correspondence between low intelligenoe and low educa

tional quotients in the case of both the canal-boat ond gypsy children led

Gordon to suggest that the mentol tests did not measure native abilit,y opart

from sohooling except in the case of very young children.

Examining the fact of age decrement in intelligence among both

groups studied by Gordon, Anastasi (1958) says: "One possible explsnntion

for such a decrement is that the intellectual needs of the younger ohild

oan be satisfied almost as well in the restricted environment of the canal

bont or gypsy camp as in a prosperous urban home. 1113 the child grOl-lS older,

however, the differential effects of poorer home environment and of defi

cient sohooling become increasingly apparent. Another fnctor which undoub

tedly enters into the obtained results is the well-known difference in the

functions meosured by intelligenoe tests at the lower and upper age levels.

The inoreasing emphasis upon verbal ond otiler abstract functions at tile

older ages may present a progressively greater handicap to children Whose

environments do not encourage the development of these abilities.

Gordon's findings have been corroboroted by severnl studies of

mountain children in America. Surveys have been carried out in Kentuoky,
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Tennessee, Georgia and the Blue Ridge Mountains. In general, the inhabi

tants of the regions studied lived in virtual isolation for a large part

of the year because of poor roads and other forms of comrrnmication. A 10lV'

standard of living and high degree of inbreeding were characteristic of

these groups. Nearly all the inhabitants were of British descent, their

families having lived in the United States for many generations.

The surveys carried out among the mountaineers will be classi

fied by regions.

Kentuckv

Hirsch (1928) tested the children of East Kentucky IOOuntaineers

with llltelligence and scholastic tests. He says that his most important

single discovery was that the merol I.Q. obtained was 79.0. He found only

small negative correlations between I.Q. ffild age. In one school of 257

children the figure was -.23; with 796 additional children, the coefficient

was -.005. The E.Q.'s, like the I.Q.'s, were also well below 100. From

the fact that the I.Q. Ts of the various age-groups ,,,rere about the same

(small negative correlations between I.Q.'s and age), Hirsch concluded tilat

the general intelligence level of the sample was "casual1y (?) speaking,

largely independent of its educational and social environment, the latter

being, for the most part, an effect and expression of the intelligence

level and energy status of the mountaineers ll • And from the fact that the

mean I.Q.'s and E.Q.'s of the groups were approximately the same he ventu

red that Uthe general level of each was relatively independent of environ

mental circumstances and was an expression of the innate mental capacity of

the subjects tested". Hirsch thus attributed the mental and scho1astio re

tardation of the mountain children mainly to inborn, hereditary inferiori~.

Asher (1935) also studied mountain children in south-eastern

Kentucky. The ~ers Mental Measure was given to 363 children, the median
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I.Q. being 67.7. TIle National Intelligenoe Test, Soale B, was administered

to 234 children of the same group, the median being 71.5. With 56 children

who were not at school when either of the t\vO tests was given, Asher used

the Binet-Simon. This gave a median I.Q. of 72.85.

It was found that the median 1.9. for each age-group decreased

gradually and continuously with age, thus:-

TABLE V

MEDIAN 1.9. t S OF MJUNTAIN CHILDREN

BY CHRONOLCGICilL 1I.GE (il.SHER, 1932.1

Age Median I.Q.

7 83.50
8 75.50
9 74.25

10 69.05
11 66.50
12 64.25
13 63.25
14 63.30
15 _I 60.60

Unlike Hirsoh, 1I.aher attributed both the low mean 1.9. of the

mountain children and their decrease in 1.9. with increasing age to enn-

ronmental factors. The aim of the investigator had been to show that in-

telligence tests constructed and standar(lised in one locali~ for and on

partioular groups of individua1.s should not be used in some other locality

or on some other group \-11th a view to making comparisons between individu-

als living in the two localities, unless it could be proved that the one

did not differ essentially in its opportunities from the other. The writer

says: "If the children in a mountain environment are given a test which

measures the knowledge and skills in kind and amount of urban children, it

seems obvious that the mountain chil(~en would be at a decided disadvantage

unless they had had approximately the same opportunity to acquire this know-
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ledge and skill as the urban children. The same could be said for racial

comparisons. Of course, such comparisons can be made and one can conclude

that mountaineers do not know what other children know or oannot do what

otiler children can do, but it is just about as likely that tlle city ohildren

do not know some of the things that the mountain ohildren know, things that

may require as mch ability to learn as the things which they do not know.

One could expeot one or another result depending upon what kind of test

item one included in his testsu •

Tennessee:

In 1930, Wheeler (1932) studied 1,147 children in the public

schools of the East Tennessee mounta:in region, using the Dearborn (non

language) and Illinois General Intelligenoe (language) scales. BOtil tests

showed the same trends, the mean I.Q. t S being 82 and 78 on the Dearborn and

Illinois tests, respectively. At age 6 years, tile mean I.Q. of tlle mountain

ohildren measured nearly normal after whioh there \.,ras a consistent decrease

witll increase in chronological age. Scholastio retardation was marked,

being J.t years in the first grade to 2 years :in the eighth. Wheeler con

oluded that performance on both tests was affected by environmental factors

and thut the mountain ohildren were not aa far below the normal as the tests

seemed to indioate. The investigator suggested that with proper environ

mental changes the children might test near a normal group.

In 1940, ten years after the first study, Wheeler (1942) revisi

ted tlle area and carried out another similar survey. During the interven

ing decade there had been definite improvement in the eoonomio, social and

eduoational conditions of the mountain area. The average mountain child

\"as no'" eight months younger for his grade than he was ten years ago, so

tilat there was a decrease in age-grade retardation. 3,252 children in 40

sohools were tested. TIley were found to be superior to the 1930 group at
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all ages and at all grades, as IllGaBured by the same tests, to the extent of

about 10 points of LQ. (Smith (1942) found similar increases in intelli

gence test scores of public school children in Honolulu as a result of im

provement in educational facilities during ffil interval of 14 years).

The 1930 study had shown a consistent decrease in I.Q. with in

crease in chronological age from 94.7 at age six to 73.5 at age sixteen, a

decline of 1.9 points a year. The 1940 survey showed a similar deoline,

but at a higher level, from 102.6 at age six to 80 at age sixteen, an ave

rage of 2 points each year.

In order to study the influence of over-ageness or age-grade re

tardation, Wheeler eliminated all children who were over-age by one or more

years, from eaoh grade. He found that for the normal age-groups the mean

!.Q.' s remained normal at each grade level. The retardod oases had lowered

tile I.Q. from 4 points at ages seven and eight to 14.83 points at age twelve.

As over-ageness increased and retardations aocumulated from grade to grade,

there occurred a oorresponding decline in !.Q. This point is of direct re

levanoe to tile present research.

Georgia:

Edwarc1s and Jones (1938) in a study of the children of Nortil

Georgia mountaineers also obtained a mean !.Q. lower than the national ave

rage as well as a decline in I.Q. from around 100 at ages seven to nine

years to 76 at age fourteen and 70 for those older. The eduoational quo

tients of the children were, however, ratiler better than might have been ex

peoted from tlleir !.Q.'s.

Blue Ridge Mounta;ins:

Sherman and Key (19.32) made a stUdy of 102 ohildren from four

hollO\oIS in tile Blue Ridge Mountains as well as 81 children from a small
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village at the foot of the Blue Ridge, 1111 the inhabitants of these areas

were descendants from a common ancestral stock so that they were racially

homogeneous. Four tests of intelligence were administered. The table be-

low illustrates all the usual characteristics of the intelligence distri-

l:ution of isolated groups. Both the village and mountain children achieved

means OOlO\V' 100 in nearly all the tests. The village children, however,

scored higher on nearly all the tests and this was attributed to their OO°C-

ter schooling opporttmiOcies. Both groups showed the usual decline in test

scores as chronological age increased, this being (as expected) less Illltrked

with the village group, as shown below. This 'V'ork is of particular signi

ficance because of the wide range of tests used, which included performance

tests.

TAm,E VI

I.9. DISTRIBUTIONS BY AGE OF IDUNTAIN AND VILLAGE CHliJDREN (SHER.M!ili
AND KEY, 1932J,

Pintller- National Goodneough Pintner-

Moe Qunningham Intelligence Draw-A-Man Patterson
, , ,

Mt.
,
Vill, Mt. 1 Vill, Mt. i Vill, Mt. jVill.,

! ! j !
; ! , Ii6-8 84 I 94 80 i 93 89 II j

! i I

I
I

8-10 70 91 i 117 66 I 82 76 ! 93I !f10-12 53 ! 76 66 j 101 71 69 70 87i ! I! ! !
12-14 ! Ii 67 ! 91 69 73 83 !

! t , ,
14-16 ! 52 I 87 49 ; 70 73

I
,
,

-

~ssessment of Studies of Isolated Clrll~

TIle low average intelligence of isolated children and tlleir de

cline in I.Q. with increasing age have been explained in ~lree different

ways by writers. Some attribute them to a poor heredity, caused by inb.reed-
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ing and tIle superior families leaving the isolated areas for better economic

and educational opporttmities in other places. Others base their explana

tions on the theory that the mind develops with stimulation, maintaining

that, since the isolated environment is less stinn.ilating, there occurs a.

generol decline in the rate of mental growth as the children beoome older

chronologically, the effects being cUI1Ulative.

Goodenough (1940a) stands for the first viev?-). She says:

"Given t\.,ro centuries of social anemia, during which time all the ablest

members of the group have been continuously drained m.,ray, leaving only the

intellectual and volitional weaklings to interbreed and reproduoe their

kind, need we seek further for an explanation of the state of educational

backwardness and intellectual degeneracy f0'lll1d? Lack of schooling? But

our pioneering ancestors did not find schools ready built in the wilderness.

They made schools, and it did not require two centuries of residence for

them to do so. Accordingly, I find it hard to accept ~le idea that the low

I.Q.'s of the mountain clliltwen are to be explallled solely on ~le basis of

educational deprivation. One is forced to ask: Why were they so deprived?"

An example of the second type of explanation is provided by

IUineberg (1940). After surveying the results of studies of isolated chil-

dren he writes: "The evidence along these lines is so overwhelming that

1) Goodenough does, however, reco~lise ~lat post-natal factors such as in
ferior environment, poor physical condition and linguistic difficulties
do handicap, for example, South European (Portuguese, Spanish, Italian)
and Negro children but she insists that, beyond these adventitious va
riables, innate racial differences do exist. Regarding the effects of
an unfavourable environment, she wrote: lilt seems probable, upon the
whole, that inferior environment is an effect at least as moh as it
is a cause of inferior ability, as the latter is indicated by intelli
gence tests. TIle person of low intelligence tends to gravitate to
those neighborhoods where the economic requirement is minimal- and
once there, he reacts toward his surroundings along ~le line ~f le~st
resistance. His children inherit his mental characteristics"
(Goodenough, 1926b).
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~le ctmrolative effect of inferior environment on reducing intellectual

achievement as measured Qy mental-test scores can hardly be questioned.

In this case no alternative explanation of the results carries conviction.

Taken toge~ler, the studies constitute a pO\verful argument in favour of the

important part played Qy educational factors in determining group varia

tions in the level of the IQ".

Similarly, Biesheuvel (1956b) describes the relationslrlp between

schooling and intelligence with reference to Africans, thus: Scholastic

education is the mechanism which establishes the mental skills through

which intelligence oan best make itself effective, and ,.,hereby the mind is

raised to higher adaptive levels. Though eduoational facilities are increa

sing, they as yet touch only a minority of Africans. Schooling is often

confined to establishing the rudiments of literacy and arithmetic, and its

effects in stimulating tile mind to enquire, to criticise, and to seek ob

jective causal relations is negligible in all but tile smallest minority of

cases. It follows, therefore, ~lat environment has not only failed to en

hance intellectual development in Africans, it has, bOtil through its physi

cal and its aultural influences, actively restrained such development and

congealed the mind into habits which debar the individuals concerned from

adequately responding to such education or stimulation as may eventually

come their way".

A tilird explanation is that the type of items contained in the

usual intelligence tests and tileir placement favour certain groups. For

instance, Eells, Davis et al. (1951), disoussing socio-economic status dif

ferences in intelligence-test performanoe, write: IlIf (a) tile children

from different social-status levels have different kinds of experiences and

have experiences Witil different kin(~ of material, and if (b) the intelli

gence tests contain a disproportionate amount of material drawn from tile

cultural experiences Wi~l which pupils from the higher social-status levels
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are more familiar, one 'Would expect (c) that children from the higher

social-status levels 'Would show higher LQ.' s thM those from the lower

levels". This argument tends to conclude that the observed differences in

pupil I.Q.'s are artifacts dependent upon ~le specific content of the test

items and do not reflect accurately any important underlying ability in

the pupi1~.

TIlese three lines of argument are, of course, over-simplifica

tions. Probably no psychologist or educator would to-elay subscribe to the

idea ~lat ['~1 the observed differences in test-intelligence between chil

dren of 10''' and high socia-economic status, between rural and urban groups,

between non-isolated and isolated groups, and so on, are to be accotmted

for by anyone of the three factors mentioned above. It is a :matter of

which of ~lem has to be emphasised.

(3) Miacellaneous~~~

Depressed intelligence test scores and decline in scores with

increase in chronological age are not confined to tmusual groups of chil

dren but appear among under-privileged and rural groups as well. This has

been brought out, for example, in studies by Wilcocks (1932) of poor-white

children in South Africa; by Jordan (1933) of mill-town children of low

socio-economic status; by Skeels and Fillmore (1937) of children admitted

to an orphanage after varying periods of residence in their own, very in

ferior homes; and by Lichtenstein and Brown (1938) of children reared in a

high delinquency area in a large city.

Wilcocks (1932) tested 3,281 children of poor whites in 1929

using the (old) South African Group Test. Tho subjects scored below the

national (Et~opean) norm in I.Q. and showed a decline in test-intelligence

ldth age. This was attributed by the investigator mainly to the unfavour-
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able environment in which they lived, The children were also retarded

educationally as shOlm by tes ts of problem arithmetic, mechanioal arithme

tic and vocabulary (Malherbe, 1932).

Jordan (1933), using language and non-language tests, found

that the LQ. of children of mill-\vorkers decreased from about normal at

age six to 85 at age thirteen. A difference of 9-10 LQ. points appeared

in favour of the non-language tests, the language tests showing an "impos-

sible" number of feeble-minded cases. He cono1uded: "••••• in those oceu-

pations represented largely by semi-skilled workers the poverty of the en-

vironment is so severe that children I s scores on intelligence tests are de-

fini tely 10\{ered so that children \oTho begin their \'Tork in school Hith nor-

mol capacities hove dropped to the level of dullards by the time thoy have

attained the age of 13",

It will be remembered that the associatod phenomena of depressed

mental and scholastic tast scores and negative correlation between test

quotients and chronological age \{ere also observed vlith the Indian strolclElrd

six sample studied in Project II (Tables LXXV (P. 278), LXXVI (p, 280),

LXXVII (p, 282) and LXXVIII (p, 283). In 0 discussion of the results

it was hypothesized that it \-laS educational deprivation in the form of de-

1ayed entrance into school rather than language, cult"UI'a1 or socio-economic

handicaps that was responsible for the observed facts, It will be shown

in tile next section that the scores of other non-white children in Sou·bh

Africa show the same tendency.

(b) LitarntgrsPertaining to Mental rold Scholastic Testing among N2n=
£!uropea,ns in South Africa:

Mental and scholastic tasting among South African non-Europeans

has often taken the form of inter-racia11 ) studies.

1) The term "racell will be used throughout this account in its popular
sense, to mean an etl1Uic group,
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The prioneer effort in tlrls direction was made in 1915 and 1916

by Lorron (1917). His subjects comprised 328 European, 176 Indian and 2Bl

Zulu school children in standards three to six. To measure mental ability

he used Pyle's test of intellectual functions comprising tests of memory,

quickness of learning, association, word-mlilding a.nd one ink-blot test.

It '''as found that the Zulus were only 5010 as efficient as the Europeans

and 7% as efficient as the Indians. He stated that the inferiority of the

Afrioan to the Indian pupils, whose mother tongue also is not English,

points to an inferiority deeper than that of mere language ability.

In the scholastic tests it was found that the Zulu children sur-

paSsed the European in handwriting but that in composition and in the four

fundamental arithmetical processes the European children were superior.

The Indian group was intermediate in handwriting, composition and addition

of numbers rot was superior to the European in the other three arithmetical

prooesses.

Loram's conclusions were as follows:-

1. "In the mental tests so far devised, and still more in school aclrleve

ments, the Native is considerably inferior to the European, but there

is no evidenoe that this inferiority will be permanent. The spread of

oivilisation, selective breeding, improved environment, and better

teaching 'Will undoubtedly tend to lessen the mental differences between

Europeans and Natives.

2. liThe so-called arrest of mental developmentl ) at the age of puberty is

clearly not a rao.ia.1 characteristic; though' it is. undeniablY' true that

1) According to Loram, a number of educationalists (at least during his
time) believed in this theory which he describes as follows: "In the
cnse of the Bantu people the weakness of the higher mental processes

(footnote continued next page)
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about that period a larger munbor of Native pupils than EuropetUl pupils

do become list16ss tU1d indifferent ll1 tileir school stutlies, and fail to

make the progress hitherto sustained.

3. lIThis failure to progress is due principally to a course of study and

methods of teaching which fail to give the pupils the satisfaction ne-

cessary to evoke tilelr continued efforts.

4. liThe unsatisfyingness of ordinary school work is over-poweringly strong

at about the age of puberty, '''hen the pupil is no longer subservient to

the ordinary school discipline, when he begins to think aoout the mean

ing of his school studies and to form plans for his future, and when

otiler satisfiable interests begin to appear.

Fick (1929) administered the Army Beta Test (non-linguistic in

directions and responses) and the Official Mental Hygiene Individual Scale

to 5,800 Coloured, 10,000 European, 762 Indian and 296 Zulu children. For

every year of age from 10 to 14 (inclusive) the European group was superior

to the Zulu. The urbtU1 Coloured tU1d urban Indian groups occupied the inter-

mediate positions in that order.

Discus sing tilese findings, Fick wrote: 11 In testing Nativs chil-

dren one cannot help noticing a number of factors that operate to the dis

advantage of this group, and to a lesser degree of the children of tile In

dian and Coloured country schools. There appears a distlllCt inability to

---------------_._------------
(footnote continued from page 340)

compared with the strength of the earlier processes of sensation and
memry, coupled Witil a lessening of these earlier powers oore notice
able than in the case of tile whites, has led to the generally accepted
hypothesis that there is a marked arrest in the mental development in
the case of the negro. This arrest, occurring for tile most part in the
early stages of adolescence, has induced tile further hypothesis that
tile arrest takes place at, or shortly after, the pUbertal period".
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carry out even the simplest directions ,,,hon given to the group. It amounts

almost to a complete lack of the power of working as a group. Whether this

inability is due to the innate or racial make-up of the groups concerned,

whether it is merely an indication of a lower level of intelligence or

whether it is due to th(r~ type of training or teaching the child receives,

it is iITpossible to state defini"l:ie1y. The methods of teaching are far in

ferior in the Native, Coloured (C01.Ultry) and Indian schools. The methods

are predominantly of the rote memory type. The result is that, when the

child is faced with a novel situation that requires some initiative or in

dependent activity, as in the intelligence test, it is confused and at a

10ss ll •

Fick (1937), in a paper read before the N8I" Education F~llowship

Conference in Johannesburg, reported tile results of a further stuQy (car

ried out in 1934) in which an attempt was made to remedy some of the handi

caps that African children ezperienced in being tested. The subjects com

prised 532 Africrul, 180 Coloured, 645 Europerol and 94 Indian pupils. The

children were tested individunl1y and concrete material we.8 used for the

most part. Six tests were used. In four of thom the responses were moto~,

while ill the case of tile other two the response consisted of 11 word or a

number. The median scores of the European children were adopted as the cri

teria, Md the percentages of the other groups reaching or exceeding these

scores on each of the tests were computed. The findings were as fo11O\"s;-
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TABLE VII

PERCENTAGES OF NON-EUROPEAN GROUPS REACHING OR EXCEEDING
EUROPEAN SCORES-ON TESTS OF INT1UIGENCE(FiCK, 1937)- -
-- ._- - -----

Test African Coloured Indian
10 % %-- --- ---

Worcester Formboards 4.1 15.1 15.7

Knox Cube Tes t 13.2 20.1 36.4

Malherbe1s Match Test 8.8 11.1 19.7

Porteus Maze Tests 10.7 14.9 20.8

Reasoning 13.9 25.5 17.0

Arithmetic 6.9 16.1 21.3

I

The inferiori"GY of all the non-\vhite groups, particularly of

the African, to the white group is obvious. Fick used these figures to

suggest that the educability of the Bantu \ms 10\v as compared \vith that

of the European.

At the SlUlle Conference Dent (1937) roported the achi9vement of

122 African clli1clren on a number of performance tests. He found tllem to

be retarded by as much as 4 or 5 years in mental development as compared

\vi th European children of the same age. Dent attributed the differenco

largely to environmental factors.

In 1935, about 12,000 African pupils comprising practically all

those in standard six to standard ten in all four provinces of the Union

wore tasted by the Interdepartmental Committeo on Native Education l\ppoin-

tod by the Union Government (1936) (Cook, 1939), in arithmetic (both mecha

nical l\nd problem) Md English vocabulary. It was found that, in arithIOO

tic, the MricEUl pupils wore about tvro standards behind EuropoEUl perform

ance in every grade. In English vocl\bu1ary it appearad the.t the AfriclUl
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child in standard six started about level with the English-speaking pupil

in standard two and the Af'rikaans-speaking pupil in standard four, after

which he gained on the European score so that he approached fairly nearly

the European norm by the time he got to the matriculation stage. Against

this it must be remembered that by the time this level is reached the Afri

can group has become relatively very much smaller and more selected than

the European groups.

However, the Committee specifically rejected tile suggestion

made by Fick as a result of his 1934 testing tllat .Africrols ore irulerently

less educable than Europeans. It stated: "A great deal of careful re-

search needs ••••• to be undertaken ••••• before the conclusion can be ar-

rived at ,.,ith any degree of scientific certainty, that the potential or in

born intelligence of the Native is lOi.,er than tilat of the vrhite Dk'Ul. Most

of the tests used so far have been taken from the cultural and scholastic

environment of the white man, and if Natives are deficient in tilOse 8chool

acquired skills (as most of tllem are) they do not show to advantage. Even

in using non-linguistic tests of a manipulative type, there are many simple

habits, as, for example, working from left to right, or '''orking in a straight

line, ,.,hich the white man imbides unconsciously from infancy, but which can

not be taken for granted to the same extent in the Native. The degree to

,.,hich '{jhese habits constitute part of his mental make-up frequently deter

mines the score which he makes in a test. On the '.,Thole it may be said that

an intelligence test affords a valid comparison between individuals only in

proportion, as they have a more or less homogeneous or common social inhe

ritance. It is very difficult, when constructing such tests, to fllld ele

ments on which the white Dk'U1 and block man stnnd absolutely level as regards

the contribution of purely environmental factors operating from as far bock

as the prenatal stage ••••• It is only '.,Then all ••••• external handicaps

(environmental deficiencies) are removed tilat on8 can fairly compare tlle
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unscientific to conclude at this stage that this intellectual backwardness

is attributable to l!lck of innate mental ability. The facts are all not

inll •

A comparison of age-standard distributions for 1935 showed that

in the lower standards tha African pupils lvere from 2t to 3 years older

than the EtU'opean pupils, due to the fact ·chat Baniiu chi1(U'en came to

school at a later age than European children.

Vro1 Rensburg (1938), using the double-handle test of Moede, a

mirror-drawing test, a sorting test and a ffi!lze test concluded that the Afri

can had not the learning ability to be able to compete on equal terms 'tdth

the average European, except in tasks of an extremely simple nature, He

sta"ces that the results indicate, though they do not prove, that the dif

ference in ability between Mricans and Europeans in tasks like those con

tained in the double-handle and mirror-drawing tests, representing thinking

and difficulties to be overcome, is partly innate,

Two authorities, Hoern1d (1937) and Westermann (1939), have ex

pressed views diametrically opposed to those of Fick in respect of Bantu

educability. Both quote the findings of R.A.C. Olivar who tested seoondary

school European and African students in Kenya Colony, Two importDl1t find

ings which emerged from this study 't.fare that the average 1I.i'rioan score in

the intelligence test used was about 8510 of the average European score and

that about 1410 of the Mricans reached or exceeded the median European

score, The difference of 15 I.Q. points between the mean scoreB was inter

preted as being not one of kind, but merely one of degree, Hoernl~ s~s:

liThe best Bantu surpassed the average of the Whites; the 'tvorst Whites were

below the average of the Bantu. And in each group, the difference botMeen

the highest and the lowest in that group was much larger than the difference
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bet'Heen the average of the 1.-1010 groups. In other 'vords, the two groups

largely overlapped 11• • • •• •

Hoernla goes on to draw far-reac..1-ling conclusions of practical

and educational importance for South Africa from Oliver' s investigation.

He says tha·li the findings imply:-

(a) "that no inborn deficiency of intelligence debars the Bantu as a

'race' from making Western civilisation their own •••••

(b) Uthat those who favour for Native education a content, or curriculum,

essentially different from the content of the education given to White

children, cmmot base their arguments on congenital differences of

endowment •••••

(c) "that the two favourite arguments by which South African Whites often

seek to give a moral justification to measures of discriminati8n

against the Bantu, viz o (i) ~Gha·li Whites, as such, are innately supe-

rior, and Bantu, as such, innately inferior; and (H) that White civ-

ilisation, as the product of superior congenital mentality, rust bo

protected against being destroyed by the inferior congenital mentality

of the Bantu, nre, in fact, without foundationu •

In a further contribution, HoernlJ (1940) takes up a l1D.lCh more

vehement stand against all forI71.s of racial discrimination in matters edu-

cational in SmIth Africa.

Fick (1939b) administered five tests of intelligence to Africrol

and European groups. The tests were an individual scale (comprising four

performance tests, namely, the Worcester Formboards, the Knox Cube Tost,

Molherbe t s Match Test and the Porteus Maze Test); the Porteus Form and As

sembling Test; the 1l.rmy Beta Test; the Mirror Drawing Test; and the South

African Group Test (the old version). He found a marked inferiority on the

part of the Mricans.



Fick's conclusion ",as as follows: tl This achievement (of .l1fI<i

cane) on (intelligence) tests [lnd in the classroom has been shown by all

previous iJ1Vestigations and the present (one) to be between 4 and 5 years

behind that of the European, of the same age. This means that the mental

age for at least 50 per cent. of the Natives will be under 10 years" With

this mental age the rudiments of education only should be the goal for the

IIk"lSses - a finding worthy of consideration by bodies responsible for Native

education. Previously the present writer (Fick, 1937) found that about

25 per cent. can pass the standard VI exa.m:i.na-~ion of European difficulty

whilst about 3 per cent. were shown to hnve the ability to pass the matri

culation" • The final statement in the book, and the most· controversial,

reads; 11 Tl..lis inferiority occurring incertro.n tests in which learning or

environmer.tal conditions are equalised for Native and European groups does

not appear to be of El. temporary nature" 0

Biesheuvel (1943) has severely .criticisad Fick' 0 techniques and

·conclusions. He says that Fickls judgment that the inferiority of the 1I.fri

can is pernanent and innate and not due to remediable environmental influ

ences is based on the following chUms· made by him:-

(a) His subjects were a fully representative, if notsuperior~ sample of

the Union Bantu population.

(b) The tests used were 111dividual, concrete and nOll~linguistic., nnd,

therefore. fair to both groups.

(c) Steps were taken· to create. a favourable attitude towards -the tesJG. si

tuation when tIle. Africans were being examined.

(d) No difference in scoreo appeared bg'bween ~vo African. groups brought

up under different environment conditions, namely, urooll and rural.

(e) No differenee in scores appearod betweontwo Mrienn ·groups whif'h had

had their schooling tmdor ·differant. conditions ,the ono group. having

been taught by better qualified teachers then the other.
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(f) The scores of tho Africans i,Tore inferior also to those of the Poor

White group in spite of the fao"b that environmental conditions were

equally unfavourable for int,ellectual gr01.vth in both oases.

(g) The results of inter-ra.cial studies of scholastic achievemcmt fur

nish6d by other South African investigators follow the same pattern

as his Oim.

(h) The results of inter-racial studies of intelligence by other South

African investigators are similar to his.

Everyone of these claims is contested by Biesheuvel. He points

out that the growth of intelligence is determined by o"bhor factors thnn he

redity alone) such as cuIt-ural milieu, home environment, school environ

ment, nutrition and temperrunant. He argues that in none of these vital

matters did Fick adequately equalise conditions for ~le African and Euro

ponn groups.

Referring to Fick's corollary thut the inferiority of the Afri

can does not appear to be of a temporary nature, Biesheuvel states: "Here,

in fact, lies the real danger of lllterracial comparisons. The motive be

hind "bhese investigations is, as a rule, to discover racial, and therefore

genetio, differences. And where it is impossible to disentangle, with any

degree of scientific certainty, what is innate and what is acquired, the

te~t['..bion to interpret ~le data in accordance ivi~l political bias or emo

tional needs often becomes too strongu •

Biesheuvel believes that it is a mistako to indulge in inter

racial comparisons of intelligence under tho present circumstances and by

means of the usual techniques. "First and foremost", he says, "we require

more information about what it is We are comparlllg. A thorough qUali"bative

stud~ of African intelligence should pr9cede all fur~ler atobempts at quan

titative assessment of difference. Thereafter, the precise effect of each
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environmental factor, by itself, on the growth of intelligence should be

determined. lInd thirdly, an experimental setting and test instruments

\'I'hioh are free from the extrinsic environmental effects on intelligenoe

should be devised. Only thon shall we be in Cl. position to make statements

about Afri~rol intelligence and its potentialities wllich deserve to be

trea.ted as soientific. Until tll8."b time, the African should be given the

benofit of tile doubt, and a vorcliot of 'not proven' should be returned to

the charge of inherent intelleotual inferiority".

Goldstein (1947) nc1'Jlinistered the (old) South Afrioa.n Group Test

(Wilcooks, 1931) and the Raven Matrices (19Je) to Afr:ican, Coloured am European

school childron in Cape Town. On botil tes·bs she found that European sub

jects soored the highest and the African subjects least with the Coloureds

intermediate, but the differences between the groups were almost halved on

tl~ Progressive Matrioes.

The researoher concludes: "From the results obtained, it is

olear tllat tile Matrices Test c~es minimise lllter-racial differences III in

telligence, as m3aaured by intelligenoe tests. In oomparing Matrices dif

ferences with South African Group Test differences, we may take it that

the Matrices Test discriminates convincingly against verbal fluenay' as in

dependent of such operations as are ImMured by the Matrices. The South

African Group Test leans heavily on verbal ability and tuition. The rel~

tionships involved cannot, in most cases, be evoked WitiloUt familiarity

with the vocabulary and subtleties of meanlllg usually taught at school.

In the Matrices Test, tile relationships and problems are presented i..'1 per

ceptual form".

With regard to the differences that still appeared between the

groups on tile Progressive Matrices, Golc1stein says: liThe reservation must

be made ••••• tilat even tile material of the Progressive Matrices may be un-
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familiar to children reared in cultural environments where manipulation of

such patterns is not common. Possibly this, combined with hostility -to and

fear of the European tester, as well as unfamiliarity of the test-situation

and inability to see the end in view - may be responsible for the inter-

racial differences in mean score. Under the prevailing circumstances,

these factors would militate more strongly against the Africans than against

the Colonreds".

Hunldn (1947, 1950) gives the results of 1,729 African children

ranging from class two to standard three (inclusive) from nine Durban

schools in the Goodenough Drawing-A-Man Test. Logue (1956) did similar

".,rork with 600 Durban Indian pril7lc:'U'Y school children. The African and In-

dian scores are given in the corrposite table belo".,r, together with the norms

for American whites presented by Goodenough (1926£1).

!?:tJRBAN liFRICAN t DURBAN INDIAN AND WHITE AMERICAN SCilliES 0!L.'J.'!ill
GOODENOUGH DRAWING-A-MlIN TEST

Ages 6 7 8 9 10 . 11 12 13

Africans 11.9 1403 15.9 17.5 20.1 22.2 22.7 23.8

Indians -- - 20.4 23.3 24.9 26.4 28.0 29.3

Americans 14.0 18.0 22.0 26.0 30 0 0 34.0 38.0 42.0

The :1.nferiority of the African and IndiaJ1 children at all ages

relative to American white children is obvious. Since their aim was not

primarily inter-racial comparison, Hunkll1 and Logue did not attempt to

equate the groups on any variable besides age. Of her results~ Hunkin sa;ys:

"The relatively low score (of the Africans) on the test IDe.1.Y ••••• be due to

culturally determined factors of personality and interests and may •••••
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not be taken to indicate a generally lower level of ability". The faot

that the differences be"G\'1Gen M'ricl.U1 and white .Amerioan soores increase

with age has also been noted by Dates ( ? ). Logue t s figures for Indians

also show the same tendency.

Dent (1949) administered a trro1slated version of the (old)

South Afrioan Group Test to over 4,000 Zulu-spealdl'lg students ranging from

standard three to standard nine. He found that in eaoh standard there were

signifioant differenoes in favour of Europeans. In eaoh standard there

were numbers of over-age pupils, and as age increased overall performance

on the test markedly decreased. The difference betueen Zulu and European

soores were least in standard three and increased sharply from standard to

standard thereafter. The students in ·the African primary schools' were

abou'c two years retarded as compared with the standards in the European

schools. The inoreases in median soores were considerably greater for the

EuropeMs from nge to age, than they were for the Afrioans. At 10 years of

age, 35% of the Zulu pupils soored above the European median for that age.

Dent points out that the standnrds in the Native sohool oode do not oor

respond exactly to the same standards in the European school oode. Gener

ally speaking, the standard is consi-derably lower in the Native schools,

as oompared with the European schools, standard for standard. There are

many faotors tending towards this state of affairs, important among which

are the following:-

(a) The homa educntion of the Bantu child is very much inferior to tha'c

of the average European child, as is also his whole home environment,

from the point of view of school education.

(b) The educational facilities and the qUality of teaching are far supe

rior in the European schools, as compared with the Bantu schools.
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Biesheuvel (1949b) administered five tes'~s individually to 125

African and 125 European school-going children in Johannesburg. The tests

were Koh's Blocks, Cube Constrtlction, 1I.lexander Passalong, Porteus Maze

t;U1d the Match Test of Malherbe. There we!'6 no significant differences be

tween '~he means of the ·li\.,ro groups on the Passalong, Maze and Match tests

but the European children \vore superior on the Koh' s Blocks and Cube Con-

struction tests. However, Biesheuvel uses this invest.igation '00 demon-

strate the practical impossibility of establishing satisfactory control

even for an urbanised group of Africans. He equated "t.he two groups for

age, narrowed the gap in socio-economic status, tried °bo control '1.;118 atti-

tudinal factor and used only performru1ce tests claimed to be equally fair

to both races. Yet in doing these things something else was thrown out of

gear, namely, educational levels. The difference between the educational

meons was more than one school stMdarcl, but as the level of instruction

in African schools is mch lowor, the effective difference was probably

about three years of schooling. Had. educa:~ion been equated, the control

of the age factor would have been upset •••••

In 1949, the Commission on Native Education appoin°~ed by the

Union Government (1951), applied the same two tests (arithmetic and English

vocabulary) that were used by the In·~erdepartmentalCommittoe on Nativc

Education (1936), to ovel' 10,000 1I.fricEln pupils ranging from standards

four to ten, in order to ascertain whether there had been any change during

the intervening 14 years. I·~ was found that there had been a lowering of

the standards of Bantu achievement in t>~l grades, thus increasing the in

feriority of the Africans relative to the European norms of 1935.

In addition, a number of tesJGS of reacting comprehension in En

glish, 1I.frikaMS and soven vernacular languages \.,ere also given for the

first time as well as an Afrikaans vocabulary test. The resul"bo \{ere as

fo1101.,s:-
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TABLE IX

ME1I.N SOORES OF .fl.FRTOllN AND EUROPEAN PUPILS ON SOHOLASTIC TESTS1)

---
L English Oomprehension Test

Std. Norms of Afrikaans- Norms of English- Scores of African
Speaking· Pupils Speaking Pupils Pupils

--
IV 8.5 10.1 4.59
V 10.5 10.9 6.43

VI 11.0 12.0 7.85
VII 13.0 14.5 10.53

VIII 15.1 15.8 12.43
IX 16.9 15.7 13.80
X 17.4 18.6 14.80

--., --
~ Afrikaans OOmprehension T~

-
IV 7.7 7.5 5.58
V 9.0 8.6 6.09

VI 10.2 9.8 7.24
VII 11.9 11.7 9.12

VIII 12.8 12.8 10.79
IX 14.7 14.2 --
X 16.4 15.8 13.47

-
3" Afrikaans Vocabulary

IV 12.5 4.6 3.28
V 16.4 6.3 4.27

VI 19.5 8.4 5.09
VII 24.1 9.2 7e53

VIII 31.0 14.9 10.82
IX 35.8 19.5 13.62
X 37.8 24.9 18.23

._-----_._------------_._--
1) Adapted from: Union of South Africa. 1951. Report of the Oommission

Qn Native education. 1949=1951.
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Results in (silent) roading skill ll1 the Bantu languages were

poorer than those in the official languages, ospeoially in the higher clas

ses. The rate of progress in the Bantu languages seomed to decrease con-

siderably after standard eight.

The age-standard distribution for 1949 showed little change

from that of 1935 - the median Bm1"GU child went to school soma 2.3 years

later than the median Etlropean child. By standard one .. the med..1.an Bantu

child was more thro1 3 yoars (3.38) older than "Gl:18 median European child.

This difference persisted throughout the remaining stondards studied.

Logue t s 1954 stuCJiy has already been des cribed in the description

of Project lI. He administered the (old) South African Group Test of 1n-

telligence to Indian primary sohool children in Dt.lrban, ranging in stru1dard

frcm 1.-wo to six and in age from 10 to 15 years. This test was largely of

a verbal nature ro1d was administered in English. The overall mean for

1,242 subjects was 87.4 as agail1S"li 100 for South M'riclll1 European ohildren.

He also found a steady decline in scores as age increased, tlms:-

· .
· .· .
· .

102
98
94
90
89
88

~se (Years)

10
11
12
13
14
15

Logue attribtrGecl the inferior performance of the Indian children

by 12.6 points of I.Q. to their weakness in English.

Logue (1956) gives the results of several mental and scholastic

tests given by him to Indian primary school children in Durban.

His results of the Goodenough Drawil1g-A-Ma!l Test have already

been given (see p. 350).
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The Portens Maze Test was aCWD_nistered to about 400 Indian

pupils in the age range 9-16 years. In re1aJdon to the English norms

given by Por"teus (1952), the performance of the Indian group \.Jas as follows:-

TABLE X

MENTilL AGES OF INDIAN CHJLDREN ON THE PORTEUS MAZE TEST
BY ENGLI'SHNORMs (L OOUE, 1956) -- -

Chronological Age 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
of Indian Children

Mental Age of Indian
Children by English 11.1 11.8 .12.2 12.4 12.8 13.0 13.1 13.1
Norms

--

It is to be :noted tha"/j up to the age of 12 the Indian child

Shows superiorit,y over the English, after which inferiority sets in.. These

results m~ be compared with those of Fick (1937) (cf. Table VII, p. 343)

who found that only 20.810 of his Indian subjects reached or exceeded the

median score of his European subjects.

Logue ala 0 administered the SouJGh African Inc1ividual Scale

(Fick, 19390.) to abou"li 100 Indian children made up of equal numbers· of 11,

12 and l3-yeur-olds. The mean raw score of the group was 57 points as com

pared with the European norm of 61 points. Logue aJGtributes the difference

to handicap in English on the port of the Indian subjects.

He also uclminis"/jered two scholastic tests of Schone11 (1950) to

500 Durban Indian priIJk'U'Y school children, 100 of each age level from 12

to 16, and rro1ging from stand~l two to six. Their scores set agall1st

English norms \vere as follows:-
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TAHLE XI

MEAN SCORES OF INDIAN PUPn.,S ON SOHONEr~t.' S 1I.TT1I.nLMENT TESTS (LOOUE, 1956)

--
ill-1est R3; Silent Reacting Test 11.

Cl~onological Age Soore Reading Age by English
in Years Norms for Boys in Years

! -
12 7 0 38 8.2
13 8.34 8.6
14 90 76 9.3
15 11,,50 10.3
16 12.50 10.8

- - -
,{z)_.The ESS'3ntial Problem J11':Ltlunetic Test

-
Cl~onological Age Score 1I.rithmetic Age by

in Years English Norms
-

12 11.14 9.0
13 140 18 9.7
14 18,,94 10.5
15 22,,10 11.1
16 270 18 12 0 3

In both scholastic tests Indian childron are behind. They are"

however, very moh over-age for their standards as compared with English

children.

The most recent results available of inter-racial testing are

those of Lloyd (1958). He administered the Non-Verbal Test of the Natio-

nal Foundation of Educational Research to Mrican, European ond Indian

children in Durbrol, of the age range 10-12 years. The results were as

follows:-
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MEAN SCORES OF AFRICM, EUROPEM MD INDIlIN PUPlLS IN THE NON
v.ERI3flL T:&9T OF THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION OF EDUCATIONllL

~E1I.RCH (LLOYD, 1958)

African EuropeEU1 Indian

Boys 86.131 (N :: 120) 103.202 (N = 181) 88.278 (N = 129)

Girls 86.964 (N == 155) 103.397 (N = 95) 85.473 (N == 473)

The Europenn scores for both boys and girls are substantially

higher than those for Africans and Indians. .An interesting feature is

the relatively small difference between .African and In(lian scores.

Differences in mental and scholastic test performeJ1ce hnve ap-

peared not only between white and non-white groups in South .Africa but

also between the English- and .AfrikaEU1s-spenking groups.

Morkel (1950) found statistically significant differences b~-

tween the performances of t\.,ro Afrikaans-speaking groups, eaoh of 250 cases

and two English-speaking groups of the same size, drawn at random from

about 4,000 men, tested as recruits for tIle South .African Air Force ground

staff during World War II. The difference between the means was in favour

of the English-speaking volunteers to ~le extent of about 9 percentile

points.

Biesheuvel (1952) made a similar study on groups of subjects

tested b.Y tile N.I.P.R. in the course of various selection and training

projects. The sample cOIY:\Prised 4,206 English- and 3.. 935 Mrikanns-speaking

persons. For the lower occupational groups the Mental .Alertness Test (In

termediate) was used and for tile higher occupational groups, the Raven

Matrices. In all 20 pairs of means that were cOIY:\Pared the differences

were in favour of the English-speaking groups. Though not large, the dif-
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rerences were nearly 011 significant beyond statistical doubt. They oc

curred regarcUess of age, and educational and occupational level.

In accounting for the inferiority of the Afrikaans..-speaking

groups, Biesheuvel rejects the l~pothesis of inborn differences. liThe

most reasonable explanation", he soys, "is that the Afrikaans population,

being predominantly rural or new "CO town life and more numerous in the

lvork1ng class than in the upper class suburbs, has not enjoyed as rich

and varied a cultural milieu or as stirm.:tlating a material environment, as

the English-speaking group. Scholastic education in particular is not as

adequate in the country as in the tmma, and in so far as disparities were

even greater 30 or more years ago, tile Afrikaana-speaking generations in

volved in these tests had also less intellectual stimulation from their

parents, puental education being highly correlated Witil the child's I.Q.

The observed clifference is tilereforo far more likely to be environmental

than genetic. This conclusion is supported by tile fact that tile differ

ences are smallest in tile highest eduoational and occupational groups

where presumably environmental conditions were more nearly equal".

010kars (1950) reports tile results of scholastic tests given to

all the European standard five pupils in the Witwatersrand-Central inspec

torial district. Tests of reading comprehension, vocabulary, language

usage and arithmetic (mechanical and problem) were written by 3,494 pupils

in their mother tongue (English and Mrikaans). The age medians of the

Afrikaans- aDd English-speaking groups were 13 yrs. 4.8 mths. and 12 yrs.

10.2 mtils., respective~. The v/hole group was considered to be a fairly

representative sample of standard five pupils in the Transvaal.

The mean r.Q.ts of the children on the (old) South African

Group Test were found to be 104.79 and 112.20 respective1y for the !fri

kaans and English groups. 01ckers eJlP1ains the inferior showing of the
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former as follows: "From these results one should not be misled that

English-speaking pupils are in general more intelligent than Afrikaans

speaking pupils. It is a well-known fact that there is a high correlation

between intelligence and socie-economio status and in a town like Johannes

burg the difference between the two eroups in this respeot is strikingul).

In the scholastic tests also the English-speaking group scored

higher means as shown below.

Mtikaoos-8peaking English-8peaking
Pupils Pupils

ReadiDg 10.55 13.83
Comprehent:110n

Vocabllary 19.51 24.12

Language Usage 32.09 40.34

Mechanical 7.4 9.9Arithmetic

Problem 10.0 12.1Arithmetic

There seems to be a lOOral here for those who would lightly

undertake comparisons between whltes and non-whites in mental and scholas-

tic tests. If relatively minor differences in environmental background

can produoe statistioally signifioant (tlfferences between English- and

ll.frikaans-speaking groups on suoh tests, then it is reasonable to expect

that the impoverished environment of the non-Europeans will have far more

serious, adverse effects on tlleir test scores. Hence, until such time as

the various ethnic groups are genuinely equated for both the subtler and

the lOOre obvious factors of environment, inter-racial comparisons of abi

lities will be soientifically futile if tile aim is to look for differences

1) Free translation from the Mrikaans.
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Prof • C.W. de Kiewiet (1960), in the opening address to the

Educational Conference, University of Natal, took a similar standpoint.

Discussing the question, tlCM the Afrikan become a modern man?", he said:

"Apocalyptic utterances about the unfitness of the Mrican to live success

fully in the modern world are easy to make and always unrelil.ble. We :know

far too little about the potential of the African as a human being. We

know him, or think we Imow him, in an environment of malaria, bilharzia,

malnutrition, tribalism, social and economio frustration, low productivity

and shor-t life span. We do not :know what will happen to the genetic ele

ments of the African people in an environment free of disease, with better

hygiene and more plentiful food".

As conditions are in South 1I.frica, it will perhaps be more

meaningful, useful and rewarding and, at the same time, less clifficult to

investigate the affects of envirOl1mental factors on the abilities of non

whites. This is the purpose of the prese~t stucl\v.

Biesheuvel (1949a) admirably summarises the present-day status

of inter-racial studies of intelligence in a passage that will bear quota

tion at length. He says: "Many scientific studies of interracial differ

ences in intelligence have been made, the majority attempting to compare

the innate ability of the Amerioan negro with that of Indian, Colourad or

European groups. The results nearly always reveal both quantitative and

qualitative differences in favour of the European or near-whites groups.

The usual interpretation of these results as indicating constitutional

inferiority on the part of African races rust, however, be questioned.

The usual instrument of investigation is the general intelligence test,

modified in such a way as to make i t culturally equivalent for the groups

being tested. So far no test has been designed which CM pass DUlBter on

this score. AvoidMce of linguistio material and the use of pictures with

familiar cultural content do not meet the case. It has been shown that
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fruniliority with pencil and paper, and with the conventions underlying pic

torial presentation, as well as the perceptual and manipulative habits in

volved in perfornk~ce tests of intelligence, are cllitllrally determined and

place tile African at a disadvantage. MOtivation towards and confidence ll1

the test situation are also different for the t\V'o groups. Speed and

bustle ore fundamental attributes of the Western way of life which are

foreign to African culture. TIle European child gets used from an early age

to examinations, which involve the same attitudinal context as intelligence

tests; whereas even the school-going African child is apt to be less con

fident in the intelligence test situation because of the presence of Euro

pean testers and the special importance which attaches to the occasion.

"Attempts have been made to overcome some of tllese difficulties

by the selection of control groups il1 which these otlitural influences were

held constant. Apart from the inherent difficulty of equating test condi

tions in groups with a different background and living under different en

vironmental conditions (the control group teclmique has proved inadequate

even in the case of the American negro, whose culture is close to that of

the European, though at a 101ver economic and sociological level) other

factors have to be considered which make comparisons invalid. The first

of these is the in"Grinsic effect of environmental influences on the growth

of intelligence. Whereas those which we have discussed so far merely af

fect the measurement of intelligence, there are others, such 8S the nutri

tion of the mther during pregnancy and tlle lactation period, the feeding

of the child after weaning, the stimulus -to mental growth which emanates

from the child's environment particularly during the first two years of

life, which may have a permcnent effect on the growth of the nervous system

and thus on the level of intellectual development which the individual may

eventually reach. So far no experiments have been conducted in which this

determinant of intelligence has been controlled.
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UA second disturber of the validity of interracial comparisons,

in \vhich extensive control of extraneous environmental influences has been

attempted, is the narrow and unrepresentative rro1ge of mental abilities

which is even~lally left over for comparison. Psychological theory now

holds that the level of an individual r s intelligence cannot be adequately

sta·~ed in terms of one general factor, determining performance in any sam

ple of problem solving activities. It has been shown that there are a con

siderable number of primary mental abilities, the joint operation of \{hich

determines power as well as quality of intellect. Tests used for inter

racial intelligence s~ldies usually involve only a few of ~1ese factors,

the all important verb~l fluency, verbal relations and number factors be

ing virtually always excluded. At best, therefore, such studies can only

reveal some differences in mental attributes; ~~ey can provide no basis

for generalisations about the intellectual ability of a non-European race.

YThe third difficulty is the impossibility of finding trlJ~y re

presentative population samples for controlled comparisons. The nearer ex

perimental and control groups are brought to each other in respect of en

vironmental circumstances, the further they tend to deviate from their re

spective population means ll •

Biesheuvel concludes: "ea) that in the present state of our

knowledge it is impossible to say whether the innate intellectual capaci

ties of African races differ either quantitatively or qUal:l.tatively from

those of Europeans; (b) that their actual intelligence, as it shm{s itself

in educational, occupational and social situations, is lm{er than it oeuld

have been, on account of the depressing effects of a variety of early en

vironmental influences on its grmvthtl •

Biesheuvel made the first of such criticisms against interraoial

studies of intelligence in 1943 (r.s already noted above). He repeated them
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in later works (19490., 1949b, 19520., 1952b e~d 1952c). In more recent

publications (1956a, 1956b) he deprecates also the contrary claim that

there are no genetically determined differences ll1 respect of intelligence

between eithnic groups, a point of view Which, Biesheuvel claims, is being

propogated in Unesco publications (19500. and 1950b). He maintains that

such a claim is more a statement of scientific faith than of fact, for the

possibility Croll10t be ignored that natural selection ru1d isolation have

produced strains in Africa that are different, both in respect of tile power

of the mind and of the skills that are most readily developed. He soys

that in the meanwhile, categorical statements that are made concernmg the

abilities of lIfricans are based more on the prevailmg ideologies of the

twentieth oentury than on its record of scientific fact. The only scienti

fically valid stMdpoint, 1<1hich does not outrun the mown facts, and which

neither prejUdices nor prejudges future findings, he concludes, is as fol

lows (19520.): "That observed lli'rican abilities are different from, in

some respects superior, in others inferior to tilose of Western man; that

environmental, more particularly cultural circumstE'J1ces have greatly con

tributed to bring about these differences, which are sometimes artifacts

of the method of measurement, sometimes the result of social conai-bioning;

that it is not known at present from wlk'1t genetic origine the mMifest

mental attributes of 1I.frioans have developed, nor whether this development

would have eqUalled that of the average European if environmental circum

stances had been comparable; that a new orientation in research, and the

utilization of different experimental and control teclmiques will be neces

s ary, in order to provide conclusive answers".
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(B)

The Place of the Present Research in tIle Oont~of Previous Studies:

The revi81.v of the existing literature shows that there has not

been any direct study specifically designed to investigate the effects of

delayed entrance into school on mental and scholastic development. True

enough, some light on this problem has been forthcoming indirectly from re

lated stUdies, particularly those of canal-boat and mountain children and

of 1I.frican intelligence, but in all these the investigators \vere pursuing

otller objectives. Some were, for instwlce, interested in demonstrating the

inapplicability of certain tests to particule~ groups (e.g., 1I.sher, 1935),

others \vere concerned wit,h the depres sing influence of unstinmlating en

vironments in general on child growth (e.g., Wheeler, 1932) and still

others \vere engrossed in inter-racial differences in intelligence (e.g.,

Fick, 1937). So far as is known, no investigator has taken as his subjects

groups of children who beglU1 forI1lc:'1l schooling at different ages and fol-

101ved tlleir intellectual and scholastic development over a number of years

as attempted cross-sectionally in the present study. 11. possible reason for

the lack of research along these lines has already been considered.

One aspect of the present investigation, namely, that concerned

with the study of relative retardation in which the performances of pupils

of the same age but at different educational levels will be compared, bears

some resemblance to previous studies into the influEJnce of amount of 8chool-

ing but, whereas in the former case, the differences in educational attnin-

ment are clue solely to the fact of late entry into school, in the latter

case, \vhere the subjects had completed their scholastic careers and had

left school (e.g., in the stUdy of Lorge, 1945), differences in the uitimate

educational standing achieved could have been duo to a host of other, irre

levant, factors such as opportunity, motivation, etc. 1I.1so, in the latter
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type of studies, adtlits or senior students comprised the subjects, whereas,

in the present research junior, primary school children ,.,rho were still at

school formed the sample.

The present study also differed from those of isolated or rural

groups of children in two outstanding respects. Firstly, it was carried

out on urban chilc.lren living in Durban which is one of the largest cities

in South Africa and ,.]hic11 has by far a larger Indian population than any

other centre in the Union. This fact also eliminated the possibly disturb

ing influence of selective migration for, if at all operative, this factor

would favour tl1e city children.

Secondly, whereas the factor of educational motivation was al

,.,rays an unlmown quantity in the case of canal-boat or mountain parents, de

termining (1) the age at which children ,.,rere first sent to school, (2) the

regularity of their attendance at school, (3) the seriousness with which

children regarded school work, and (4) the length of their scholastio ca

reers, this problem is eitl1er non-existent or greatly attenuated in the case

of Durban Indians, at least ,.,rhere primary education is concerned.

Surveying studies of isolated mountain children, Goodenough

(1940a) was inclined to attribute the relatively low standing of these

children on mental and scholastic tests to hereditary weakness resulting

from selective migration of the more intelligent and enterprising indivi

duals to the urban areas and the low intellectual and motivational standing

of those who remained behind. She wrote: lilt is practically impossible to

find in the civilised world of today any large number of children for whom

equality of genetic potentialities and inequality of educational opportuni

ty can fairly be assumed. Choose a comnnmity with an educational system

that is definitely below average in its measurable features and you will

almost inevitably find that the intellectual level of the adults who are
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responsible for that character of the schools is low; choose a community

of superior adults and you will find in it superior schools. One of the

first things that every intelligent group of pioneers in this country did

was to establish schools for its children. It was not Qy chance that

Harvard College was founded only sixteen years after the landing of the

Pilgrims and that the maintenance of both elementary and secondary schools

was required by Massachusetts law as early as 1647. Schools are man-made

institutions and their existence and quality reflect the characteristics

of those who gave them being".

This observation would probably have a large measure of truth

in a "free" society such as the United States where the development of all

its people is unhampered (in theory, at least) by state legislation and

where, consequently, the economic and educational status achieved by indi-

viduals or groups are fairly accurate reflections of inner potential. This

is not the case in South Africa. Confining the discussion to Natal Indians

relative to Europeans, one can safely say that "equality of genetic poten

tialities and inequality of educational opportunity" do co-e~ist. This is

shown by the greater per capita expenditure on European education by the

authorities, the provision of more and better constructed and better equip

ped schools for Europeans, the legal provisions for free and compulsory
- -

education for European children, the higher rates of salary for European

teachers relative to similarly qualified Indian teachers, etc.

The tremendous degree of self-help on the part of Indians in

the way of providing and maintaining schools for their children in the face

of these disabilities has already been pointed out in the general introduc

tion of this report. The delay in the schooling of their children is not

due to lack of motivation on the part of Indian parents but to the failure

of the educational authorities to provide sufficient schools. Attendance
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in Indian schools is wholly voluntary and yet the average annual attendance

in Indian primary schools is about the same as in European and Coloured

schools where attendance is compelled by officers. The annual attendance

figures for 1957 were as follows: Indians, 94.22%; Europeans, 92.8310;

and Coloureds, 92.3710 (Director of Education, Natal (1959)). This point

will be elaborated further. It will be sufficient to note at this stage

that, in terms of both intellectual potential (if the canal-boat and moun

tain populations were inferior specimer.s at all) and educational motiva

tion, the Indian sample of the present study presents a contrast to the

isolated groups studied by previous investigators.

The review of existing literature on the subject has brought

forth two outstanding generalisations, firstly, that the mental and scho

lastic test scores of less-privileged groups - be they canal-boat, poor

white or African children - are below par, and secondly, that there is

among them a negative correlation between mental and educational quotients

on the one hand and chronological age on the other. These two established

facts Can be attributed to heredity, to environment or to both. The pre

sent writer is averse to ascribing them to inborn inferiority until such

time as all the environmental possibilities have been eXhausted; and the

environmental factor of age at school entrance on the intellectual and

scholastic development of children is the special subject of study of this

project.

(b) Design of the Research:

Perhaps the ideal arrangement for the study of the influence of

"later" schooling on the intellectual and scholastic development of chil

dren who enter school at varying ages would have been a longitudinal study

extended over many years similar to the Harvard Growth Studies (Dearborn
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and Rothney, 1941) or the researches of the Iowa Child Welfare Research

Station (as described, for example, by Wellman, 1940b). A detailed study

of children of varying ages could have been made at the point of school

entry (with special reference to intellactual factors, home background,

educational motivation and physical status) and their prcgress compared at

regular intervals over an extended period.

The longitudinal study should not, however, be regarded as the

perfect answer to all methodological problems involved in nature-nurture

investigations. Thus Goodenough (1940b) says: "During recent years there

has been a tendency to extol the so-called tlongitudinal t approach to the

study of human development, in which the same group of children are followed

for a number of years, in contrast to the tcross-sectional' approach, in

which comrerisons are made between different groups of children of different

ages, often of successive ages. There can be no doubt that the former

method lends itself to the study of many problems for which the latter is

poorly suited, that by using the same group of children from year to year,

certain types of sampling errors are automatically excluded, and, what is

of chief importance for our present consideration, it becomes possible to

employ techniques that are truly experimental in nature, since the effect

0f an artificially interpolated condition can be studied in terms of res

ponses both before and after its occurrence. Thus, if the group studied

is of fair size, it becomes theoretically possible to make use of the tech

niques of investigation that have been devised for cross-sectional studies,

and to supplement these by other methods that cannot readily be employed in

such studies. But unmixed blessing are rare. Cross-sectional studies, it

is true, are peculiarly subject to certain hazards and limitations; yet tho

longitudinal approach is likewise subject to hazards and to fallacies more

or less peculiar to itself".
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Some of the errors to l"hioh longitudinal studies are liable are

listed by Goodenough (1940b, 1951) as follows:-

"l. Errors brought about by selective elimination of many of the original

subjects during the course of the study, as a result of Wllich those

individuals who remain are unlikely to constitute a representative

sample of the initial group ••.••

"2. Errors resulting from unequal matching of experimental and control

groups when the selection of the former is not within the control of

the experimenter, or from unequal experience of the two groups in

respect to matters affecting the results of the measurement used for

comparison, but not affecting the trait that it is presumed to mea

sure (uncontrolled variables).

"3. Systematic errors of measurement due to prejudgment of results when

examiners are acquainted with results of preceding measurements or

anticipate that fincUngs will tend to take a given direction. Such

errors may affect either tile administration of tests or their scor

ing, or both.

"4. Errors resulting from the non-comparability of tests used at diffe

rent ages, particularly when the time span between initial test and

retest covers tile intervnl from early to Inter chilcUlood or adoles

cence, sinoe the items used for measurement at such widely disparate

stages of development of necessity differ so greatly in kind that

their psyohological equivalence becomes uncertain. r ••••

"5. Errors of interpretation resulting from failure to take aCOotU1t of

the principle of regression, particularly in its effects on measure

ments of gain or loss".
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It ,,,as decided to make the present research a cross-sectional

one not because of the formidable methodological problems that characterise

longitudinal studies but because the researcher ,,,as working single-handed

and any investigation extended over more tllan six months was out of the

question. HO\"ever, a knmvledge of the defects that have marked many longi

tUdinal approaches in the past was useful, since it indicated the precau

tions that one should have to observe in cross-sectional studies as these

share certain possible weaknesses in design with longitudlllal methoc~.

Anastasi (1958) gives a useful sUIJIDk'lry of the defects that stu

dies into the influence of (nursery) schooling on I.Q. are generally prone

to. These may apply to longitudinal and/or cross-sectional approaches.

They are as follows:-

(1) With regard to the continued improvement of chilctten attending nursery

school for two or three years, the gains III test scores may result

largely from practice and tesJI,j sophistication (e.g., Goodenough's

(1940b) criticism of Wellman (1932)).

(2) Improvement in test performance following pre-school attendance may

also result in part from better emotional and motivational adjustment

to the testing situation on part of the chilctten (e.g., McNemar's

(1940) criticism of the Iowa studies generally).

(3) Studies may utilise Rreviously differentiated populations, in which a

process of I1 self-sorting" has occurred. llnastasi says: 11 Ideally,

matched groups should be chosen in advance by the experimenter, from

a single population. In testing the effects of nursery school attend

ance, for instance, children should first be paired off on the basis

of matching characteristics. One member of each pair should then be

seleoted at random for assignment to the nursery school group, the

other being assigned to the control group. In actual practice, how-
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ever, investigEltions of schooling have had to resort to a posteriori

matching. Certain children ,,rithin El comnnmity are entered in nursery

school on the basis of their parents I decision. Such a decision may

itself reflect characteristics which distinguish these parents, their

homes, or the ir children from others in the comnnmity. The investi

gator nOl,r steps in and tries to find other children in the comIntmity

who 'match' these nursery children III what he considers to be impor

tant characteristics for his study.

"With a posteriori matching, it is likely that the groups will differ

in one or more characteristics whose relevance to the problem tmder

investigation may have been overlooked. If, for example, children

from more 'intellectually oriented' homes are sent to nursery schools,

then the systematic difference in home atmosphere III favour of the

nursery group might in time lead to superior development of this group,

in contrast to the control group ••••• When the experimenter assigns

children at random to the nursery and non-nursery groups, Elny uncon

trolled characteristics will tend by chance to be distributed equally

in the tHO groups. But ,,,hen special factors, such as pare'1ts' deci

sion to register their child in nursery school, determine plElcement

in experimental or control group, then the tmcontrolled characteris

tics may vary systematically, pillllg up an excess of one type of child

in only~ of °l;he groups 11 •

(4) Regression effe~ may lead to fallacious conclusions. When indivi

duals are tested and re-tested, extreme scores on tile initial test

tend to regress tOlvard the mean upon re-testing. Such regression re

sults from the presence of uncorrelated, chance factors which affect

scores on the tHo occasions. Some of the subjects who receive high

initial scores do so partly because certain chance factors raise their

scores on that occasion. Since, however, such chance factors are tm-
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correlated on the t""o tests, these individuals "vill not be equally

favoured on the re-test and tlleir scores will tend to ,~op more often

than they will rise or remain the same. (One of the main criticisms

of the claims of the Iowa researchers is their ignoring of regression

effects in interpreting gains and losses in I.Q.' s, for exrunple, by

McNemar (1940)).

It was mentioned in the general introduction to this report

that tile nature of Project III made it susceptible to oertain metilodologi

cal difficulties. The objections listed above "vere the ones that the re

searcher had in mind. It will be useful at this stage to consider to ""hat

extent tile studies of relative retardation and relative educability of tile

present project were vulnerable to the criticisms outlined and ,,,hat measu

res were taken to counter them.

TIle StUdy of Relative Retardation (Age Constant - School Standard Varying)

(Horizontal Comparison in Table XIII):-

Objection (1): Practice and Test Sophistication:-

This objection was regarded as not applicable. The sample was

completely unsophisticated as far as intelligence tests were concerned.

It was also the first time tilat the chi1c~en had worked at stancmrdised

scllolastic tests.
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T/I.BLE XIII

DIMENSIONS OF COMPARISON IN PROJECT ITyl)

Ages
in

Years 2

STANDARDS

3 4 5 6
Totals

8.0 - 8.9

9.0 - 9.9

;t ........··....···..······.. ·; :
ii 7 I: 1
ll<:··. ;:

8

32

138

198

12.0 - 12.9 69 91 53'<:: I::.:> ~:;:::::::::::: ,:.>.... 2
.:>....... .,...:.>.....

238

13.0 - 13.9

14.0 - 14.9

288

310

15.0 -15.9 13 29 56
; :

16.0 -16.9 4 j: 8 21
, ................................ ..........................,

17.0 - 17.9 2 1

18.0 - 18.9

19.0 - 19.9

20.0 - 20.9

Totals 377 361 313

69

57

9

3

1

336

74

83

35

14

1

1

306

241

173

47

17

2

1

1,,693

1) To preserve clarity in the table" just one group of pupils is exempli
fied in the case of each dimension. In the aotual analyses, ut least
three groups of students were compared with.in each of the dimensions.
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As for school tests, there ,,,ere, of course, differences between

the lower and upper standards in frequency of experience. Although the

students in this analysis were all of the same [..ge, "l:i..l1e pupils in standard

~"o, for instance, had obviously faced fewer school tests and examinations

than their age-peers in standard six. Hmvever, pupils in standard two

have already spent three years at school and by that time have probably

little or nothing more to gain from the mere experience of school tests and

examinations. As with the effects of practice in intelligence tests, there

are probably upper limits to the amount of benefit that can be derived from

mere familiarity with school tests and examinations.

Objection (2): Emotional and Motivational Adjustment to the Testing
Situation:-

This was also regarded as not applicable. What has been said

above applies again here. In the stU(lY of relative retardation, ~le chi1-

dren with the least experience of school life were those in standard t,vo

while the pupils with the most experience ,,,ere in standard six. It is

true that though both groups were of the same age, the former had been at

school for about 3t years and the latter for about 7t years at the time of

testing. Hmvever, since they had already been at school for over three

years, the standard ~JO pupils would not be expected to be as emotionally

and motivationally immature to the testing situation relative to the stan-

dard six students as, for ~1stance, a pre-schoo1 group would be relative to

a nursery school group. Three years would surely be sufficient for a child

to adjust himself emotionally to the routine of school life with its daily

exercises, tests and exa~1ations.

In c0l1sider:U1g the validity of Objections (1) and (2) in the

present context, it must be remembered that lUlastasi's criticisms were di-

rected to the ll1te11igence test situation involving pre-schoo1 ffi1d nursery

school children and not so much to elementary school pupils who have had
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time to accommodate themselves to the demnnds of adults in regular school

situations.

Objection (3): Previously Difforentiated POpulations:-

It was on this score that the whole project was nearly aban

doned at the planning stage. The problem of controlling the operation of

selective factors nnd bias in the sampling entered into the study of rela

tive retardation in two ways.

Firstly, since there were in the sample pupils of the same age

scattered through tile entire range of stan(wrds from two to six (horizon

tal comparison), it followed, for instance, tilat those who were in standard

two had entered school four years later than those Dl standard six. The

crucial question was whether the parents of those pupils who entered

school earlier were more intelligent, more highly motivated and education

ally more sophisticated thon til0se porents whose children entered school

at a later age. In such a case, if, say, thirteen-yeor-olds in standard

six were found to score higher in intelligence tests than tilirteen-year

olds Dl standtlrd tuo, might the difference not be due merely tc the supe

rior genetic endowment of the former Dl intelligence rather than to the

effects of schooling?

Secondly, since only non-failures ivere to be studied, ivould not

standards two, three, four and five, in decreasing frequencios, contain po

tential failures who, presumably lower in intelligence thon potential non

failures, would depress the scores of these classes (in decreosing amounts

from standards two to five) relative to the intelligence score of standard

six? In such Cl case, if, say, tilirteen-year-olds D1 standard six wero

fotmd to score higher in intelligence tests than thirteen-year-olds in

standard two, might tile difference not be due to the progressive "i.,reeding

out" of the duller pupils tilrough failure, from standard to standard,

rather than to the effects of schooling?
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It will be noted that if any or both of these t\.,ro possibilities

applied they i.,rould have had the effect of exaggerating the favourable ef

fects of schooling on performance in intelligence and scholastic tests.

Objection (4): Regression Effects:-

nlis objection was regarded as not applicable since there would

be no testing and re-testing of the same groups and no follow-up, longitu-

dinal studies of indivicmal subjects.

TIle study of Relative Educability (Standard Constrult - Age Varying)

(Vertical Comparison ~1 Table XTTI):-

,Qbjection (1): Practice and Test Sophi sticat1nn:-

If this objection had any force at all in the study of relative

retardation, it had none whatsoever here. All the students would be work-

ing at intelligence and scholastic tests for the first time in their school

careers and since standard \·ms to be held constant 1..11 this analysis, the

groups to be compured \vould also be IJl[ltched for practice and test sophis-

ticution in respect of school tests and examinations.

Objection (2): Emotional and Motivational Adjustment to Ule Testi..11g
Situation:-

This objection, too, \vould not apply at all. Since comparisons

were to be made between children of different ages but \dthin the same

grades, the students ~l each grade \o!ould be equalised for length of school

experience and emotional and motivationul adjustment to tests and examina-

tions.

Objection (3): Previously Differentiated Populations:-

In Ule study of relative educability, selective bias in the sam

ple within euch grade could have affected results in only one way, us fol-
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lows: Since there ,...ere, within each grade from standard two to six, pupils

of varying ages (vertical comparison in Table XIII), it follm...ed that the

older students within a given grade had entered school later than the youn-

ger. The crucial question was whether the parents of those pupils who had

entered school earlier ,vere more intelligent, more ambitious and educatio-

na11y more sophisticated than those parents whose chilc.1ren entered school

a.t a later age. If this were the case, then bias in the sample would fa.-

vour the younger children since they would be genetically better endowed

than the older and any possible favourable effects of advanced age on edu-

cability would be obliterated.

Objection (4): Regression Effects:-

TIlis objection would not apply. (~·~le relevffilt section

under the study of relative retardation).

It will be noted that in the study of relative educability the

problem of systematic errors in sampling was not as serious as that invol

ved in tile case of relative retardation. It will also be seen tl~t if no

correction for possible bias in this analysis were made and the younger

children were, in fact, genetically better equipped than the older, any

advantage that age maturity might have on educability would have been mini-

mised.

The Study of Relative Progress (Both Standard and Age Varying: Diagonal
Comparison in Table XITI):-

gbjection (1): Practice and Test Sophistication:-

TIlis was not regarded as being applicable for the same roasons

as given previously in connection Witil the study of relative retardation.
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Objection (2): Emotional and Motivational Adjustment to the Testing
Situation:-

This ,,,as also not regarded as being applicable, the reasons

being the same as those given in connection with the study of relative

retardation.

gbjection (3): Previously Differentiated Po£ulations:-

This objection ,vas applicable in only the first of the two pos-

sible ways mentioned in the case of the study of relative retardation,

namely, that the early-school-starters might be more favourably endmved

genetically than the late-starters.

The problem of potential future failures overloadillg the lmver

standards was not important. As shmm in Table XIII, diagonal progress

comparisons bet,.,een three groups, each ranging ill grade from standard t,.,o

to six, but differing in age range, were :illtended. The possibility of

there being proportionately more potential failures :ill the lower standards

than in the upper would apply to all three progress groups illld so cancel

itself out as a disturbing factor.

Objection (4): Regression Effects:-

This was not applicable. Different groups of. pupils were tested

from grade to grade.

It will be noted that the problem of selective sampl:illg was the

only one to be regarded as possibly relevant in the present series of in-

vestigations and that it could operate in two ways :ill one of the studies

and in one way in each of the other two. The task now was to design pro

cedures to control its possible influence.
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It has been mentioned earlier that a longitudinal approach

might have been preferable to a cross-sectional one in the study of the

effects of schooling on intelligence test scores. In the present context,

such an approach could have taken the following ideal form: A large num

ber of pre-school children would be tested for intelligence. Pairs would

then be precisely matched for test score, age, sex, home background and

physical status. One member of each pair, selec"bed at random, would be

sent to school at the normal age of five plus years. A number of such

children would constitute the control group. The other members of each

pair would be sent to school for the first time a"t six, seven, eight, nine

and ten years of age, and prevented from leaving lmtil tlle conclusion of

tlle research. The intellectual and scholastic development of all the pu

pils would be measlITed at regular intervals of sny, a year, for a number

of years and the records of the late-starters compared with tlle records of

"the normal-starters. Of course, throughout the years of the experiment,

there would be no change of staff ill the experimental school, teachers

would not change grades and the same methods of teachj.llg and school orga

nisation would be maintained. Further, neither the parents of the children

nor the teachers nor the testers at yearly ilrtervals should be acquainted

with the purpose of the experiment. Outside the school, for example in

the home, the children would not be subjected to differential influences

throughout the period of the experiment, such as private tuition or spe

cial cultlITal stimulation for these might interfere with the measurement

of purely school influences. And finally, ill the scrutiny of results, all

statistical procedures of dubious validity would be avoided.

Now, outside the laboratory, such model programmes for research,

must remain the psychologist's dream. In educational and sociological in

vestigations particularly, controls are difficult to apply. The researcher

often has to accept the situation as it is and make attempts to npproach
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the ideal by ex post fact,Q met.hods (Jahoda, Deutach and Cook, 1951). This

was the position of the present project.

It has been pointed out that t.he main experimental obstacle in

the present study \"as t.ho possibility that one \"as dealing "Jith previously

differentiated populations and that this factor might enter into the situa

tion :In two \"ays "Thich may be briefly summarised as follm.,s:-

(a) The more intelligent children of more intelligent parents might. have

found their "'Tay into schools at an earlier age than duller chilclren

of duller parents.

(b) The lower the grade, "tile greater the percentage of potential future

failures would it contain as compared \"ith the higher grades.

The implications of these eventualities for the present research

have already been discussed. HOi.)' these problems were faced will nm{ be

described.

(a) The task here was to match the various groups of early- and

late-starters for initial or "native" in"!;elligence \"hich, in the present

context, iVQuld mean intelligence unuffected by school influences. Since

it was alreudy too late to do this by testing the children, the next most

desirable alternative would have been to test the parents. As this, too,

was out of the question, the only acceptable alternat.ive that remained was

to obtain an indirect measure of parental intelligence through the measure

ment of socio-economic status.

Now, it has been found in the pust that the socio-economic posi

tion achieved :In life by an individual is significantly associated Hith in

telligence level. Tyler (1956), stunmarising past reseurches in tile field,

says that this is "one of the best documented facts in mental test history".

Anustasi (1958), jn her review of the literature on the topic, reaches a
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similar conclusion. Furthermore, both \n'iters point out that this adult

phenomenon applies to children also - those from homes of high socio

economic standing consistently scoring higher in mental tests than those

from lower status homes. This point has e.lready been elaborated in the

account of Project 11.

The question as to why intelligence should be positively corre

lated \dth socio-economic status in tJ1e case of both children and adults

is a problem in cause and effect. The mere fact of correlation between

two variables cannot tell us whether one of the two variables, or still

others, are causally responsible. Loevinger (1940) says tl~at there are

three possible hypotheses to explain the relationship between intelligence

and socio-economic status, as follows:-

(1) The superior advlU1tages of a home with high cultural stlU1dards tend

to aid or promote mental development (the environmentalist's view).

(2) Persons of superior intelligence gravitate towards the occupations

that stlU1d higher on the scale; on the average they earn more money

to give their children more cultural advantages, and they transmit

superior abilities to their children by way of biological heredity

(the geneticist's view).

(3) The relationship between socio-economic status and intelligence is

due to the fact tlwt both are reloted in the populations studied to

other variables such as race, personality factors, family size, and

probably other unidentified factors.

In connection with Hypotheses (1) and (2), Loevinger saySI

"There are no longer any investigators who voice serious doubts as to the

efficacy of either of these factors, at least in extreme cases". lmd with

respect to Hypothesis (3), which is not El prominent one in the existing
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literature, she snys: "Where (\ third variable or set of variables can be

shown to be related to the t,w major variables, it does not follow immedia

tely that it is responsible for a spurious correlation between intelligence

and social status. The direction of causal influence is no easier to esta

blish here than when only intelligence and socio-economic status are con

sidered. In some instances of the association with third factors it '..rill

Beem easier to conceive of social status as responsible for a spurious re

lation with the other factor and intelligence; in other cases it may be

easier to conceive of intelligence or of the third factor as responsible

for a spurious relation between the other two".

Loevinger points out that Hypotheses (1) and (2) have received

the most attention from investigators. In the present study it is not ne

cessary to take sides with the environmentalists or the hereditricians.

Almost certainly, there is some truth in the points of view of both, so

that in matching tile various groups of early and late school starters for

socio-economic stntus one ,vould be renlly matchillg tilem for both hereditary

and environmental fnctors. Looked at from this nngle, mntching of children

on tile basis of socio-economic status would seem to be actually superior to

matching them on the bnsis of pnrental intelligence alone (even if it ,-rere

possible to obtain this measure) for the latter procedure might not have

fully taken illto cognisnnce the environments in which the children were

renred both while out of school and ill it. However, ill order to motch the

groups for both endmvrnent and environment, it ,vas necessnry that the scale

for the mensurement of socio-economic status should take account of both

factors.

Loevinger (1940) says thnt scales for tile measurement of socio

economic status are of tl~ee types, as follows:-
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(1) Occupational, such as the Barr Scale eJ1d the Minnesota Scale for

Occupational ClassificQtion.

(2) Non-occupational, such QS Chapin's Living-Room Equipment RQting Scale.

(J) Composite, such as the Chapman~ims Scale, Sim's Score Card for Socio

Economic Status Qnd Leruly's MllulesotQ Home Status Index.

Since it was the purpose to match groups for both inherited alld

environmental factors, it was decided to construct a comprehensive scale

of the composite type that would take into account the occupational factor,

the material standards of the home, its cultural tone and the literacy

level of both parents. The scale, as finally perfected, is shown on pQges

400-401.

Closely related to the problem of parental intelligence was the

more intQngible question of educational motivation. Given two groups of

parents of similar intelligence and socio-economic level, would tllere still

not be a tendency for the more highly motivated parents to secure school

places for their chil(~en at an earlier age tilan parents less strongly mo

tivated? There was no method of Qssessing directly the degree of educatio

nal motivation on the PQrt of parents. One Crul only Qsstune that, taken in

the mass, there would be little likelDlood of, say, two groups living III

the SQme locality and equal in socio-economic standing to differ materially

in their desire to educQte their children.

That this Qssumption is probably more applicable to the Indirul

comrm.mity being studied than to any other ethnic group III South Africa will

now be considered.

It has already been pointed out in the general introduction of

this report (Qnd the point will be stressed again lvhen the nature of the

sample of the present study is discussed) tilat it is not apatily on the part

of Indian parents tiwt keeps their chil(~en out of school until a la"be age
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but the non-availability of school places. TI1e existence of numerous

"private" schools in the area studied, charging fees for an inferior kind

of tuition as against the superior free-of-fee education provided by the

regular Government and Government-Aided schools, is evidence that Indian

parents go to extreme lengths to secure schooling for their children. Fur-

ther evidence of their enthusiasm for education is the near-riot conditions

that prevail in the regular schools in the area on the first day or two of

every school year when hundreds of people almost besiege the schools cla

mouring for places and harrassed principals and teachers are driven frantic

by tearful appeals, cajoling, offers of bribes, abuses and threats of as

sault by disappointed parents who are turned away and asked to wait for an

other year with their children already long past the age of school entryl) •

In this matter of educational motivation, the Indian position is in complete

contrast to that of, say, Gordonls canal-boat children (1923) or Asherls

Kentucky mountain-children (1935) or Malherbels Poor White children (1932),

where parents were indifferent and even reluctant about sendL~g tileir chil

dren to school.

At the same time, there is no evidence that tile poorer Indian

parents are less enthusiastic about sending their children to school at the

appropriate age than the more well-to-do. Principals of schools in the area

of the present research state that there is no discernible difference be...

tween the rich and the poor2) in the demand for school places. TIley believe,

1) TI1e observations made here are based on tile \vriter I s personal experience
of teaching in the area and on interviews with the principals of the
schools in which the research was conducted.
TI1e terms "rich" and "poor" are used here in a relative sense. It will
be shown later, when the nature of the sample is discussed, that the
locale of the present ll1VesUgation is one of the poorest in Durban.
The range in socio-economic status among the Indians in the area is
probably small, smaller certall1ly than among the Indians of Durban
Central (i.e., ~1e Old Borough).
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on the contrary, that the poor, impelled by a strong desire that their

children should not grow into their mm wretched conditions, may be more

strongly motivated than the well-to-do to provide their children with edu

cation ,,,hich may be looked upon by them as the key to the more remunerative

occupations. NeverUleless, although there may be little or no difference

betMeen parents of 10\v and high socio-economic status in their desire to

educate their children, it will be shown below that the more well-to-do

parents do, in fact, succeed in placing ~leir chilc~en in schools at an

earl:l.er age than the less well-to-do. Some evidence for this has already

been offered in ti1e account of Project 11.

This leads to a discussion of the policies follm"ed by the

schools in the locality studied for the admission of pupils. Since the

present study was carried ou·" in 1957, the period to be discussed extends

from 1950 (the year in ,,,hich the standard six pupils of the sample IJUlst

have first entered school) to 1954 (the year in '~lich the standard u"o

chil(~en of the sample must have come to school for the first time). Prior

to 1954, there existed no directive from the Natal Education Department as

to the age basis on which admissions should be made, the matter being left

entirely to the discretion of the principals or school committees who fol

lowed a variety of procedures. The COIillTlOnest of these was to take in chil

c~en in order of age priority, preference being given to the older. Thus

a principal would admit all eleven-year-old applicants first, followed by

all the ten-year-olds, and so on, until all vacancies had been filled. In

some schools a variation of this me~lOd was follO\ved. fl. fixed number,

chosen at random, would be taken from each age group. As many families

sought admission for more than one child at the same time, it was the prac

tice of some principals to admit one child from each of such families as a

measure of appeasement. Some of the Government-Aided (but not Government)

schools charged up to five gutneas as admission fee, the money being used
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to carry out extensions and renovations to existlllg buildingsl ). It may

be thought that such a practice would have had the effect of excluding the

poorer parents from the competition for school places but it was often found

tilat even the poorest often went to fantastic lengths of deprivation to se

cure the necessary fee. In the absence of an official policy for admit

ting pupils, it was obvious tilat tile more influential, tile more well-to-do

and the more persistent parents would tend 'GO secure school places earlier

than others, but this l·laS not the general rule2). Furthermore, children

comlllg on transfer to these schools into the upper grades from the outly-

ing areas where the problem of accommodation was non-existent or not so

pressing would tend to be younger. One school in the area gave priority

of admission to chil(~en of a particular religious group, irrespective of

age. All in all, the age range of Indian students in each standard from

tlvo to six, as reflected in Table XIII, was due to a host of factors that

had the effect of cutting across the operation of any clear principle of

selection such as parental intelligence or socio-economic status or degree

of educational motivation.

Nevertheless, there was a significant trend in the direction of

a positive correlation between age of school entry and socio-economic sta-

tus in the sample studied, as shown below:-

1) The practice of charglllg admission fees on the part of grantees and
school committees of Government-Aided Indian schools was prohibited
by the Natal Education Department in 1954.
The points made in this paragraph are based on the writer's personal
experience of living and teaching in the area tmder study and on in
terviews Idth principals of the schools concerned in the study.
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TABLE XIV

DISTRIBUTION OF PUPIlS IN SCHOOL STANDARDS BY AGE AND
SOCIO-ECONOMTC STATUSl )

Stds. Age2) Low High Totals Chi-8quares d.f's . pIS

11 Older 143 (7310) 53 (2710) 196 17.804 1 ~-Yotmger 93 (5110) 88 (4910) 181

111 Older 108 (7010) 47 (3010) 155 10.246 1 <.01
Younger 108 (5210) 98 (4810) 206

IV Older 118 (7610) 38 (24%) 156 20.439 1 ( .01
Younger 79 (50%) 78 (50/0) 157

V Older 114 (60%~ 77 (40%) 191 11.160 1 ( .01
Younger 59 (41% 86 (5910) 145

VI Older 77 (5710~ 57 (4310~ 134 3.560 1 ')0 .01
Younger 79 (4610 93 (54% 172

It will be noted that in all the grades from standard two to

five (inclusive) there is a significant tendency for earlier school-s·barters

to come from homes of higher social standing than later starters. The fi

gures for standard six are not statistically significant (probably because

many of the older pupils of low statu.s have, by this time, left school to

seek for employment) but the trend is in the same direction. An important

point to be noted, however, is that there are numerous exceptions to this

rule.

1) The scale used for the measurement of socio-economic status is descri
bed on pp. 392-401. Under "low" were grouped pupils of scala scores
0, 1 and 2 and under "high" were included children with scale scores
3, 4 and 5.

2) The division of pupils into "older" and "younger" within each standard
was done in such a way that the totals ,"ould approximate each other as
closely as possible.
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It was felt that, in this eom81vhat amorphous situation, match

ing of early and late school starters for socio-economic status would equa

lise them for both genetj_c end01vment of intelligence and home environmen-li,

not that there appeared to be clear-cut and systematic backgrolmd differ

ences between the tlVO groups. The factor of previously differentiated po

pulations, in other ,vords, selective placement in schools, ,vould have pro

bably constituted an insuperable barrier to the present study had it not

been for the overwhelming enthusiasm for education shown by Indian parents

irrespective of economic level, educational standing, social status and

religious-mother tongue affiliation. By way of contrast, nursery school

placement, on which many previous studies into the effects of schooling on

intelligence were carried out, is a far more selective matter. In short,

it is difficult to conceive of a comparable situation in any other part of

the civilized world where the opportunity to study the effects of "later"

(as against nursery) schooling on intelligence grmvth is present ,vith such

a m:U1imum of selective factors operating to cloud results as the Indian si

tuation in Durban. In fact, even here, the opportunity for future studies

of this sort is fas-li disappearing with the opening of n814 schools and the

whittling down of the problem of waiting for school places, at least as far

as Indians are concerned.

(b) Tho second problem of selection, as pointed out previously, wus

that since only non-failures were to be studied, the lower standards ,vould

contain more potential future failures than the upper grades, in which cuse,

comparisons between pupils of the same age but in different stundarc1s ,vould

favour those :U1 the upper classes which ,vould, in fact, be more select

groups in terms of intelligence. This problem was met by asking teachers

to rate the chances of their pupils pussing all grades up to and :U1clud:U1g

standard five ,dthout failure on a five-point scale, the points being label

led, "very good", "good", "reasol.La.bly fElir 11 , "poor l1 , and "very poor".
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Thereafter, inter-standard comparisons of pupils (in the study of relative

retardation) \vere made \vUh only those students "'hose chances were rated

as very good, good and reasonably fair. This was the only me'~hod available

of meeting the problem of "progressive faihlre ll
•

It will be noted that both problems of selection were involved

in the study of relative retardation but only one, that of possible initial

disparity in intellectual potential, in the studies of relative educability

and relative progress.

The question had to be frankly faced at the planning stage

whether it was worth the \vhile to carry ·the study through in the face of

these t~.,o problems of selection. In the end, the :importance of the problem

decided the mat·~er and it \vas resolved to pursue the investigation. The

follm-ling five considerations ,,,rere responsible for the affirmative deci

sion:-

(1) No comparable research intiO the effects of "la"lier" schooling on in

telligence had been carried out in any l"restern cotll1try previously be

cause of the lack of opportUl1ity for such a study, compulsory school

going ages bell1g laid down by law.

(2) The opportunity of making this nature-nurture study was fast slipping

away among Durban Indians and would probably never occur agall1. (It

is possible, h01"rever, that El comparable situation ,vill arise in the

near future among Africans - when they become sufficiently conscious

of the necessity for schooling and begin to show :impatience at the

absence of facilities for it. The present would, therefore, seem to

be the right t:ime for some organisation equipped \"rith adequate funds

and personnel to plan out a long-term, 10ngitudll1al project in anti

cipation of the problem).
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(3) Matching for socio-economic status and teachers' ratings of future

chances of passing grades seemed to be reasonably adequate measures,

in the ciroumstances, to meet tIle problems of selection.

(4) The problem was of immediate importance for Indian education for if

it appeared that schooling was an important determinant of intellec

tual growth, as reflected by performance in mental tests, added

weight would be given to the pommun1ty demand for more .schools and

more speed in providing them,

(5) As mentioned in the gener(tJ. introduction, the writer subscribes to

the philosophy of Notcutt (1947) and Maslow (1954) that, within rea

sonable limits, methodological feasibility should not be tile only

criterion of whether a particular research should be initiated or

not. The importance and urgency of the problem to be investigated

should also be taken lllto consideration. At the same time, possible

weaknosses in method and design should be frankly acknowledged.

It will not be entirely premature at this stage to mention that

the ultimate outcome of the present study fully justified the calculated

risks that were taken at the start, for the findings were so clear-cut and

decisive that the possibilities of distortion of results through dealing

Wi~l selected groups faded almost into insignificance.

(c) The Instruments Used:

The instruments used in ~lis project comprised a questionnaire,

a verbal and tlw non-verbal tes·~s of intelligence, three scholastic tests

and a specially constructed scale for the measurement of socio-economic

status.
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(1) The Questionnaire:-

The questionnaire (see Jumexure) was made up of four sections

which required personal information, details of school history, informa

tion from teachers nnd parents l opinions on the purpose of education.. The

responses to the last-named have already been discussed in the general in

troduction. A large part of the questionnaire was filled in by ~1e pupils

at school under the supervision of their teachers but the parental section

was completed at home.

(2) n1e Intelligence Tests:-

Two tests of intelligence were used, namely, the New SOUtil Afri

can Group Test, Forms A and B, Junior, Intermediate and Senior Series,

which contains a non-verbal and a verbal seotion, ,.,rith norms for each sec

tion as well as combined norms (National COlli1cil for Social Research, 1956),

and the Raven Progressive Matrices (1938) which is non-verbal throughout

(Raven, 1952).

The justification for the use of intelligence tests which have

not been prepared for nnd stnndardiaed on the ethnic group employed in

these studies has already been discussed in the account of Project II

(PP. 166-167).

(3) The Scholastic Tests:-

The scholastic tests comprised a test of vocnbulnry, a test of

problem arithmetic and n test of mechnnical arithmetic, all issued by the

Nationnl Bureau of Educational and Social Research (1951). Forms A nnd B

of each of the tests were used.

The vocabulary test comprised two separate tests, namely, the

National Bureau Elementary and Junior Tests of Silent Readll1g. Although
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the elementary version is meant really for European pupils in standard one,

two and three, and the junior version for standards four, five and six, all

the students were given both tests and the scores ,.,rere combined. The ele

mentary test has been described in the account of Project I (P. 4J.) and

the junior test in the description of Project 11 (P. 167).

The arithmetic tests ,.,rere those of Milne. They have been des

cribed in the account of Projeot 11 (p, 167).

(4) The Sooio-Economio Status Scale:-

In the drawing-up of this scale, the same general oonsiderations

that applied during the oonstruction of the Bilingualism Scale of Project

11 (see pp. 168-178) were also pertinent here. The aim was to obtain,

through the responses of pupils, an accurate assessment of the socio-eco

nomio status of their homes. This imposed certain limitations. For in

stance, one had to avoid questions to which young children would not be

expected to know the answers, such as questions relating to family inoome

or parental participation in community activities through clubs and socie

ties. Furthermore, it was important that parents should not be made sus

pioious of or antagonistic to the research, for this would have jeopardi

sed the co-operation of the principals of the schools used.

As with the Bilingualism Scale, the Guttman cumulative system

was also adopted in this case but, whereas, the soaling procedure advoca

ted by Ford (1954) was alone used :ll1 the preparation of the Bilingualism

Soale, a combination of Ford's method and tilat offered by Stouffer et al.

(1954) was employed in the construction of the Socio-Economic Status Scale.

Stouffer et al. call their method the H-technique. Its advan

tage is that it does not involve the restriction of a scale to oontent of

too narrm-rly limited apecific1ty or to questions with too uniform a format.
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This is achioved in the follmving way: instead of using only one i"Gem to

determine a given " cutting" point on the scale, as in the conventional sys

tem, the H scale uses two, three, or even more items. In effect, the res

ponses to two or more items are converted into a response to a "new" item

which is called a IIcontrivedll item. The method, therefore, makes possible

the utilisa"Gion of a larger amount of data than is possible by the conven

tional Guttmnn procedure, thus improving the quality of the scale. Once

the contrived items have been secured through statistical manipulation, the

Ford me~lod of scallllg may be applied to them.

Since the Ford technique of scaling has already been described

in the accotUlt of Proj ect II (see pp. 16&-175), a"ttention here to/ill be cla

voted malll1y to the procedu.re by 'v11ich Hems Here contrived.

Originally, 22 questions bearing on socio-economic status Here

asked. For the PL~pose of this study, tlill deflllition of socio-economic sta

tus given by Chapin (1933) 1vaS accepted, namely, lithe position an ll1CUvi

dual or a family occupies with reference to the prevailing average stan

dards of cultural possessions, effective income, material possessions, and

participation in the group activities of the cOIJllm.1l1ity lJ. It ,,,rill be noted

that thEl definition does not directly encompass the esteem dimension of

social position as in the " comrrmnity-reputationall' technique of Warner and

his associates (1941 and 1949). For reasons already given, H 1ms not pos

sible to secure directly from young children information on all four as

pects of socio-economic status mentioned by Chapin, namely, cultural pos

sessions, effective llloome, material possessions and participation in com

munal activities. Nevortheless, the questions chosen for the construc"cion

of the scale resembled those used successfully 1vith school children by

Sims (1928) and Arsenirul (1937) and with rural families by Sewell (1940).
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As scali..!1g wHh the total sample of 1,693, even with the use of

ptUlch-cards and a Pm"ers-Samas Sorter, would have been a l!\borious matter

for 22 questions, a sub-sample of 537 was chosen for the purpose with the

aid of a table of random numbers. The original questions and the frequen-

cy of positive responses to each by the sub-sample were as follows, in des-

cendll1g order of frequency:-

TABLE XV

ORIGINAL QUESTIONS TO MEASURE SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND FREQUENCY
OF POSITIVE RESPONSES TO THEM BY 537 PUPILSl)

Question

1. Do your parents (or guardian) get any money from the
Child Welfare Society?

2. Is ti1ere ill1 electric or a coal (or coke or anti1racite)
stove ll1 your kitchen?

3. Have you tap (IlCorporation ll ) water ll1 your home .Q! in
the yard in which you live?

4. Can your fatiler write in English? For example, if you
,,,ere absent from school, will he be able to write a let
ter to the Headmaster to say Why?

5. Does your home get IlThe Sunday Tribune ll .Q! liThe Sunday
Times ll .Q! IlThe Sunday Express ll every week?

6. Does your home get liThe Leader ll .Q! "The Graphic ll .Q!
IlNew Age ll every ,,,eek?

89.01

74.67

73.74

71.51

64.81

53.07

(Table XV continued next page)

1) A positive response is a lI yes ll response except in the case of Quest
ions (1), (7), (10) and (15). In Questions (1) w1d (10), a response
of "noli would be in the direction of high status and such an answer
was, therefore, regarded as positive while a "yes" 'vas regarded as
negative. In Question (7), a room-person ratio was worked out. On
an empirical basis, ratios of 1 : 3 and above were regarded as posi
tive, those belmv as negative. A similar procedure was follm"ed by
Arsenian (1937) and Seweil (1940). In Question (15), occupat.ions
were gre,ded into t,w broad categories, "high ll and "10WIl, as in Pro
ject II (see pp. 21~216). A high occupationEll category ,vas marked
positive, El low category, negative.
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TABLE y';"V (GoqtinuCldl

Question

7. Leaving out the kitchen, bathroom, pantry, lavatory,
storeroom, outbuildings, and rooms given out on rent
to other people, hOl{ many rooms are used by your fam
ily in your house?
Ans,,,er: .
How many members of your family use these rooms?
.Answer: •.••.•••.•

8. Does your home get the newspaper every day from Monday
to Saturday?

9. Do your parents (or guardian) m{n the house and land
on which you live?

10. Does anyone in your home sleep on tl1e floor?

li. Is there a radio in the ~, which your family ~ses?

12. Have you electric liglrl:;s in your home?

13. Is there a separate room in your home tl1at is used as
a "sitting room" (and in which no one sleeps or ellts)?

14. Is there a tap and sink inside your kitchen?

15. What work does your father do? (If your father is not
alive, say what work he did before he died)o (Give de
tails: For example, if he is in business, say whether
he owns tl1e business or ,{orks for someone else, and
write what kind of business it is, for exampl·' .• o::,ooe
ry, drapery, wholesale, retail, etc. If he wCl'k~ in a
fac-I:;ory, say where he works and what kind of \-!ork he
does, for example, labourer, I1k1.chinis-l:;, foreDk"1n, etc.
From what you write we should be able to ~10W exactly
,{hat your fatl1er does).

16. Can your motl1er write in English? For example, if you
were absent from school will she be able to write a
letter to tl1e Headmaster to say why?

17. Is tllere a telephone in your home, ,{hich your family
uses?

18. Is there a servant who 'vorks every day in your home?

19. Is there a refrigerator in tl1e ~, which your family
uses?

20. Is there a private car in tl1e ~, which your family
uses?

21. Has your father Q! motiler, or bOtil, ever gone overseas
to other countries?

22. Is ti18re a washing machine (n machine that washes
clotl1es) in your home?

41.90

41.53

35.38

31.66

16.57

10,,43

8.94

0.01
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This questionnoiro wns unswered by the pupils in groups at

school under the close supervision of their class teachers who explElined

the quostions one by one und clarified matters 1vhon a child was uncertain

as to "'hat response to give. The teachers themselves were provided with

detailed :instructions" Where the purent had died, information on his/her

literacy und/or occupational level was secured by the pupil from relatives,

but such cases 1vere very few in number.

Seventeen of the original 22 questions were grouped to yield 5

contrived items as shmm in the table below. Two positive responses out

of a possible three in the case of each of Contrived Hems I, II, III and

DJ, and t\VO positive responses out of a possible five in the cnse of Con-

trivod Item V were found, by statistical devices, to be the most suitable

"cutting" points between positive and negative responses to the contrived

items regnrded as wholes, The percentage of positive responses to each

contrived item resulting from such a choice of cutti.!1g points is also shmm

in the table.

TABLE XVI

COMPOSITION l\ND FEEQUENCY OF POSITIVE RESPONSES TO
CONTEIVED ITEMS

fCont.rived
I

Items Co.t\El titneD t Qnastiions /0

I (2), (3), (4) 78 0 77
11 ~5~, (6), (7) 57.54

III 8 (9) (lOj 38 0 18
IV (11), (12), (13 29 .. 42
V (14), (15), (16 , (17), (18) 22.35

It will be noted that the range of 20% - 80% for positive res-

ponses is obtained in the cnse of ench item as required by Ford, as well as

a decrease in percentage of positive responses from about 8010 for ~lG
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"ensiest" item to nbout 20% for the "hardest"" Five of the original

questions, nnmely, (1), (19), (20), (21) and (22) had to be dropped ns

their inclusion \"rould have made it difficult, if not impossible, to main

tain the 20/~ - 8070 range, Question (1) because it \ms too "easy" and the

others because they were too "difficultll •

After tile contrived items hnd been derived, tile scallllg proce

dure was the same as for the Bilingualism Scnle described in Project II.

Table XVII shm.,rs the scaling sheet, a model of \"rhich is provided by Ford

(1954, pp. 289-290). Referring to Ford's four criterin of scalability,

tile following points may be noted from the scaling sheet:-

(1) TIle scale just violates the first criterion in that tile frequency of

31 against Unique Score(2), by yieldlllg a percentage of 5.77 when set

ngninst tile total sub-sample of 537, exceeds the 5~ mark set up by

Ford. However, this excess of 0.77"/0 \yns not regarded large enough to

justify a furtiler trial run as Ford himself states that the criterion

of 510 is merely an empirically derived limit, tilere being as yet no

exact measure for judging tile randomness of distribution of errors

(1954, p. 294).

(2) The second criterion is met fully since errors in all the positive and

negative categories are well below hnlf tile category frequencies. Item

I came nearest to violating this injunction Witil 26.2 errors out of a

total of 114 responses, representing 22.9810.

(3) The reproducibility coefficient is 94.29%, obtained by subtracting tile

percentage of total errors (156) in relation to tile total number of

responses (2,685), i.e., 5.7110 from 100.0070. TIle lowest limit of re

producibility for n valid scale, laid down by Ford, is 9010. The num

ber of individuals l"rho achieved perfect scale scores was 387 (70.0710).
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Tl\.BLE XVII - SC/\.LING SHEET .; SqCIO-ECONOllIC ST1I.TUS SCALE*

I r; .
I Q)

~I Errors of POSe Categories Errors in Neg. Categoriess:: ~ '"+-l ~o 0 0 0
:;::;0 ~ Contrived Items &Weights Contrived Items &Weights"'-"Cl) s:: ~ ~

Q) .p 0 r:<1
<0----- g. S::~ ,

!~Q) <O~ r-l IO"r-l Q) +=>r:<1 co I 11 III IV V I II III IV V'r-! co ~ rM +=>s::o ~ 0 1 2 4 8 16 0 0 0 0 0pCl) E-f

--
(0) 63 (0) 0
(1) 99 (Dj 0
(2) 31 (1 31 15.5 15.5
(3) 80 (0 0
(4) 7 (1) 7 7.0
(5) I 21 (1) 21 10.5 10.5
(6) 10 (1) 10

I
10.0

~~~ 44 ~~~
0

2 2 I 2.0
(9) 9 (1~ 9 9.0 0.3
(10) 1 (2 2 0.3 0.7 0.7
(11) 15 (1) 15 7.5 7.5
(12) - (2j 0
(13) 6 (1 6 6.0
(14~ -

~~j
0

(15 29 0
(16) - (1 0
~1?~ 9 11 9 9.0
18/ - l2 0
~19 6 1 6 6.0
20 - 2 0
~21 2 2 4 0.7 1.3 1.3 0.7
22) -

~j
0

g~~ 7 7 3.5 3.5
- 0

f~gl
3 2) 6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5- (ij 0

27) 14 14 14.0
~28) - (2 0
29) 7 (lj 7 7.0

(30? - (1 0
(31 72 (0 0

I

Tot.
537Freq I Computation of Error

Total/ 10 Positive Categories In Negative Categories

Total Error 156 1 0 15.8 18.2 20.7 21..3 26.2 26.3 23.3 4.2 0
No. of Res-
ponses In- 2685 42.3 309 205 158 120 114 228 332 . 379 417vo1ved

Total Errors by
26.2 42.1 41.5 24.9 21.3 *Question

All figures \.,rithin
Percent of

5.810 4.88 7.84 7.73 4.64 3.97 brackets are fixedError constants.
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(4) For none of the contrived items did the !Jl£\rgin of error exceed 15%.

Item 11 came nearest to violating tilis requirement with a figure of

7.84%.

The scale, therefore, turned out to be a satisfactory one from

the point of view of internal logical structure. In its final form it ap

peared as shown on p. 400.

Beliability: -

Of the -chree conventional methods of testing reliability, name

ly, test - retest, equivnlent form and split-half, the first was resorted

to.

Fifty pupils, ranging in standrLl'd from two to six, completed

the scale t\"ice with an intervnl of a week bet\veen the first nnd second

ndministrations. The reliability quotient was .974. On the retest, 46 of

the pupils returned exactly the same scole scores as on the first occasion,

3 were displaced by one rank and 1 by two ranks. When the scale scores

were clnssified into just two cntegories, nnmely, 110W" (comprising the

rnnk orders, 0, 1 and 2) and lIhighll (comprising the rank orders, 3, 4 and

5), then oIl the 50 pupils retained their original classification. This

must be regarded ns an extremely satisfactory state of affairs.

Validity:-

One school was used to study the validity of the scale. Teachers

of this school were asked to submit the names of 50 children \.,rhose home

background they kne\.,r intimately. It was requested that 25 of these children

should be from homes of relatively high and 25 from homes of relatively low

s to. tus • The s tUdents \v'ere then given the scale by the researcher who was

ignoront of the teachers' es-Cimates. There wns 100% correspondence between

tenchers' opinions and scores on the scnle classified into IfloW" (scale

scores of 0, 1 and 2) and lIhighlf (scale scores of 3, 4 nnd 5) categories.
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Further evidence of the validity of the scale is the finding

that the estimated product-moment coefficient of correlation between pater

nal occupation and scores ll1 tile full scale was +.550 (Project 11, Table

XLIII, p. 215), and among the Durban Indian children studied, as among

otiler groups, occupation of father is by itself a fair indicator of socio-

economic status.

U N I V E R SIT Y 0 F N A TAL

INSTITUTE FOR SOCT~ RESEARCH

S-E S SCALE

SCHOOL: DATE : .._.... . , .

SURNAME (in full): , .

CHRISTIAN NAME (in full):

STIINDARD: DIVISION :.................................................. REGISTER (SERI11L) NO:

I (a) Is there an electric or a coal (or coke or YES
anthracite) stove in your kitchen?

....................................................................., , " ' ' ' - -..

(b) Have you tap (IICorporation ll ) water 1...11 your YES
home .Q! in the yard in which you live?

NO

(c) Can your father ivrite in English? For exam... YES NO
pIe, if you were absent from school will he
be able to ivrite a letter to the Headmaster
to say ivhy?

11 (a) Does your home get "The Sunday TribtU1e ll .Q!
"The Sunday Times ll .Q! "The Sunclay E:x:press ll

every week?

YES NO

NOYES(b) Does your home get "The Leader ll or "The
Graphicll .Q! IINew Age ll every week?

I ;· ..·..: · · : i , ,.. ..J ..

(c) Leaving out tile kitchen, batilroom, pantry, lavatory, storeroom,
outbuildings, and rooms given out on rent to other people, hm-l
many rooms are used by your family in your house?

Answer: ,., ,..... ..,............. , ..

How many members of your fr~y use these rooms?
(Count everyone, even the smallest baby).

Ansi-ler: , , , , , .

Contlllued next page
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Continued from previous poge.

r~ (a)

(b)

Does your home get the l1elvspaper every dQy?

Do your parents (or guardian) mm the house
and land on which you live?

i

YES ...u..~?uL ...
YES NO I

(c) Does anyone ~1 your home sleep on the floor? YES NO

IV (a) Is there a radio m the ~, which your
family uses?

YES NO

(b) Have you electric lights in your home? YES NO
.................................................., , , ,

(c) Is ~1ere a separate room in your house that YES NO
is used as a sitting room (and ~1 which no
one sleeps or eats)?

v (a) Is there a tap nnd smk ~1side your kitchen? YES NO
......................, , , , .

Cb) Whn-c lvork does your fother do?
(If your father is not alive, soy what work he did before
he died). (Give detnils: For example, if he is in busi
ness, say lnlether he owns the bus~1ess or works for some
one else, and lvrite lvhnt kind of bus~1ess it is, for exnm
ple, grocery, dropery, l"holesnle, retail, etc. If he
l"orks in n factory, sny where he lvorks nnd 1.,hat kind of
work he does, for example, lnbourer, mochinist, foreman,
etc.

From whnt you write lve should be oble -~o know exactly wllll"b
your fn~1er does):

............................................................................................................................................................" .

-_ - .....(.~.; ~.= ;~.: =~.~~.:~ :~~.~: : ~~.~~.~~~~.; ;~~ ············1;~

example, if you were absent from school will I

she be nble to lvrite 0. letter to the Heac1m£ts
ter to sny lvhy?

..........................................................................................................................................................

....····1·· ......··..··

NO

.. .

(cl) Is there n telephone ~1 ~le home, lvhic11 your YFS NO
fnmily uses? ----

......................................................................................................................................................................................................

(e) Is ~1ere n servant who works every day in
your home?

YES NO

I
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(d) TIle Sample:-

For Ule 1951 Census, Durbwl was divided into 262 enumerators'

districts. TIlese were consolidated into 36 "oensus ·tracts" by Kuper,

Watts and Davies (1958) in an investigation into the racial ecology of

Durban, started III 1954. TIle 36 census tracts were Ulen further comblllsd

into 6 sociographic 2lones 'vhich they labelled Sea Front (I), Alluvial

Flats (11), Seaward Transitional (Ill), Central Berea Ridge (IV), Inland

Transitional (V) and. Perj_pheral (VI), as shown in Figure I, p. 403. The

Alluvial Flats Zone comprised 7 tracts nu~bered 7, 16, 18, 28, 29, 30 and

33 (Figure 2, p. 404).

It ,ms decided to locate the present research III the adjoinlllg

Census Tracts 28, 29, 30 and 33, an area coverlllg the major portion of tile

Alluvinl Flats. The choice of this locole was determined by two factors.

Firstly, the area, porticularly Census Tract 29, contallled a lleavy popula

tion density of Indians and the problem of school accommodation for Indian

chilc~en was probobly more acute here than anywhere else III Durban, or in

tile rest of Natal. SeconcUy, the investigator had worked in tilis area for

several years as a schoolmaster and knmv the locality intimately.

It. was decided to use all the schools in the selected census

tracts, that were suitable for the purpose in hand. Because of tile diffi

culty of testing very young Cllilc~Gn in lnrge groups, sub-standards one and

two and standard one were excluded from ·tile research. Girls were also

omitted from tile study as Project II had shown that there were significant

sex differences in intelligence and scholastic attainment among Indian

children. The inclusion of girls ,",ould have further complicated an inves

tigation that was already shmving signs of bristlll1g 'vith difficulties,

bOtil at the levels of theory and practice. It was also decided to exclude

all afternoon schools in the Elrea as one could not be certalll that the
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standard of work in these nevlly instHutec1 schools 'vas on a par with vlOrk

in the normnl (morning) schools with their better qualified and more expe

rienced teachers.

This left a total of 12 regular, "moI'ning", Government or Govern

ment-Aided schools for study. Seven of tllese were clustered togetiler Witll

in a radius of a quarter of a mile. TIle qualifications of the staffs of

the 12 schools were, on an average, more or less the same. The schools

followed exactly the same official sylla.buses in all the grades and taught

tile same subjects. ~lere was a constant movement of pupils be-

tween. tho 80hools. In fact, it was the practice in some of them to send

all tlleir standard six students to one school in particular which prepared

them for the secondary school situated immediately next to it. All twelve

schools were filled to capacity and tll0se W11ich catered for beginners had

long waiting lists.

It will be seen, tllerefore, tilat the schools utilised in the re

search were not chosen at random. First of all, four adjoining census

tracts were selected mninly on tile ground tilat they contained the problem

of the investigation in its most acute form. All tile "normnl" schools in

these traots were used. Finally, all the appropriate subjects in these

schools who were present for all tile tests were included.

The table below indicates the schools that participated ~1 tile

research and the census tracts in 'vhic11 tlley were situated.
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TABLE XVIII

LOCATION OF SCHOOlS BY CENSUS TRlI.CTS

2.chools

Ste MichaelIs Government-Aided (Mixed)

Clai~~ood Government (Boys')
Durbon South Government (Mixed)
H.S. Done Government (Mixed)
Jacobs Road Government-Aided (Boys')
King's Rest Government-Aided (Mixed)
Luxmi Narayan Government-Aided (Mixed)
Mobeni Government-Aided (Mixed)
South Coast Madressa Government-Aided (Mixed)
Wentworth Government-Aided (Mixed)

Hillside Government-Aided (Mixed)
Merebank Government-Aided (Mixed)

Tract Nos:

28

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

33
33

It will be noted that Census Tract 30 contained no schools.

Indian children of this area attended the schools in Census Tracts 28, 29

and 338

The Alluvial Flats Zone of Durban, in which the research schools

were situated, is the zone most densely populated by Indians (Kuper, Watts

~md Davies, 1958). The writers state: IISections of these Alluvial Flats

were malarial swamps as late as 1934, when the city had its last serious

outbreak of malariae Lnnd in this residentially undosirable belt was either

allotted for Non-European Bnrracks, compounds and locations, or occupied

by Non-Europeans on their own initiative". The table below shows that, in

the four census tracts used, the Indian population predominated over all

others.
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TABLE XIX

Ril.CI1I.L COMPOSTTION OF CENSUS TRACTS. DURBllN - 1951 CENSUS1)

r-- , I !
Tract No. i Eoropa....ns t Colourede I11C.li-1JlS 1I.fr1cIlDs Totals~

I

28 6 - 1,591 . 11111 2,708
0.2270 - 58.75% 41.0370 ·100%

29 43 1,285 16,266 428 18,022
06 24% 7.13% 90.2610 2.37% 100%

30 210 407 5,950 2,058 8,625
2.43% 4.. 72% 68.9970 23 0 86% 100%

33 577 315 4,686 674 6,252 I
9.23/0 5.04% 74.95/0 10.78"/0 100/0

The four census trocts served by the schools that were studied

are somewhat below overage in socio-economic status even by Indian stan-

dards. The table below shows that both in terms of mean ~md per capita

income the Indians in these centres are poorer than Durban Indian'3 generally.

TABLE XX

llNNUAL MEllN AND PER CAPITA INCOME, BY Ril.CE I\ND CENSUS TRil.CT DURBllN
- 1951 CENSUS

I Europeans Co1oureds Indians I
Trac·~

No: I Mec.!l Per Capito Mean Per Cnpita Mean Per Capita
Income £ Income £ Income £ Income £ Income £ Income £

DURBllN 552.06 282.74 201.20 ~ 182.82 40.02

28 462.50 154.17 -- - 110.44 21010

29 268.75 127.98 201.07 51.33 155.62 33049

30 363.06 156.34 199.59 60.47 151.31 33.64

33 348.79 124.74 259.77 72.90 151.62 33.13

1) The dato of Table XIX ond Table XX hove been adapted from those pre
sented by Kuper, Watts nnd Dovies (1958).
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The design of this investigation required that only those boys,

ranging from standardn two to six, who had never failed any grade in their

school eareers, should be chosen. In all, 1,693 such pupils were found.

Great care was taken to trace tileir school progress in admission registers

to confirm claims of non-failure. The age-standard status of the sample

was as follows:-

TABLE ¥~

AGE-ST1I.NDARD STATUS OF SlIMPLE OF NON-FAILURES ON DAY OF TESTS
(MARCH - APRIL, 1957f

S tandards
l\.ge in Years j i Totals

.2 3 i 4 5 6i

8 but not 8t 2 - - - - 2
8t 11 tI 9 5 I 1 - - - 6
9 tI tI 9t 6 - - - - 6
%- tI It 10 22 4 - - - 26

10 11 11 lot 42 9 - - - 51
lot \I tI 11 61 25 1 - - 87

III \I tl lIt 43 27 12 2 - 84
I1t II 11 12 42 49 22 1 - 114
12 II tI 12t 40 39 29 10 1 119
ut 11 11 13 29 52 24 13 1 119
13 tI It 13~- 27 33 40 43 10 153
13t tI 11 14 16 33 29 39 18 135
14 11 tI 14t 15 29 43 37 3/+ 158
14t tI II 15 10 21 35 52 34 152
15 11 11 15t 8 18 40 36 30 132
15t 11 11 16 5 11 16 33 44 109
16 tI I1 16t 3 5 15 34 47 104
16t 11 11 17 1 3 6 23 36 69
17 It It 17t - 1 1 6 20 28
l7t It II 18 - 1 - 3 15 19
18 It It 18t - - - 2 11 13
18t 11 11 19 - - - 1 3 4
19 11 11 1% - - - 1 1 2
1% It It 20 - - - - - -20 11 11 20t - - - 1 1-
Totals 377 361 313 336 306 1,693
Henn Ages 11.78 12.85 13 Q 84 14.71 15 0 69 13.68
Median Ages1) 11.54 12.71 13.94 14e67 15.73 13.74

1) It will be noted tilat tile median ages, by stnndartw, for tile present

(footnote 1) continued next page)
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The table below compares the Indinn students of the present

sample with European pupils in the snme grade and on the some dote by age
l

).

TABLE XXII

MEDIAN AGES IN YEARS OF INDIAN PUPILS OF THE SlIMPLE AND Nl\Tl\L EUROPEAN
PUPIIS IN MARCH - APRIL, 1957

i i DifferenceStandard Indian13 ! Europeans
I

11 11.54 9.19 2.35
III 12.71 10.21 2,,50
rv 13.94 11.22

I
2.72

V 14,,67 12.36 2.31

---lVI 15.73 13.33 I 2.40

It will be seen that in every grade the Dldian pupils are over-

age by more than t,...o years relative to their European cOlU1terparts.

As none of the students had failed any grade up to the time of

testing, the age llspreadll within each standard shown in Table XXI was due

solely to the fact that the ohildren hnd commenoed t..l1eir school careers at

different ages. Of tlle total, only 165 pupils were not over-age for tlleir

clnsses. The parents of tlle vast mnjority of tlle remnincler attributed the

delay III tileir children's sohooling to having to wait for accommodation os

shO\m below.

(footnote 1) continued from previous page)

sample, are higher than the Indian medians for the whole of Natal as
shown in Table III, p. 313. Aotually, they ,wuld have been higher still
were it not for the fact thnt the nges in Table XXI were recorded III
Mnrch-April of tile year of resenrch, whereas, the Nntal figures refleot
ages III June. Also, wherens, tlle Notal figures include non-failures and
failures (tile latter of whom hove "accumulatedll age through faillllg one
or more times), tile present sample was a "pure ll one, consisting of non
fa.ilures only. All this goes to show that even by Indian standards tile
pupils used in this project were very mnrkecUy 11 over-agell for their
classes.

1) TIle figures for European pupils hove been derivecl by reducing the JUlle
figures given in Table III, p. 313, to correspond to tile da.tes in March
-April on which tile Indirul ages were token.
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TABLE XXIIT

REASONS FOR DELAYED ENTRlINCE INTO SCHOOL GIVEN BY PARENTS OF 1,528
OVER-AGE PUPIlS

Reosons

No accommodotion
Lived too far from school
Illness
Out of country
MiscellEmeous

97.382
0.262
0.523
0.393
1.440

Failing to seanre a(Unission into a regular Government o~ Govern-

ment-Aided school, parents, in desperation, often sent their children to

so-called "private ll schools if they ,.,ere within convenient distance of

home. The existence of such schools has already been mentioned in the gen-

eral introduction. The chairmnn of the local branch of the Notal Indian

Teachers' Society described these schools in the following words in his

annual report for 1958: "Most members are aware that there is another type

of school (in the district) - that is, the purely private school. If you

were to visit tilese schools l you would be shocked at the conditions under

which they c.re run. I have visit'Jd most of them, of which there ore 15 in

number. The roll varies from 50 in the smaller sohools to obout 350 in the

larger ones. Classes range from class one (sub-standnrd one) to standard

two. TIle totol number of pupils is well over 2,000. One school is accom-

modated in a large hall which is fairly well furnished, anotiler in a temple

yard, the third in a garage, the fourtil in a groveyard, While the rest are

conducted in backyar(w, verandruls, disused stables and the open air. TIlose

schools that hove benches ore fortunate. In most schools the children sit

on tile floor. Fees cllarged range from Is. 6d. to 3s. Od. (per month)~ ond

the salary (~awn qy tile teachers ronges from £3 to £5 a montll. One private

group which runs a morning and an afternoon school charges on a(IDUssion

fee of one guinen" (Beohoo, 1958).
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Of the 1,528 over-age pupils in the present sample of 1,693,

no less than 1,006 or 59% had attended a private school before securing

atIDUttnnce to a regular school while 687 or 4110 had not. TIle qualifica

tions of the teachers in these private schools were so pathetically low

and the standard of work so deplorably meagre that, on admission to a re-

gular sohool, children from private schools ,...ere, and still are, usually

made to start afresh from the first grade. The very existence of these

schools, however, and the support they receive from the general public,

illustra.te one very important point, and that is, that the delay in the

schooling of Indian children is not due to apathy cnd indifference on the

part of ~leir paronts towards education, for, being denied ~e facilities

of normal schooling for their children, free of fees, ~ley turn in their

anxiety to instruction \~lich they know is inferior and are prepared to pay

for a primitive type of tuition even though this would certainly menn fur

ther denial of the bare necessities of life on which the IJl£ljority of them

miraculously IIlD.nage to survive.

Socio-economic status, as measured b.Y tile Scale, was distributed

as follows in ~e sample:-

TABLE XXIV

SOCIO-ECONOMTC STATUS OF SAMPLE BY SCHOOL STllNDL\RDS

r I

I
i

IScale
I Standar d s

I Scores I

i
Totals

2 3 4 I 5 6i i

0 56 47 I 45 41 26 215)
1 96 96 I 80 53 45 370~ Low
2 84 73 72 79 85 393

3 59 51 53 61 55 279j
4 34 40 24 26 28 152 High
5 48 54 39 76 67 284

Totals I 377 361 313 336 306 1,693
Means 2.167 2.285 2.153 2.613 2.703
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When the chi-square test was applied to this distribution after

grouping the scale scores into IIlou" and "high" status categories (for

ease of computation), a significant difference between tile standards ap

peared, chi-square being 18.901 with a probability of (.05 for 4 degrees

of freedom.

More detailed analyses were then carried out to determine just

vnere the differenoes were sharpest. ~len standards two, tilree and four

were compared Witil one anotiler, no significant difference appeared, and

tilis also applied when standards five and six were compared witil ench

otherl ). But when the tilree lower classes were combined and compared with

the two upper, a significant difference was discovered, as fo11ows:-

TABLE XXV

COMPARISON OF STANDlIRDS FIVE ilND SIX WITH STANDARDS TWO, THREE
AND FOUR BY SOGIO-ECONOMIC STATUS2)

I

Scale Scores
Standards Totals Means

Low High
(0, 1-, 2.~ (3, 4, 5)

V & VI 329 313 642 2.656

II, III & IV 649 402 1,051 2.204

Totals 978 715 1,693

Chi-Square: 17.598 P: <.05

How may one account for this finding? The 1957 age-standard

table for the whole of Natal (Director of Education (Natal), 1959) suggests

that standards four and six are the malll school-leaving points for Indian

1)

2)

These groupings were suggested Qy tile mean scale scores of the stan
dards, as shown :ill Table XXIV.
For tile formula employed in computlllg chi-square from 2 x 2 tables
Witil correction for continuity, see footnote on p. 189. This formula
is employed throughout tile report of Project III whenever 2 x 2 tables
are used.
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pupils, the total classified Indian school pOPUlation in 1957 being dis-

tributed as follows:-

TABLE XXVI

DISTRIBUTTON OF CLASSIFIED INDI1I.N SCHOOL POPULATTON IN NATAL
IN 1957 BY STANDARDS

1
I Numbers

i /0Classes I

I Sub-8tand.nrd I 14,978 17.23
11 11 11 13,785 15.86

Standard I 12,903 14.84
11 11 11,705 13.47
11 III 10,478 12.06
11 IV 8,817 10.14 }
11 V 5,945 6.84
11 VI 4,364 5.021
11 VII 1,695 1.951
11 VIII 1,227 1.42
11 IX 560 0.64
1I X 464 0.53

Totals 86,921 100.00

It \-rill be noticed that there are sudden drops in percentages

at the standard four-five and standard six-seven levels, indicating larger-

than-normnl frequencies in school-leaving nt these points. This suggests

that in the present smnple, the disparity in socio-economic status between

standards two, three and four, on the one hand, and stm1Clards five and six,

on the other, may be due to the fact that at the end of the standard four

course more pupils from homes of 10\0/ socio-economic status left school than

from homes of high status. It is quite possible that this trend in school-

leaving, whemver there is no comPUlsion to remain, operates at all levels,

from sub-standard one to the university stage, the poorer parents being

compelled to withdraw their children from school sooner than the more well-

to-do, both because their fin£l11cial resources could not stand the burden of

continued education and because ohildren at work could supplement meagre

family incomes. In any case, it is clear that, in the present sample, the
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two higher clnsses were n more select lot than the three lower standnrcls

in term of socio-economic status.

(i) B:,ESULTS;-

(a) The Study of Relative Re·tnrdntion:-

It ,·dll be remembered that the first working hypothesis of the

present project wns that of a group of pupils of the same chronological age

but varying in school standard (because of differences in nge at school

entry), those in tile upper grades will achieve higher I.Q.'s as well as

higher raw scores in mental and scholastic tests thnn those in the lower

classes, other things equal.

The hypothesis was investigated by the method of partial corre

lation which has nlready been described in tile accotmt of Project 1I

(p. 242). The question now became: What is tile degree of association be

tween scores on mental and scholastic tests and school standard, other fac

tor(s) held constant?

In tile study of tile relationship between test-intelligence and

school standard, it was decided to hold age and socio-economic status con

stant as tile only relevant variables so that first order partials had to be

computed. Sex did not enter as all the subjects were boys. Age was con

trolled Qy confining each analysis to a particular age group and socio

economic status was held constant statistically.

~vo age-groups were studied separately, namely, tllirteen- and

fourteen-year-olds, each group ranging from standard two to six~ In a sup

plementary analysis, a fifteen-year-old group, ranging from standard three
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to six, was also usedl ). Consideril!g that in Natal school children may be

admitted at tile age of 5 plus years, tile only pupils of normal age for

their grade were the thirteen-year-olds in standard six. All the other

chilc~en were retarded in age-grade status ll1 varying degrees by one to

six years because of delay in securing admission to school, as shown below:-

TABLE XXVII

DEGREE OF AGE-GRADE RETARDATION OF THREE AGE-GROUPS OF INDIAN PUPIIS

,
I, Number of Years by \-1hich Retarded

I II l3-Year-Olds l4-Year-Olds l5-Year-Olds

Standard Two 4 5 6

Standard Three 3 4 5

Standard Four 2 3 4

Stand.ard Five 1 2 3

Standard Six Normal 1 2

Since it appeared from Project II that mental and scholastic

test scores were negatively correlated with age among Durban Indian school

children, great care was taken to match the pupils ll1 ti1e various standards

for age before comparing ~lem. Fairly large numbers of subjects were avail-

able so ti1at it was possible to carry out exact m!ltchmg. In each standard,

as many pupils below the half-year mark !lS above it \-1ere taken at random

from the numbers avail!lble. The result was that the mean age of the thir-

teen-year-olds in each of the standards from two to six was 13.450 years

and of the fourteen-year-olds, 14.450 years. A number of tl1e subjects

1) Vide, horizontal rectr~gle in Table XIII, p. 373.
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available, therefore, had to be eliminated III tile process of matching for

age.

An additional number had to be excluded as only those students

whose chances of passing every grade up to and including standard five

without failure were rated either as livery goodll , II goodll , or IIreasonnbly

fa1r 1l were included in the nnalysisl ).

TIle result was that, of tile 288 tllirteen-yenr-olds and 310

fourteen-year-olds available, tile munbers finally selected for study were

as follows:-

TABLE XXVIII

DISTRIBUTION BY SCHOOL STANDARD AND AGE OF PUPIlS SELECTED FOR
THE STUDY OF RELATIVE RETARDATION BY PARTIAL CORRELI\TION

Standat'd Mean Age (Years) of
I I Each Stnndard and

11 i III IV I V VI Total of All Pupils

l3-Year-Olds 30 48 52 58 20 208 130450

J4-Year-olds 16 40 58 60 68 242 140450

1) TIle reason for tilis step is given on PP. 388-389.
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(1) Results of Intelligence Tests:-

TABLE XXIX

RELATIONSHTP BETWEElIJ RAW SCORES IN THE PROGRESSIVE
MATRICES AND SCHOOL STANDARl)lJ

Tllirteen-Year-Olds (N = 208)

Variables Zero-order r's E Partial r2) p3)

1. Test Scores r12 ::: +.531 , .01 r12.3 = +.512 (.01

2. School Standard r13 ::: +.173 > .01

3. Socio-Economic r23 = +.398 (.01
Status

Fourteen-Year-olds (N ::: 242)

Variables ~-order r's

1. Test Scores r12 = +.465

2. School Standard r13 = +.147

3. Socio-Economic r23 = +.420
Status

Partial r

<.01 r12.3 = +.449 (.01

>.01

<.01

It is clear that schooling exercises a decisive influence on

performance Dl tlle Progressive Matrioes Test. The results are consistent

for the two age levels studied. Pupils who have received El. greater amount

of schooling than other children of the same age score progressively higher

with ll1creasing ll1crements of education. In tlle present context, this

would mean that children who beg1n school life early have a decided advan-

tage over tllose who commence late. ~lat tllis should appear with such clari-

ty in a test like tile Matrices, tile contents of which are not directly of a

scholastic nature, is remarkable.

1) Whenever age is uniform, raw scores, rather than percentile ranks or
quotients, will be used as none of tile intelligence or scholastic tests
used have been standardised for Indian cllildren.

2) ~, Footnote (1), p. 244, Project 11, for tile formula used to compute
first-order partial X's.

3) ~, Footnote (2), p. 244, Project 11, for tile matilod used to deter
mine probability levels.
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TABLE XXX

(ii) F.ELATIONSHTP BETWEEN COMBINED RAW SCORES IN THE NEW
SOUTH AFRICAN GROUP TEST AND SCHOOL STANDARD

lhirteen-Year-olds (N =208)

Variables Zero-Order rls

1. Test Scores r12 = +.688

2. School S·tandard r13 = +.351

3. Socio-Economic r23 :: +.398
Status

Partial r R

< .01

< .01

< .01

Fourteen-Year-olds (N = 242)

Variables gero-Order rls E
1. Test Scores r12 = +.610 <.01

2. Sohoo1 Standard r13 = +.261 ( .01

3. Socio-Economic r23 c +.420 ( .01
Status

Partial r E

TIle table shows that goodness of performance on tile full New

South .Mrican Group Test of inte11igenoe is very closely oonneoted with

the amount of schooling tile pupil has received, III tile present oontext,

with the age at whioh the ohild first began to reoeive formal schooling.

The finding is uniform for bOtil age groups studied.
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TABLE XXXI

(iii) RELATTONSHIP BETWEEN NON-VERBAL RAW SCORES IN THE NEW
SOUTH .AFRICAN GROUP TEST AND SCHOOL STANDARD

TIlirteen-Year-Olds eN =208)

Variables Zero-order r's 1: Partial r 1:

1. Test Scores rU = +.540 <.01 rU.3 =+.489 <.01

2. School Standard r13 = +.271 ( .01

3. Socio-Economic r23 = +.398 ( .01
Stotus

¥ourteen-Yeor-olds (N = 242)

Variobles Zero-order r's 1: Partial r 1;

1. Test Scores rU = +.445 <.01 rU.3 = +.403 ( .01

2. School Standard r13 = +.206 <.01

3. Socio-Economic r23 = +.420 <.01
Status

TIle conclusion from the table above is that ability to work the

non-verbal section of the New South Mrican Group Test is significantly

dependent upon the educational level of ~le subject. Among pupils of ~le

same age, ~lose who have begun Scll00ling earlier come off significantly

better than those whose schooling has been delayed. Surprisingly, the co

efficients of correlation between ~le SOUtll Mrican Group Test non-verbal

scores and school standard in the table above are smaller than ~10se 00-

ween Matrices scores and sohool sta.ndard in Table XXIX at both age levels

ancl for ~le same samples. One would have expeoted the reverse to be the

case as the non-verbal section of the New South Mrican Group Test oon-

tains a Numbers sub-test whicll would seem to depend heovily upon school

knowledge for sucoessful performance.
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TABLE XXXII

(iv) RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VERBAL RAW SCOREJS IN THE NTh' SOUTH

ilFRTC1I.N GROUP TEST AND SCHOOL STilNDARD

Thirteen-Yenr-olds eN = 2G!ll

Vnriables Zero-order rls :f Partial r :f

1. Test Scores r12 = +.719 (.01 r12.3 = +.679 <.01

2" School Standnrd r13 = +.329 <.01

3. Socio-Economic r23 = +.398 <.01
Status

Fourteen-Year-0lds (N = 242)

Vnriables Zero-order rls :f Partial r 1:

1. Test Scores r12 = +.619 ( .01 r12.3 = +.579 (001

2. School Standard r13 = +.268 ( .01

3. Socio-Economic r23 = +.420 ( .01
Status

This table brings out the influence of schooling or of age of

entry into school (in tile present study) on llltelligence test performrulce

most strikingly. TIle coefficients of correlation (for tile same samples)

be~veen performance and school standard are the largest of all those ob-

tained so far. It is clear tilat verbal tests of intelligence are much more

susceptible to school influences than non-verbal tests. Thirteen- and

fourteen~ear-olds in standard two are severely retarded III such tests as

compared '-lUh their age peers who are in higher grades by virtue of having

begun formal schooling at earlier age.

§ocio-Economic Status and Test-rntelligence:-

It will be noticed from the preceding tables tilat tile relation-

ship between intelligence test scores and socio-economic status is statis-
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tically significant at the .01 level in the case of all three sets of

scores in the Nm" South Afric8n Group Test for both age groups. In the

case of the Matrices scores, the relationship, though not significant at

tile .01 level, is so at tile .05 level of confidence Witil both 8ge groups.

TIle re18tionship between test scores and socio-economic status

in tile present context was, however, found to be adventitious. Socio

economic status attains its apparent importance only through its positive

association with school standard which has come out as the primary deter

minant of test scores. The coefficients of correlation between school

standard and economic status were +.398 and +.420, respectively, for tile

two age-groups (Table XXIX, p. 4l7), both coefficients being significant

at tile .01 level.

How is it that school standard comes to be positively associa

ted Witil economic status? In tile account of Project 11, it was shown by

means of Tables XLVIII (P. 219) and XLIX (P. 219) that

parents of higher status succeeded in securing Scllool places for tileir

children at an earlier age than til0se lower in status. TIlis was confirmed

for tile ,,,hole sample used in Project III (Table XIV, p. 387) although ex

ceptions were numerous. Exactly tile same situation holds for the tilirteen

and fourteen-year-old sub-samples in tile present study of relative retard

ation.
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TABLE XXXIn

DISTRIBUTION BY SOCIO-ECONOMTC STATUS AND SCHOOL STANDARD OF
THlRTEEN-YEAR-oLDS

i I I
Socio-Economic Status. Sohoo1 Totals %Grade Low (0, 1, 2) High (3, 4, 5)

VI 7 (3510) 13 (65%) 20 100

V 21 (36%) 37 (64%) 58 100

IV 36 (6910) 16 (31%) 52 100

III 34 (71%) 14 (29%) 48 100

II 23 (7710) 7 (23%) 30 100

.
ITot~;! 121 I

87 208I I

Chi-square: 28.030 P: <.05

It is clear from the tnble above that the thirteen--year-old

group in standard six who entered school four years enrlier than the thir-

teen-ycar-old group in stondard two contained a significnntly highe:i.' pro-

portion of chilc~en from homes of high socio-economic status tilUl1 the lat-

ter, and correspondingly for the intermediate grades. The distribution of

the fourteen-year-old group was found to be similar.

The "spurious" correlntion obsorved here between test-intelli-

gence and socio-economio status is brought out clcarly whcn school stondard

is pnrtialled out. Using the figures of tile four immediately preceding

correlational tables aga1n~ one finds that the net potency of sooio-economio

status ·as' a doterminant of intelligence toet scare falls below the .01 level

of significance ill e'tl'erycnse, as follows:-
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TABLE XXXIV

NET CORRELATION BETWEEN SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND
INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORE

Test l3-Year-Olds P 14-Year-0lds P

Progressive Matriaes ·.041 ).001 ....060 >.01
S.A.G.T.: Combined +.116 >.01 +.007 ~.Ol

S.A.G.T.: Non-Verbal +.073 ) .01 +.023 >.01
S.A.G.T.: Verbal +.066 ) .01 +.011 >.01

The present analyses throw some light on the relative importance

of schooling and socio-eoonomic status in the determination of mental test

scores. In the sub-samples studied in this seotion, sooio-economic stand-

ing was found to be unrelated signifioantly to test-intelligenoe. This

~esult is contrary to established findings. It is perhaps also not oon

sistent witil tile results obtained in Projeot 11 (Table LXXVI, p. 280

and Table LXXVII, p. 282 ) where a positive aasocintion appeared between

the soores of standard six pupils in the New South Afrioan Group Test and

parental occupation altilough tlle statistioal significance of tile associa-

tion was not investigated.

The discrepanoy may be expla:ined by tile faot that, whereas tlle

sample of Projeot 11 was drawn from a wide area oovering tile poorest and

wealtiliest bldian arens :in Durban, tile sample of Project III came from a

specifio locality which happened to be one of the poorer Indinn nreas of

Durbnnl ). The heterogeneity of tile former sample wi~h respeot to 80cio-

eoonomio status was sufficiently marked to bring out differenoes, even

though small, in performance in intelligenoe tests. On the otiler hand,

the relative homogeneity of tile present sample (in spite of the fact tilat

1) Vide, Table XX, P. 407.
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the socio-economic status scnle was sensitive enough to spread the sub

jects out on a scale of 0 to 5) was not conducive to tile appearance of

significan~'80oial status differences in test performance. It would seem

that in the present situation the extremely powerful factor of schooling

levelled out whatever differential effects socio-economic status might

hnve he.d on test scores.

It is possible tilat it is only in a society where opportunities

for schooling are unrestricted and in which age-grade status depends pri

marily on tile intellectual, temperamental and motivational factors in tile

pupils tilemselves, tilat test scores would show marked socio-economic sta

tus differences. However, where gross inequality of educational opportu

nities exists in the context of a generally impoverished environment, as

Witil the present Indian sample, tile factor of schooling would assume major

importance in the intellectual development of children and overwhelm the

relatively milder and subtler effects of socio-economic differences.

To sUlTlIJl.arise: There is clear evidenoe tilat, in the scramble

for Scllo01 places, parents on the higher rtmgs of tile economic ladder do

succeed in securing admission for their children into sohools at an earlier

age tilan parents lower in tile scale. On tile basis of past researches, the

former may be supposed to be superior in mental endowment to the latter,

and~ presumably, tiley transmit tileir intellectual characteristics to their

offspring. However, in tile sub-somple worked upon, tilere is no evidence

that children from homes of high socio-economio status surpass those from

homes of low stntus in mental tests, to any significant extent Q It appears,

on the other hnnd, tilnt, given a random group of cllilc1ren of the same age,

it is not so mch tileir social status standing as tile runotmt of schooling

tiley have had or, in tile present oontext, tile faot of their earlier ~r

later entranoe into sohool, that (perhaps within limits) determines tile

goodness of tileir performanoe in bOtil non-verbal and verbal tests of in-
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telligence. Even a test like tile Progressive Matrices which does not in

volve tile skills learned at school directly is very much dependent upon

schooling for its successful working.

Effects of Schooling in Terms of ~ctual Scores in Intelligence Tests:-

In Tables XXIX, XXX, XXXI, and XXXII (PP. 417-420) all the

first-order coefficients of partial correlation between intelligence test

performance and scholastic status were found to be highly significant con

sistently. ~lat do these coefficients mean in terms of actual scores?

For instance, by how mnny percentile ranks on tile Progressive Matrices and

by how many I.Q. points on tile New South ~rican Group Test are late school

starters retarded in performnnce for every year of delay in formal school

ing? Similarly, how is retardation "spread" over the different standards

at different age levels? The figttres given below are necessarily in terms

of existing Zn~apenDnorms as the tests have not been standardised for

Indian subjects but this fact does not vitiate the internal comparison

that is intended withil1 the Indian group.

In this analysis, the students were distributed as follows:-

T1lJ3LE XXXV

DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS OF THE SlIlviE l~GES BUT IN DIFFERENT SCHOOL STANDAROO

N Age

Thirteen-Year-olds Fourteen-Year-OIdsSchool
Std.

II

III

IV

v

VI

Totals

41

53

63

67

28

252

13.4

! 13.5 :
: .

N

22

47

70

77

68

284

Age

Fifteen-Year-OIds

N Age

-
24

54

61

74

213
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It will be seen that the total number of pupils in the thirteen

and fourteen-year-old groups are higher than those given in Table XXVIII,

p. 416. This is due to the foct thot all those pupils who had been dis

carded during tile process of matching for age in the correlational analy

sis were now included. The increase in numbers increases the reliability

of the obtained means. TIle resulting dislocation in age means is not se

rious as mny be seen from tile table above.

Socio-economic status was ignored in this analysis as it had

been found to be a negligible factor in determllling intelligence test

scores.

A third group, consisting of 21] fifteen-year-olds, ranging

from standnrd three to six was also included. As tilsre were only 10 such

pupils in standard two, tiley were excluded from the comparison in the in

terests of reliability of mean scores.

TIle differences between tile mean scores on intelligence tests

of the various grades within each of tile age groups were not tested for

significance as tile correlational studies had already indicated highly

significant results.

In the comparisons to be made in the tables thot follou, tile

thirteen-yenr-olds in standard six should be regarded as the criterion

group as tilese are tile only pupils shown in the tables, who are of normal

age for their grade.
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TABLE XXXVI

MEAN SCORFS OF PUPIlS OF THE SAME AGE BUT m DIFFERENT SCHOOL
STAND1I.R.OO IN THE PROGRESSM MATRICES TESTl )

Fourteen-Year-olds Fifteen-Year-Olds
r

School
Std.

iThirteen-Year-olds

Rnw Per.
Scores &nk8

Raw
Scores

Per.
Ranks

Raw
Scores

Per.
Rm1ks

I 11

III

IV

V

27

30

33

37

10

16

22

32

27

32

34

37

9

16

19

25

28

34

36

10

20

23

VI L .49. , ~ ?? i 39 33 39 33

It will be seen that within each age group there is a consis-

tent increase in raw scores and percentile ranks with length of schooling.

The thirteen-yeur-old boy in standard six, who entered school four years

earlier than his age peer in standard two, has an advantage of 13 points

in raw soore and 26 ranks in the percentile order. The trend is the same

with the other t\.JO groups.

1) Conversions from raw scores to percentile ranks was carried out by
meMS of graphs drawn with the help of the norms of thir'ceen-year
olds, fourteen-yeur-olds and adults (to cover the fifteen-year-olds)
provided by Raven (1938). TIlese graphs were necessary to secure the
intermediate percentile points as Rnven gives only seven score levels
for each age.
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I4}BLE XXXVII

MEAN SCORES OF PUPILS OF THE SAME AGE BUT IN DIFFERENT SCHOOL
STANDARDS IN THE NEW SOUTH AFRTCAN GROUP TEST

Combined Scores:-

nlirteen-Year-01ds Fourteen-Year-01ds Fifteen-Year-01ds
School
Std.

11

III

IV

v

Raw
Scores

23

25

29

36

I.Q.

70

73

77

84

MW
Scores

21

26

28

34

I.Q.

65

70

72

77

Raw
Scores

25

29

35

I.Q.

66

70

74

t _~.~ fVI
·..•.•.....M.··· ..•····•· .. ···· ....·...···,

\ .4.2 ' 40 82 79

Non-Verbal Scores:-

nlirteen-Year-01ds Fourteen-Year-01ds Fifteen-Year-01ds
School
Std. Raw I.Q. Raw I.Q. Raw I.Q.Scores Scores Scores

11 13 76 11 70 -- --
III 15 80 15 76 14 71

IV 16 82 16 77 17 75

V 20 88 19 81 21 80

VI ! 25 ; ! ......9.4............. : 22 85 23 83: ..................._................... -
Verbal Scores;-

I f nlirteen-Year-01ds I Fourteen-Year-01ds Fifteen-Year-Qlds
School
Std. Raw I.Q. Raw I.Q. Raw j

Scores Scores Scores I.Q.

11 8 68 9 64 - --
III 9 69 11 68 10 64

IV 13 76 12 71 13 68

V 16 82 16 76 15 72

i._ ..........?~........::
." ........................

VI 90 i 19 82 19 79.....................................
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TIle results of the New SOUtil African Group Test consistently

parallel those obtnined with the Progressive Hatrices. There are striking

differences in the raw scores and I.Q.' s of students of the same age but

in different standards. The differences between the extreme groups

(standards two am1 six) runong the tilirteen-year-olds are 22 points of raw

score corresponding to 21 points of I.Q. in the combined test .. 12 points

of raw score oorresponding to 18 points of I.Q. in the non-verbal test ..

and 13 points of raw score corresponding to 22 points of I.Q. in tile ver-

bal test.

Aa might have been expected.. differences between tile lowest

and highest standards were greater in the verbal than in the non-verool

section in tile case of all tilree age groups. TIle verbal test is more sus-

ceptible to school influences tilnl1 tile non-verbal. The figures are 22

points of LQ. as against 18, respectively.. in tile case of the tilirteen-

year-olds, 18 as against 15 in the case of tile fourteen-year-olds, and 15

as against 12 in tile case of tile (inoomplete) group of fifteen-year-olds.

(2) Results of Scholastic Tests:-

TIle fact that amount of schooling has a definite influence on

performance ~l scholastic tests is so obvious tilat little need be said

about it. TIle relationship between these "lAw factors was studied Witil tile

same group of subjects as was used in the study of the relationship be

tween test-intelligence and school standardl ). In this analysis, intelli-

gence and socio-economic statu.s were held constant statistically so that

second-order coefficients of partial correlation had to be computed2 )o

2
1) ~, Table XXVIII, p. 416, for details of sample.

) ~, footnote on p. 247 (Project 11) for tile formula employed to
compute second-order partial ~'s.
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It was decided to use scores in the Progressive Mntrices rather than per-

formnnce ll1 tile New SOUtil African Group Test for control PUrposes as it is

less scholastic in content tilon eVGn tile non-verbn1 section of the latter

which has a numbers sub-test. TIle results were £la follows:-

TABLE XXXVIII

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RAW SCORES IN VOCABULARY AND SCHOOL STAND1I.RD

TIlirteen-Year-olda (N =208)

Variables

1. Vooabulary Soores
2, Sohool Standard
3. Progressive Mntrices Soores
4. Socio-Economic Status

! IFirst-order rls
: I

Zero-order rls ~ g Second-orcler r E

r12 =+.787 ( .01 rU.3 =+.704 <~Ol rU.34 =+.710 (.01

rI3 =+.522 (.01

r14 = +,206 <: .01 r14.3 =+.138 ).01

r23 = +.531 (, ,01

r24 =+.398 <. .01 r24.3 = +.366 -(.01

r34 =+.173 ) .01

Fourteen-Year-Olds (N =242)

Vnrinbles

1. Voonbulnry Scores
2. School Stnndard
3. Progressive Matrices Scores
4. Socio-Eoonomic Stntus

Zero-order rls I of First-order rls E Second-Order r of
r12 =+.753

I
(,01 rU.3 = +.682 (.01 r12.34 = +.640 ( .01

r13 = +.490 <..01

r14 =+.333 (.01 r14.3 = +.303 <. .01

r23 = +.465 <.01

r24 = +.420 <,01 r24.3 = +.403 <.01

r34 = +.147 >.01
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TABLE XXXIX

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RAW SCORES IN PROBLEM ARTTHMETIC AND SCHOOL STANDlIRD

Thirteen-Year-olds (N =208)

Vuriables

1. Problem Aritiunetic Scores
2. School Standard
3. Progressive Mutrices Scores
4. Socio-Economic Status

I IZero-order rls E First-Order rls

I
E Second-order r P

r12 = +.710 <.01 rU.3 I: +.565 (.01 r12.34 = +.555 '(001

r13 = +.651 <.01

r14 =+.226 <.01 r14.3 c +.151 > .01

r23 = +.531 <001

r24 =+.398 <.01 r24.3 =+.366 <.01

r34 =+.173 >.01

Fourteen-Year-01ds (N =242) I

Variables

1. Problem Aritl~etic Scores
2. School Stundard
3. Progressive Matrices Scores
4. Socio-Economic Status

Zero-order rls I g First-Order r's E Second-Order r ~

r12 = +.691 j ( .01 rUo3 = +.591 <.01 rU.34 =+.532 (.01

r13 =+.541 < .01

r14 = +.347 <,01 r14,3 = +,321 <.01

r23 = +.465 <,01

r24 I: +.420 <001 r24.3 =+.403 (.01

r34 = +.147 ), ,01

...
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TABLE XL

RELATIONSHTP BETWEEN RAW SCORES IN MECHANICAL ARITHMETIC AND
SCHOOL STANDARD

;

(N =208)TIlirteen-Yenr-01ds

Variables

1. Mechanical Aritinnetic Scores
2. School Stnndard
3. Progressive Matrices Scores
4. Socio-Economic Stntus

,

Zero-Order rls g First-Order rls E Second Order r E

r12 =+.769 <.01 r12.3 = +.667 (.01 r12.34 = +.641 (.01

r13 = +0587 (.01

r14 = +.298 <.01 r14.3 = +0246 (.01

r23 t= +.531 <.01

r24 =+.398 <.01 r24.3 = +.366 (001

r34 = +.173 ).01

~
Fourteen-Year-olds (N =242)

I Variables
I

1. Mechanical Aritiunetic Scores
2. School Standard
3. Progressive Matrices Scores
4. Socio-Economic Status

!
Zero-order rls g First-order r IS E Second-order r g

r12 =+0801 ( ..01 r12•3 = +.749 <.01 r12•34 = +.726 (,,01

r13 =+.461 <.01

r14 = +.299 <.01 rU.3 = +.263 <.01

r23 = +.465 <.01

r24 = +.420 <.01 r 24.3 =+.403 { .01

r34 = +.147 ).01
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TIle high eocond-order coefficientsof partial correlation clearly

bring out the lllfluence of schoollllg on perfor~~ce in vocabulary, problem

arithmetic and mechanical arithmetic consistently in the case of both age

groups. TIlese results were to be expected but not, perhaps, the finding

that performance in problem arithmetic is relatively less affected by

schooling than vocllbulary or mechanical arithmetic.

§ocio-Economic Status and Scholastic Attainment:-

As in the case of intelligence test scores, it was decided to

ascertain tile influenoe of socio-economic status on soholastic test scores.

For tilis purpose, intelligence (as measured b,y tile Progressive Matrices

Test) and school standard were held constant. TIle same figures as given

in Tables XXXVIII, XXXIX and XL were used in the computations. TIle re-

sults were as follows:-

TABLE XLI

NET RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCHOLASTIC TEST SCORES AND SOCIO
ECONOMIC STll.TUS

r I I14-Year-olds
I

Tests l3-Yoar-Olds I P P

Vocabulary I -.179 >.01 I +.042 ).01I

Problem Arithmetic

il
-.073 ) .01 +.112 >.01

Mechanical Ariti1IDetic +.003 ::> .01 li -.064 >.01

It turned out again, as in the case of mental test scores, that

socio-economic status in itself had no significant associntion Witil schol-

astic ability in tile sample studied. TIle probabilities here, too, were

tilat tile social status differences among tile group studied were not sha~p

enough to produco effects above and beyond that which schoollllg br01.:..ght

about. In other \o10rds, it seemed tilat tile powerful factor of schooling

ironed out tile positive effects of socio-economic status, the school, ill

tile present context, being a great equaliser.
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~ffects of Scllooling in Terms of Actual Scores in Scholastic Tests:-

As in tile case of intelligence test scores, it was decided to

ascertain the actual increments of progress from standard to standard in

attainment test performance. The sample represented in Table XXXV

(p. 425) was again used. Socio-economic status was ignored once more as

iOG had been found to be a negligible factor in determining scores in the

scholastio tests. TIle differences between tile means were also not tested

for significffilce as tilG correlational studies had alrea(~ indicated a high-

ly significant association bet\"eell test performonce ~md school stondord.

Agoin, the thirteen'"'"Year-olds in standnrd six should be regarded as the

criterion group. The results were as follows:-

TABLE XLII

MEAN SCORES OF PUPILS OF THE SAME AGE BUT IN DIFFERENT
SCHOOL STANDARDS

Vocabulary:-

Standard Thirteen-Year-Olds Fourteen-Year-Olds 1 Fifteen-Year-Olds

II 19 20 -
III 26 27 25

IV 34 32 33

V 42 42 42
................................... .......................... -..._. .................

VI
,

46...................................??....................... .........."._~ 47

Table XLII continued next pogs
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~BLE XLTI (Continued)

Problem l\rithmetio:-

, I i i

Standard Thirteen-Year-Olds Fourteon-Year-OIets Fifteen-Year-olds I

11 4.073 4.682 -----
III 4.774 5.064 6.083

IV 7.127 6.743 6.333

V 8.985 9.156 9.066
.............." .......................................................................,

10.527VI i 11.607 100456
i............................._•• ,......................................................

Heohanioa1 Arithmetio:-

.
IIStandard TIlirteen-Year-01ds Fourteen-Year-olds Fifteen-Year-01ds

II 2.220 1.909 -----

III 3.698 4.106 30 833

IV 5.841 5.886 50981

V 6.731 6.675 7.066
. ~ ............... ....._...........................................................

VI IL........ u ..........._~_...??§............. 9.559 9 0 257

The tab10 above brings out clearly tile striking differences in

scholustic performance betlveen pupils of the sume age but in different

school standards. TIle differences between tile extreme groups (standards

two to six) among the thirteen-year-dlds are 32 points of raw score in vo

cabulary, 8 POlllts in problem aritl1metic and 8 POlllts in mechrolioal aritil-

matico

Conclusion:-

The conclusion in respect of the first hypotilesis of this study

is affirmative, clear-cut and consistent. Among Indirul pupils of the same

age but varying in sohoo1 standard, those in the lower grades are seriously
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retarded in performance in both non-verbal and verbal mental tests and in

scholastic tests as compared with students in the higher grades, other

things equal. Within the intelligence limits of the children who compri

sed the sub-sample of this study, it seems that socio-economic status

(with its double implication relating to home enviromnent and inheritance

of mental traits) is a minor factor in determlll~~g performrolce level in

tests when gross inequalities III opportunity for schooling are operative o

(b) The Study of Relative Educability:-

It will be remembered tilat the second working hypotilesis of tile

present project was tilat, of a group of pupils in the same school standard

but varying in chronological age (because of differences in age at school

entry), tile older, presumably more advanced in mental age and experience,

will achieve higher raw scores in mental and scholastic tests than the

younger pupils, otiler tilingS equal.

To test tllis hypOti18Sis, tilree standards were studied separately,

namely, standards two, four and six. As shown III Table XXI (p. 408), the

age ranges in the tilree grades were 8.0 - 16 0 9, 10.0 - 17.9 and 12~0 

20.9 years, respectively.

TIle metilodological problems lllvolved in tile study of relative

educability were no"/j as formidable as tilose encountered in the stl.;.dy of

relative retardation. The only likely disturbing factor was the possibi

lity tllat tile more intelligent chil(~en of more intelligent parents might

have secured sohool places at an earlier age tllan the duller children of

duller parents. Such a bias in the sample would favour tile younger chil

dren since they would be genetically better endo\oTed tiuUl the older so tilat

any possible favourable effects of age maturity on educability would be

obliterated. As already pointed out, it was hoped that the problem wOlD_d

be overcome by taking the socio-economic status of parents into accC>'L!.l1t.
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Table XIV (Po 387) shO\oled that the yotmger children in all the

classes studied were higher in socio-economio standing than the older 

evidence that parents higher up in the social status scale found accommo

da'~ion for their children in sohools at an earlier age than those lower in

the scale. The analysis of relative retardation showed, hm"ever, that the

socio-economic factor was not significantly associated Witil mental and

scholastic test scores of pupils of the sUb-sarnple, so that in future

statistical computations this variable could have been ignored.

The statistical task in tile present stuqy (of relative educabi

lity) was to take one school standard at a time and compare the test scores

of the students of different ages withil1 tha-t grade. This was done by

means of one-way analyses of variance. As mentioned above, differences in

socio-economic status could have been ignored but before variance m1alyses

of the scores in the tests were attempted, the precaution was taken of car

rying out brief chi-square tests employing 2 x 2 tables in order to con

firm ti1at socio-economic status really was an irrelevant factor in determ

ining test scores Witilin each single standard just as it was within each

age group in t..l1e study of relative retardation.

In drawing up the 2 x 2 tables it was, of course, most important

that tile studonts in the low and high socio-eoonomic categories should be

equal in age since it was tile influence of this factor that was being in

vestigated. In the process of matching the two groups for age, some sub

jects necessarily had to be eliminated. Selection of subjects was ca:,:,:::,ied

out by use of the Powers-Samas Sorter, randomising being resorted to ,,,11e1'

ever necessary. Matching by this method resulted in tile formation of two

groups which contrasted in sooio-eoonomio standing but whose mean ages

(and standard deviations) were identical or almost identical. TIle dividing

line between "low" and "highll test scores in the 2 x 2 tables wers c~hosen

in such n way as to give as near equal numbers as possible in tile :rnargllml

totals.
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In the (IJ1£lin) nnnlyses of vnria..l1ce" however, all the students

in ench age category in the three standll.rds studied were used, no data

being lIwastedll •

The tables immediately bolow give tile results of tile chi-square

tests and are largely self-explanatory.
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TABLE XLIII

DISTRIBUTION BY socrO-ECONOMTC STATUS OF TEST SCORES STANDARD SIX

Low Social Status High Social Status

Mean Age (Years):
Mean Status Score:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) Progressive Matrices: Raw Scores

Score Low Status High Status Totals

39 & Above 47 57 104
Up to 38 53 43 96
Totals 100 100 200

Chi-sguare: 1 0 623 ~ P: >.05

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(2) New South African Group Test: Combined T.Q.

Score Low Status High Status Totals

76 & Above 50 55 105
Up to 75 50 45 95
Totals 100 100 200

Chi-sguare: 0.312 do£': 1 PI ) 005

(3) Vooabulary: Raw Scores

Soore Low Status High Status Totals

48 & Above 55 51 106
Up to 47 45 49 94
Totals 100 100 200

Chi-sguare: 0.181 .9£Ll P: ) .05

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(4) Problem Arithmetio: Ral., Scores

Score Low Status High Status Totals
11 &Above 49 50 99
Up to 10 51 50 101
Totals 100 100 200
Chi-square: 0.000 M.Ll P: }.05

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(5) Meohanioal Arithmetio: Ra,., Scores

~ LO\., Status High Status Totals
10 & Above 38 48 86
Up to 9 62 52 ll4
Totals 100 100 200
Chi-square: 1.652 df: 1 P: ).05
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TABLE XLIV

DISTRIBUTION BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF TEST SCORES STANDARD FOUR

Low Social Status High Sooial Status

Mean Age (Years):
Mean Status Score:

13.5
1.233

(1) Progress-lve Matrices: Ra.w Scores

Low Status High Sta.tus Totals~

35 & Above
Up to 34
Totals

Chi-square: 0.586

36
50
86

£l.L1

42 78
44 94
86 172

P: ) .05

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(2) New South African Group Test: Combined I.Q,

Low Status High Status Totals

78 & Above 45
Up to 77 41
Totals 86

Chi-square: 0,002 ~

43 88
43 84
86 172

P: > .05

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(3) Vooabulary: Raw Scores

Low Status High Sta-l;us Totals

34 & Above 42
Up to 33 44-Totals 86

Chi-sguare: 0.000 M.Ll

42 84
44 88
86 172

P: ) ,05

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(4) Problem Aritilmetic: Raw Scores

Score Low Status High Status Totals
7 & Above 48
Up to 6 38
Totals 86

Chi-square: 0.583 ~

42 90
44 82
86 172

P: > .002
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(5) Mechanical Arithmetic: Raw Scores

Low Status

86

£!tL1

Soore
6 &Above
Up to 5
Totals

Chi-sgua;e: 0,581

46
40

High Status Totals
40 86
46 86
86 172

~: ) ,05
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.tABLE XLV

DISTRIBUTION BY SOCTO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF TEST SCORES STllND1I.RD TWO

r
Mean Age (Years):
Mean Status Score:

Low Social Status

lle6
0.943

High Social Statu~

110 6
3&811

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) Progressive Matrices: Raw Scores

Score Low Status High Status Totals

25 & Above 51 54 105
Up to 24 55 52 107
Totals 106 106 212

Chi-square: 0.075 .9iL1 P: >,05

(2) New South African Group Test: Combined T.Q.

Sc~ Low Status High Status Totals
80 & Above 48 57 105
Up to 79 58 49 lfJ7
Totals 106 106 212

Chi-sguare: 1.208 df: 1 P: > ,0.5

(3) Vocabulary: Raw Scores

Score Low Status High Status Totals
17 & Above 47 57 104
Up to 16 59 49 108
Totals 106 106 212
Chi-square: 1.529 .ill:.L1 P: ;> (105

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(4) Problem Aritllmetic: Raw Scores

~ r.ow Statu~ High Status Tota1~

40 & Above 49 48 97
Up to 39 57 58 115
Totals 106 106 212
Chi-square: 0.000 M..L1 P: ) ,05

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - .--

(5) Mechanical Arithmetic: Raw Soores

~ Low Status High Status Tot~

3 &Above 33 37 70
Up to 2 73 69 142
Totals 106 106 212

Chi:square: 0.192 y: 1 P: ) ,05
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It is clear from the tables above that socio-economic status

played no significant role in determining test scores within each of the

three grades studied. The independence of the two variables held coooi8-

tently and firmly. With this assurance, it was now possible to compare

the scores of the different age groups within each standard without taking

social status variations into account. The details of the groups stUdied

are given below.

TABLE XLVI

NATURE OF THE SUB-SAMPLES USED IN THE STUDY OF RELATIVE EDUCABII,ITY

(1) Standard S:1x: N = 306

Age Group n
30
68
74
83
51

Age Range (Years)

12.0 - 13.9
14.0 - 14.9
15.0 - 15.9
16.0 - 16.9
17.0 - 20.9

Mean Age (Years)

13.4
14.5
15.5
16.4
17.7- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(2) Standard Four: N = 313

Age Group N Age Range (Years) Mean Age (Years)

(A) 35 10.0 - 11.9 il.5
(B) 53 12.0 - 12.9 12~4

(Cj 69 13.0 - 13.9 13.4

~~
78 14.0 - 14.9 14.4
78 15.0 - 17.9 15.6

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(3) Standard Two: N = 377

hge Group

(A

1~

!!
35

103
85
69
85

Age Range (Years)

8.0 - 9.9
10.0 - 10.9
il.O - 1l.9
12.0 - 12.9
13.0 - 16.9

Mean Age (Years)

9.4
10.5
il.4
12.4
14.1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(4) Standard Five (Supplementary): N =336

Age Group li Age Range (Years) Mean Age (Years)

1~1
26 il.O - 12.9 12.4
82 13.0 - 13.9 13.4
89 14.0 - 14.9 14.5
69 15.0 - 15.9 15.4

(E 70 16.0 - 19.9 16.7
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The series of tables below give the results standard by standard

and need little comment.

TABLE XLVIT

DISTRIBUTION BY AGE OF TEST SCORES WITHIN STANDARD SIX

(1) Progressive Matrices: Raw Scores

Dooras (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

10 - 14 - - - - 1
15 - 19 - - 2 - -
20 - 24 - 1 - 1 2
25 - 29 2 6 7 5 3
30 - 34 2 12 7 16 6
35 - 39 9 17 17 23 14
40 - M- 10 16 20 21 14
45 - 49 4 14 17 14 7
50 - 54 2 2 4 3 4
55 - 59 1 - - - I - j

1!:
Means:

30 68 74 83 51
40.667 38.691 39.500 38.747 38.667

Analysis of Variance

Souroe of Variation .sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 116 4 29.000 0.558 > .05IWithin Age Groups 15,645 301 51.977-
i Total 15,761 305 i I

====================================
(2) ·New South African Group Test: Combined J.Q.IS

Scores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

50 - 59 - - l l 2
60 - 69 1 2 6 20 25
70 - 79 3 23 32 40 21
80 - 89 9 30 28 14 3
90 - 99 9 11 7 8 -

lOO - l09 6 1 - - -
1110 - 119 2 1 - - -

N:
Means:

30 68 74 83 51
91.833 82.882 76.500 75.463 69.402

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 11,826 4 2,956!'500 16.619 <~Cl
Within 1I.ge Groups 53,547 3011 177.897
Total 65,373 Imli
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TABLE XLVII (Oontll1ued)

(3) New South African Group Teat: Non-Verbal I.Q,' s

Scores CA) (B) (C) (D) CE)

50 - 59 - - - 1 2
60 - 69 - 2 6 12 12
70 - 79 4 18 2.3 35 21
80 - 89 7 22 27 25 11
90 - 99 6 20 14 7 5

100 - 109 10 5 4 3 -
110 - 119 1 1 - - -
120 - 129 2 - - - , -

N: 30 68 74 83 51
M@m: 95.500 86,D.8 82,74.3 78.596 75,480

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 9,751 4 2,437.750 40.541 <,01
Within Age Groups 18,099 301 60,130

ITotal 27,850 305

Ira :r ======= ========================== ==:
(4) New South African Group Test: Verbal I.Q.' s

Scores (A) (B) (0) (D) CE)

50 - 59 - - 2 4 7
60 - 69 1 3 7 19 24
70 - 79 - 24 34 40 15
80 - 89 12 28 24 15 5
90 - 99 10 11 7 5 -100 - 109 7 2 - - -I

l!: 30 68 74 83 51
Means: 91.833 82.294" 78•.149 74,259 68.029

Analysis of Variance

Souroe of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

I Between Age Groups 13,179 4 3,294.750 40.845 (,01IWithin Age Groups 24,280 301 80.664-Total" 37,459 305 ,
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TABLE XI~IT (Continued)

(5) New South African Group Test: Combined Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

20 - 29 2 6 6 17 13
30 - 39 6 30 25 30 18
40 - 49 12 23 29 21 17
50 - 59 4 4 10 7 2
60 - 69 5 5 4 7 1

II 70 - 79 1 - - 1 i -
li:

Means:
30 68 74 83 51

46.833 40.382 41.932 39.681 36.657

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares elf Mean Square F P
I

I
Between Age Groups 2,158 4 539.500

I
4.669 <.011IW!thin Age Groups 34,778 301 115.542

36,936 305, ITotal
II I .1

===== = ======== == =============== = = ====:
(6) New South African Group Test: Non-Verbal Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

5 - 9 - - 1 4 1
10 - 14 3 11 12 11 11
15 - 19 5 18 14 26 14
20 - 24 7 13 23 16 10
25 - 29 4 19 12 19 10
30 - 34 9 4 8 2 5
35 - 39 1 3 I 4 5 -
40 - 44 1 - I - - -

!i=
Means:

30 68 74 83 51
25.000 21.706 21.932 20G675 20.137

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares <If Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 535 4 133.750 2.648 (.05
Within Age Groups 15,201

I~
50.501

Total 15,736
1

305
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TABIJ<l XLVII (Continued)

(7) New South 1I.frican Group Test: Verbal Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

5 - 9 - - 2 4 5
10 - 14 1 8 10 14 15
15 - 19 11 33 30 33 18
20 - 24 8 18 19 21 10
25 - 29 6 5 10 6 3

I 30 - 34 4 I 4 3 3 -i

I35 - 39 - I - - 2 I -
i I ! !,

N: 30 68 74 83 51
Means: 22.167 19.353 19.297 18.687 16.118

Aoa1lsis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P I
~

Between Age Groups 745 4 186.250 6.024 <.01!
Within Age Groups 9,306 301 30.917 I

I Total 10,051 I 305 i,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(8) yPcabu1ary: Raw Scores

Scores (A) CB) (C) (D) (E)

20 - 29 - 1 1 1 5
30 - 39 4 14 17 15 10
I~O - 49 13 33 28 21 16
50 - 59

I
3 16 23 34 18

60 - 69 8 I 4
I

4 12 2
70 - 79 2 I - 1 - -, , I i

H: ~ 68 U ~ ~
Means: 51.500 45.676 46.527 49.440 44.892

Ana~ysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P I
-J

Between Age Groups 1,433 4 358.250 3.678 <.01
Within Age Groups 29,317 301 97.399-Total 30,750 I 305
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TABLE XLVII (Continued)

(9) Problem Aritllffietio: Raw Soores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

4 - 6 2 5 6 6 6
7 - 9 5 20 18 31 19

10 - 12 10 26 30 29 16
13 - 15 9 13 18 16 7
16 - 18 3 4 2 1 3
19 - 21 1 - - I - -I I

N: 30 68 74 83 51
Means: 11.900 10.603 10.676 10.096 9.941

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 91 4 22.750 30554 <001
Within Age Groups 1,927 301 6.402-Total I 2,018 305

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(10) Mechanical Arithmetic: Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

1 - 3 - 1 - 1 -
4 - 6 3 3 8 5 6
7 - 9 13 30 32 39 23

10 - 12 12 28 29 33 19
13 - 15 2 6 5 4 2
16 - 18 - - - 1 1

N:
Means:

30 68 74 83 51
9.300 9.544 9.257 9.337 9.176

Analysis of Variance

1
-

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Squ~re F P
-

Between Age Groups 5 4 10 250 0.224-
I>.Ct5

Witllin Age Groups 1,683 301 5.591
Total 1,688 1305 i II
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TIle table above makes it consistently clear that, at tile standard

s:lx level, the hypotilesis tilat tile older children ,,,ill, because of their

age advantage, do better in llltelligence and scllolastic tests tilan tile

yotUlger does not hold. On tile contrary, it is the yotUlger pupils who out

strip the older. Differences between means are significant in 8 of the 10

tests at tile .05 or .01 levels of confidence; even in the two cases where

the differences were not statistically significant, it ,,,as the yotUlger

students who fared better.

11 remarkable finding is tilat even in the case of raw scores in

the New South African Group Test the younger pupils score significantly

higher tilan tile older in both tile non-verbal and verbal (and, tilerefore,

in the combined) sections. This result is contrary to all known findings

with "normal" populations. If tile raw scores are interpretod as indicat

ing mental age, not, of course, in tile tecllnioal Binet sense, but in tile

general sense of mental maturity, tilen tile implioations of tilis result

would seem to be serious. The point will be taken up later.

Two other matters tilat may be noted here but which will be reser

ved for discussion later are tilat raw Matrices scores show no significant

variations with age at tilis grade level and tllat botll non-verbal and verbal

I.Q.' s on tile New SOUtll African Group Test show a steep decline Witil age.
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TABLE XLVTII

DISTRIBUTION BY AGE OF TEST SCORES WITHIN STANDllRD FOUR

(1) Progressive Matrices: Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (n) (E)

10-14 1 - - 1 -
15 - 19 2 2 2 3 5
20 - 24 1 7 10 5 9
25 - 29 4 9 11 14 9
30 - 34 7 13 16 17 17
35 - 39 10 11 18 20 21
40 - 44 6 8 7 11 15
45 - 49 4 3 5 6 2
50 - 54 - - - 1 -

N: 35 53 69 78 78
Means: 34.571 32.660 32.725 33.731 32.962

Ann1ysis of Varinnce

Source of Variation Sum of Squares cif Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 122 4 30.500 0.502 ) .05
Within Age Groups 19,239 308 62.464
Tot£l1 19,451 312

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(2) New South African Group Test: Combined I.Q.t s

Soores (A) (B) (C) (n) (E)

50 - 59 - - 1 1 5
60 - 69 - 2 8 34 33
70 - 79 2 15 41 34 35
80 - 89 12 26 12 8 4
90 - 99 15 8 7 1 1

100 - 109 5 2 - - -
110 - 119 1 - - - -

N: 35 53 69 78 78
Means: 91.929 83.179 76.819 71.167 69.756

Analysis of Vnriance

Source of Vnriation Sum of Squares cif Mean Square F P
Between Age Groups 16,476 4 4,119.665 64.665 (.01
Within Age Groups 19,619 308 63.698-Total 36,095 312I I
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TABLE XLVIII (Continued)

(3) New South African Group Test: Non-Verbal 1.9.' s

Scores (A) (B) (C) (n) (E)

50 - 59 - - - 2 7
60 - 69 1 - 7 14 14
70 - 79 1 7 20 35 38
80 - 89 6 26 30 20 15
90 - 99 16 16 8 6 3

100 - 109 8 4 4 1 1
110 - 119 3 - - - -

N: 35 53 69 78 78
Means: 95.357 87.708 81.891 76.679 73.987

&nalysis of Variance
,

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 14,933 4 3,733.25 39.815 <:.01
Within Age Groups 28,880 308 93.766

I Total 43,813 312 !
I,
I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(4) pew South African Group Test: Verbal I.9.' s

--
Scores (A) (B) (C) (n) (E)

50 - 59 - - - 5 13
60 - 69 - 5 21 37 34
'/0 - 79 .. l' 2' 28 28
80 - 89 16 21 21 6 3
90 - 99 14 10 2 2 ..

100 .. 109 5 2 - - ....
N:

Means:
35 53 69 78 78

91.357 82~42; 75e080 69 0 756 6701~~

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 19,171 4 4,793.750 67,,910 (.01
Within Age Groups 21{137 308 70.575-Total 40,908 ! 312 I. I I
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TABI~ XLVITI (Continued)

(5) Vocabulary: Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (n) (E)

o - 9 - - - 1 -
10 - 19 3 2 1 3 4
20 - 29 13 15 23 25 27
30 - 39 13 23 30 39 31
40 - 49 6 13 12 9 15
50 - 59 - - 3 1 1

li: 35 53 69 78 78
Means: 300786 33.368 33.486 31.551 32.192

hna1ysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Betw80n Age Groups 282 4 70.500 0.987 ;) .. 05
Wi-lihin Age Groups 22,008 308 71.455
Totnl 22,290 312

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(6) Problem Ari~nnetic: Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (n) (E)

1 - 3 3 5 4 la 8
4 - 6 14 20 26 32 33
7 - 9 14 21 30 31 34

10 - 12 4 5 8 3 3
13 - 15 - 2 1 2 -I

R:
Means:

35
6.629

53 69
6.811 6.957

78
6.269

78
6.231

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F I p

Between Age Groups 30 4 70500 1.217 > .05
Within Age Groups 1,898 308 6.162-I Total 1,928 ! 312! I I Il-
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TABLE XLVITI (Continued)

(7) Mechanical Aritilmetic: Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

o - 1 2 1 1 1 2
2 - 3 3 13 7 8 6
4 - 5 16 15 27 23 27
6 - 7 11 20 21 37 31
8 - 9 2 3 12 9 11

10 - 11 1 1 1 - 1

Means:
35

50 129
69

5.630
78

6.199
78

5.679

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares elf Mean Square F P

Betwden Age Groups 22 4 5.500 1.471 >.05
Within Age Groups 1,152 308 3.740
Total I 1,174 312

On the whole, tile results obtained Witil standard four follow tile

same pattern as that obtained Witil standard six in that the older pupils

show no superiority over tile younger in any of tile tests administered.

In respect of I.Q.ls, tile younger children retain tileir advantage

in the combined, non-verbal and verbal sections of tile New South Mrican

Group Test. A sharp decline in I.Q.l s with increasing age is still evident.

It was not possible to compare all five age groups in standard

four with regard to raw scores in the New SOUtil Mrican Group Test as tile

students worked tllree different levels of tile Test, namely, Junior, Inter

mediate and Senior, depending upon age, but it was possible to compare the

age groups which worked only tile senior level, wi"Gh "Ghe following results:-
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TABLE XLIX

DISTRIBUTION BY AGE OF THE COMBnTED RAW SCORES OF STANDARD FOUR
PUPIIS IN THE SENIOR LEVEL OF THE NEW SOUTH AFRICAN GROUP TEST

Age (Years)
Scores

14.0 - 14.9 15.0 - 15.9 16.0 & Above13.0 - 13.9

10 - 14 2 1 2 -
15 - 19 4 7 4 3
20 - 24 9 23 12 5
25 - 29 23 17 13 4
30 - 34 16 15 12 4
35 - 39 5 10 7 3
40 - 44 6 3 4 1
45 - 49 2 1 1 2
50 - 54 - - - -
55 - 59 1 1 1 -

1:1 (223): 67 78 56
I

22
Means: 29.164 27.897 28.964 29.273

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 76 3 25.333 0.383 ') .05
Within Age Groups 14,468 219 66.064
Total 14,544 222

It will be seen that in terms of combined raw scores in the New

SoUtl1 African Group Test, tile age groups which worked tl1e senior level did

not differ among themselves in mean soores. In view of this, comparisons

based on non-verba1 and verbal raw soores were not attempted. It will be

noted that While the older pupils did no'~ show any superiority over the

younger, tiley did not, at tl1e same time, e~1ibit any inferiority as tl1ey

did at the standard six level.

In tl1e three attainment tests also tl1ere was more or less pexity

among all the five age groups, tl10ugh, as may be observed from the means,

the older children appear to have a slight advantage (altllOugh not signi-
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ficantly so) over the younger in vocabulary and mechanical arithmetic. It

will be remembered that, at the standat'd six level, the yOlmger students

actually surpassed the older to a signifioant extent in vocabulary and

problem aritlnnetic.

Mean scores ll1 the Progressive Matrices again showed no signifi-

cant age differences.

It'..BIEL

DISTRIBUTION BY AGE OF TEST SCORES \HTHIN STANDARD TWO

(1) Progressive Matrices: Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

5 - 9 - - 1 1 1
10 - 14 2 9 5 2 2
15 - 19 5 10 6 4 12
20 - 24 4 36 24 28 17
25 - 29 10 24 16 12 19
30 - 34 10 15 22 7 18
35 - 39 3 6 9 10 12
40 - 44 1 3 - 4 4
45 - 49 - - 2 1 - i

N: 35 103 85 69 85
Means: 26.857 24.718 26 8 035 26.783 27.176

~na1ysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares I
,

df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 341- 4 85.250 1 0 327 ) ~05

Wi~1in Age Groups 23,904 372 64.258-
II Total I 24,245 376

i I

....._--------------------



TABLE L (Cont:ilmedl

(2) New South Africffi1 Group Test: Combined T.Q.IS

Snores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

50 - 59 2 16
60 - 69 2 5 16 43
70 - 79 2 22 38 38 21
80 - 89 8 43 34 12 5
90 - 99 10 28 7 1

100 - 109 13 8 1
110 - 119 2

l!: 35 103 85 69 85
Means: 95.929 86.248 79.912 73.630 660265

Ann1ysi~ of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p

Between Age Groups
Within Age Groups
Totnl

31,,302
26,,458
57,,760

4 7,8250500 110.026 (.01
372 710124
376

===================================== :Ii

(3) New South African Group Test: Non-Verbal I.Q. t s

Scores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

40 - 49 1
50 - 59 1 5
60 - 69 1 3 30
70 - 79 1 7 21 31 30
80 - 89 4 36 38 25 17

I 90 - 99 13 43 20 7 2
1100 - 109 11 14 4 2
l 110 - 119 6 3 1

l{: 35 103 85 69 85
Means: 99.357 91.587 85.441 80.297 71.912

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 27,629 4 6,907.250 80.226 (.01
l Within Age Groups 32,028 372 86.097

!ITotal -59,657 376
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TABLE L (Continued)

(4) New South African Group Test: Verbal loQ. t s

Scores (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

40 - 49 - - - - 2
50 - 59 - 2 1 1 19
60 - 69 - 6 18 29 43
70 - 79 4 30 32 32 18
80 - 89 .13 41 33 7 2
90 - 99 10 18 1 - -

100 - 109 8 I 6 I - - 1

!: 35 103 85 69 85
Means: 90.786 82 Q 752 76.265 71 0 022 64.853

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 24,610 4 6,152.500 77.118 (.01
Within Age Groups 29,678 lE:. 79.780
Total 54,288 376

========== = ===============~ ==========
(5) Vocabula~y: Raw Scores

Scores (A) CB) (C) (D) CE)
o - 4 - 1 - - 2
5 - 9 5 11 7 5 8

10 -14 10 34 16 18 15
15 - 19 7 24 26 23 27
20 - 24 8 16 19 13 12
25 - 29 2 12 16 7 14
30 - 34 3 3 1 3 6
35 - 39 - 2 - - 1

!: 35 103 85 69 85
Means: 17 ..143 16.544 18.412 17.580 18.471

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation I Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 241 4 60.250 1.176 ).05
Within Age Groups 19,060

1
372 510 237

Total I 19,301 i 376 i
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TABLE L (Continued)

(6) Problem Aritl1ffietic: Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (n) (E)

0 4 7 5 1 4
1 6 16 5 10 5
2 8 19 12 9 9
3 7 20 22 10 19
4 4 20 15 15 15
5 2 11 15 15 14
6 2 9 6 4 8
7 2 - 4 - 6
8 - - 1 5 3
9 - - - - 1

10 - - - I - 1
11 - 1 - - -
1!:

Means:
35 103 85

2.714 3.049 3.553

lInalysis of Variance

69
3.725

85
4.035

SD~oa of Variation Sum of Squares elf Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 70 4 17.500 4.711 (.01
Within Age Groups 1,382 372 3.715-
Total 1,452 376

I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(7) Mechanical .i\.rithmetic: Raw Scores

Scores (A) (B) (C) (n) (E)

0 14 21 17 9 12
1 5 26 13 14 20
2 8 23 22 18 24
3 6 16 19 13 13
4 - 15 10 13 11
5 2 2 4 1 5
6 - - - 1 -

11:
Means:

35 103 85 69 85
1.400 1.845 2.047 2.203 2.071

lInalysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares elf Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 18 4 4.500 2.211 >.05
Witllin Age Groups 757 372 2.035
Total 775 376
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standard two presents a somewhat more equivocal picture than did

standards six and four. As far as the intelligence tests are oonoerned,

mean scores in the Matrioes Test followed ~le usual pattern, the older not

showing off to advantage as hYPo~lesized. In combined, non-verbal and ver

bal 1.Q.1 s on ~le New SOU~l African Group Test, the older pupils were again

severely hlUldicapped as comPared wi~l the younger. 1.Q. I S once more showed

a steep decline with increasing age.

As in the case of standard four, it was not possible to compare

~le performances of all five groups on ~le basis of raw scores in the New

South African Group Test, for all ~1!'6e levels of tile test were worked by

~le pupils. However, a suffioient number of children worked the interme-

diate version of tile test to make possible a comparison of ~1!'ee age groups

as shown below.

TABLE L1

DISTRIBUTION BY AGE OF THE COMBINED RAW SCORES OF STANDARD TWO
PUPILS IN THE INTER1'1EDIATE LEVEL OF THE NEW SOUTH 1l.FRICAN

GROUP TEST

Scores
Age (Years)

10.0 - 10.9 li.O - li.9 12.0 - 12.9

10 - 19 6 3 4
20 - 29 33 26 16
30 - 39 35 27 27
40 - 49 20 23 13
50 - 59 6 4 7
60 - 69 1 1 1

! (253) l 101 84 68
Means: 33.509 34.738 35.382

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 157 2 78.500 0.7li >.05
Within Age Groups 27,614 250 110.456
Total 27,771 252

I
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It will be seon -that the older students do not surpass the younger

at a statistically significant level but the means indicate a tendency on

their part to perform somewhat bet·ber. It was unfor-cunate that the other

two, extreme groups ranging in age from 8.0 to 9.9 and 13.0 to 16.9 years

oould not be used in the table as their inclusion might have clarified

~le situation. Comparisons using non-verbal and verbal raw scores were

not attempted as the oombined soores did not show significant differences

between the groups.

In ~le attainment tests, the older pupils, for ~le first time,

surpassed the younger in problem aritiunetio, tile difference being statis-

ticaily significant. The tendency in mechanical aritimetic was similar,

the F-ratio approaching tile .05 level of confidence. In vocabulary also,

the older children fared better than the younger, though not significantly

so.

Summary:-

TABLE LII

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF TEST PERFORMllNCES OF YOUNGER AND OLDER PUPILS

Test/Score Group Favoured Significanoe Level

Standard Progressive Matrices Neither ----
Six Combined I.Q. Younger .01

Non-Verbal I.Q. Younger .01
Verbal I.Q. Younger .01
Combined Raw Soore Younger .01
Non-Verbal Raw Soore Younger .05
Verbal Raw Score Younger .01
Vocabulary Younger .01
Problem Aritlmetio Younger .01
Meohanical Arithmetic Neither ---

Standard Progressive Matrices Neither ----.
~ Combined I.Q. Younger .01

Non-Verbul I.Q. Younger .01
Verbal I.Q. Younger .01
Combined Raw Soore Neither ----
Vocabulary Neither ----
Problem Ari~1ffietic Neither ----
Mechanical Aritlmetic Neitiler ----

(Table LI! continued next page)
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TABLE LII (Contll1ued)

Test/Score Group Favoured Significance Level

Standard Progressive Matrices Neither ---
Two Combined I.Q. Younger .01

Non-Verbal I.Q. Younger .01
Verbal I.Q. Younger ..01
Combined Raw Score Neither ----
Vocabulary Neither ----
Problem Ari~uootic Older 001
Mechanioal Ari~unetic Nei~ler ---

Thus the second hypo~lesis of the study ~lat ~le older pupils in

Et class, because of their greator age and experience, would surpass the

younger in tests of intelligence and school subjects has been nogatived

completely at the standard six and four levels and almost completely at

the standard two level.

(c) The Study of Relative Progr~-

It will be remembered that ~le study of relative progress was

formulated as a corollary to the study of relative educability and was

stated as follows: Given a group of late- (older children) and a group

of early-starters (younger children) in standard two, ~1e older, by virtue

of their advantage in chrono~ogical and, presumably, mental age, will show

greater progress from grade to grade and finish at standard six at a signi

ficantly higher level of mental and scholastic attainment than the younger,

other things equal.

The stUdy of relative educability has already proved ~lat the

older students enjoy no advantage over the younger in scholastio work at

~le three grade levels studied except in problem aritlunetio in standard

two. Nor do they show a higher order of mental maturity, as reflected by
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raw soores in intelligence tests, when compared witil tile younger children,

in spite of tileir age advantage.

TIlese findings were perhaps suffioient to provide tile answer to

the third hypotilesis - in the negative. It was thought, however, that a

more deta.iled study of this aspeot might reveal new facts and/or confirm

the results of previous analyses. In any case, it would serve to give oom-

pletion to the present project.

In this study, three groups of standard two pupils differing in

age (because of varying ages at school entry) were selected. TIle progress

of each age group from grade to grade up to and including standard six was

tilen studied separately, different pupils being involved in tile different

grades. The test performance of a particular age group in standard two

was compared with the performance of an age group in standard three which

was a year older, tile performanoe of the latter with tllUt of an age group

in standard four which was a year older tilan the standard three group, and

so onl ).

TIle mean age of the YOIDlgest group of standard two pupils seleoted

for study was 9.4 years, of a middle group, 11.4 years, and of tile oldest

group, 13.4 years. Of tllese, tile first group alone was normal in age-gra.de

status, this normality being retained from standard two to standard six,

the age range through all five grades being 9.0 to 13.9 years" The middle

group entered school two years later, tileir age range through the five

grades being 11.0 to 15.9 years. TIle tilird group was delayed by no less

tilan four years so that their age ranged from 13.0 to 17.9 years. TIle

tilree groups were labelled A, B and C, respectively.

1) TIle dimension of comparison is indicated by tile diagonal rectangles in
Table XIII, p. 373.
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In this analysis, as in the study of relative retardation, only

those students whose chances of passing every grade up to and including

standard five were rated either as livery good", "good", or "reasonab1y

fair", were inc1uded1).

Although the two previous analyses had indicated that the socio

economic status of the pupils had no significant effect on their test

scores, it was decided to keep this factor in clleck as far as possible.

It was not found neoessary to make any adjustments for this factor in ~le

ce.ae of the youngest and oldest groups, for chi-square tests revealed no

significant differences in social sta"tus Witilin eaoh of these two groups

from standard to standard. In the case of the intermediate group, however,

it was found that standards five and six were somewhat "overloaded" with

pupils of high status as compared Witil the lower grades. Some students

from tIlese standards were, tilerefore, eliminated (at random) so tilat tile

five grades were more or less evenly matched in tilis respect.

The sub-sample of this analysis was oonstituted as follows:-

1) Elimination of potential failures was at first net considered to be
really neoessary as mentioned on p. 37B~ It was felt tilat since all
three progress groups would contain such pupils, tiley would be equally
affected and results would not be distorted. There was, however, tile
possibility tilat tile potential failure rate would be ttlfferent for the
three age-groups. Also, since the lower standards would contain lar
ger numbers of potential failures than the upper, mean test scores of
the lower grades mi~lt be Ul1du1y depressed relative to those of tile
higher standards so that progress scores would be exaggerated. For
these reasons, it was decided to observe caution and exclude the po
tential failures at tile start.
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TABLE LIlI

COMPOSITION OF "PROGRESSII GROUPS

Group A Group B Group C
School (9.0 - 13.9 Years) (11.0 - 15.9 Years) (13.0 - 17.9 Years)
Std.

Moan Age (Yx-s)Ill, 11~ Age (Yrs) N 'Meoo Ago (Yre) N

II 22 9.4 73 11.4 41 1.3.4

III 28 10.4 79 12.5 47 14.3

Dl .3.3 11.4 63 13 0 4 54 15•.3

V 21 12.4 62 14.5 45 16.3

VI 28 13.5 64 1505 .35 17.3

TABLE LDl

DISTRIBUTION BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF PUPILS IN "PROGRESS" GROUPS

GROUP 11.

S tan d a r d s
Status Level Totals

11 III IV V VI

High (3, 4, 5) 15 16 21 12 18 82

Low (0, 1, 2) 7 12 12 9 la 50

Totals 22 28 3.3 21 28 1.32
!

Chi-square: 0.825

.QROILR"j}

Standards
Status Level Totals

II III Dl V VI

High (3, 4, ;) 25 34 19 25 2; 128

Low (0, 1, 2) 48 45 44 .37 .39 213

Totals 73 79 63 62 64 341

Chi-square: 3.120 P: ) .05
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TABr~ LIV (Continued)

GROUP C

S tan d a r d s
Status Level Totals

11 III IV V VI

High (3, 4, 5) 11 9 15 17 10 62

Low (0, 1, 2) 30 38 39 28 25 160

Totals 41 47 54 45 35 222

Chi-square: 3.433 P: :> .05

The tables below indicate tile scores achieved by the tllree groups

from standard to standard.

TABLE LV

MEAN SCORES BY STANDARD OF lIPROGRESS" GROUPS

(1) Progressive Matrices: Raw Scores

Standard Group A Group B Group C
(9.0-13.9 Yrs) (11.0-15.9 Yrs) (13.0-17.9 Y1's)

11 26.545 27.027 26.805

III 32.321 28.886 31.936

IV 34.819 33.238 34.000

V 35.571 36.984 35.667

VI 40 0 036 39.734 39.029

Points Gained 13.491 12.707 12.224

(2) Vocabulary: Raw Scores

Standard Group A Group B Group C
(9.0-13.9 Yrs) (11.0-15.9 Yrs) (13.0-17,,9 Yrs)

11 18.819 18,,438 19.073

III 24.857 26.367 270000

IV 31.697 34.302 32.833
V 45.571 40.871 40.222

VI 52.000 46.609 45.286

Points Gained 33.181 28.171 26 0 213
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TABLE IN (Continued)

(3) Problem Arithmetic: Raw SCOl:.§§.

Group A Group B Group C
Standard (9.0-13.9 Yrs) (1l.0-15.9 Yrs) (13.0-17.9 Yrs)

II 2.818 3.699 4.073

III 5.250 5.063 5.064

IV 6.8L~8 7.127 6.333

V 8.857 8.952 8.622

VI 11.607 10.625 10.200

Points Gained 8.789 6.926 6.127
I

(4) Mechanical Arithmetic: Raw Scores

Group A Group B Group C
Standard (9.0-13.9 Yrs) (1l.0-15.9 Yrs) (13.0-17.9 Yrs)

11 1.364 20 000 2.200

III 3.143 3.949 4.106

IV 5.091 5.841 5.981

V 6.524 6.726 6.622

VI 9.536 9.313 80 971

Points Gained 8.172 7.313 6.751, ; I

It will be noted from tlw table above that in the Progressive

Matrices Test all three groups start at the same point in standard "t'....o and

finish at about the same level in standard six. This corresponds with the

findings in the study of relative educability where no significant differ-

ences between tlle scores of tile younger wld older pupils appeared in any

of tlle standards studied, on tlle Matrices Testl ).

1) This footnote appears on t1)e next page.
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In voonbulary, the younger and older pupils start at more or less

the same point, but the younger show more progress and finish at a level

Imlch higher than the older. It will be remembered that the study of re

lative educability showed that the younger and older pupils differed signi-

fioantly in mean vooabulary soores at the standard six level but not at

the standard two and four levels. The present analysis oonfirIJl5 those 1'e-

sults.

In problem arithmetio, the older students in standard two have a

lead over the younger but they are outl3tripped by the time standard six is

reaohed. The younger again show greater progress. These results oorrobo-

rate the findings during the study of relative educability where it was

seen that, in problem arithmetic, the older were significantly superior

to the younger at the standard two level but that positions were reversed

in standard six, there being relative parity at standard four.

Progress of the three groups in meohanical arithmetio parallels

that in problem arithmetic, the younger being somewhat behind the older at

the standard two stage but ahead in standard six, with equality in standard

four. The study of relative eduoability showed, however, that the differ

enoes were not signifioant at any grade level.

The results of this study of relative progress are remarkably oon

sistent. Progress is greatest for the youngest group (the early sohool

starters) and least for the oldest (the late sohool-starters), the middle

group maintaining its intermediate position throughout. Even in the Pro-

gressive Matrioes, where the study of relativG eduoability showed no signi-

Footnote 1) from previous page:

1) It is to be noted that tile sub-samples used in tile studies of relative
eduoability and relative progress were somewhat different, for, while
in tile former, nll the pupils in standards two, four and six were used"
in the latter, only those whose chanoes of passing all grades up to and
including standard five were employed. Furtiler, in tile study of rela
tive progress, standards tilree and five were included.
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ficant differences between the younger and older, tile younger were and are

now seen to be a shade behind the older in standard two but ahead by tile

time tile standard six level is attained.

It was not possible in the present analysis to comparo tile raw

scores of the progress groups in the New SOUtil Mrican Group Test as the

pupils worked all tilree levels of the test - Junior, Intermediate and

Senior - according to age, but it was possible to compare I.Q.'s. Of

oourse, one would not look for progress here since I.Q.'s of groups remain

constru1t although tile occurrenoe of wide fluotuations in individual cases

is recognised (e.g., Honzik, 1948; Hi1den, 1949; and Bay1ey, 1949 and

1955). Nevertheless, it was thought that it would be informative to follow

the fate of tile three progress groups from standard two to standard six in

terms of I.Q.'s, Witll tile following resu1ts:-

TABLE LVI

MEAN I.Q. 's OF "PROGRESS" GROUPS

(1) New South Mrican Group Test: Combined T.Q.' s

Standard
Group A Group B Group C

(9.0-13.9 Yrs) (11.0-15.9 Yrs) (13.0-17.9 Yrs)

II 95.409 80.904 69.927

III 93.607 79.025 69.979

IV 92.758 76.921 70 0 148

V 90.333 77.000 69.111

VI 90.643 78.484 70.286

(Table LVI continued next page)
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TABLE LVI (Continued)

(2) New South African Group Test: Non-Verbal I.Q.'s

Group A Group B Group C
Standard (9.0-13.9 Yrs) (11.0-15.9 Yrs) (13.0-17.9 Yrs)

II 99.500 86.589 76.146

III 98 ..786 830582 76.043

IV 94.879 82.000 75.148

V 92.476 81.113 73.556

VI 94.143 82.156 76.000

(3) New South Afrioan Group Test: Verbal LQ. fa

Standard Group A Group B Group C
(9.0-13.9 Yrs) (11.0-15.9 Yrs) (13.0-17.9 Yrs)

II 90.409 76.932 67.610

III 90.036 76.304 68.064

IV 91.394 76.048 67.741

V 89.619 75.871 68.777

VI 90.036 78.484 69.286

In the table above, the seParate non-verbal and verbal I.Q.'s

are more informative than the composite I.Q.'s.

It will be seen that in ~le case of non-verbal I.Q.'s, Group C

shows the greatest stability. The differences between the extremes of

each of tile three groups are (in round figures) 0 in the case of the

oldeat group, 5 points for tile intermediate, and 6 for the youngest, the

last two groups actually showing a. decline at ~le standard six level as

compared with scores at standard two. It may be noted, in passing, that
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the norIJl£\l group (a) attains the European mean in non-verbal I.Q. at the

standard two level.

In the case of verbal I.Q.ts, the differences between the extremes

are 1 point of I.Q. for the oldest and 1 point for the intermediate, both

being ga.ins at the standard six stage. The youngest group showed no no

ticeable difference in performance at the standard two and six levels.

Reference to tllese findings will be made in the genera.l discus-

sian that follows.

(G) DISCUSSTON :
=

Like the first two projects l tile third - an investigation into

the performance of Indian cllildren in intelligence and scholastic tests

in relation to delayed entrance into Scllool - had bOtll practical and tlleo-

retioal relevance.

TIle practical implication stemmed from tile fact tilut tilere were,

at tile time of the field work, many Indian children in Natal, 5 plus years

or more in age, who were not at sch~l because the provincial administra-

tion whioh is responsible for primary eduoation had failed to provide suf

ficient Scllool buildings to aocommodate tilem all. While it is obvious to

any tilinking person tilat educational deprivation of this kind must adver

sely influence not only the vooational future of tile children affected but

tlleir whole personalityl) as well, it was necessary tllat a research at a

tecl1l1ical level should be conducted to determine, as precisely as possible,

just what tile implications of delayed schooling are in terms of inte1lee-

1) TIle relationship between personality traits and intelligence has been
~i953):ratad, for example, by Cattell (1945) and Hartshorne and May
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tual and scholastic development. Everyone suspects tilat retardation of

some sort occurs in children to whom congested schools bar their doors but

tilere has been no objective evidence to date of the directions and extent

of such retardation. Nor has it been possible to say Witil any conviction

whether delay in starting school can be compensated for later by a system

of expedited tuition. It was believed, tilerefore, that tile results of tile

present project would be of some practical value not only in regard to

Indians but also in the case of Africans who are faced with a similar

problem.

On the tileoretical side, tile Durban Indian school situation pro

vided a unique opportunity for a study of the effects of schooling upon

intelligence and scholastic test scoree. TIlis obviously is just one as

pect, though, in modern society, perhaps tile most important aspect, of the

more general problem of tile influence of nurture on inteD.ectual develop

ment.

The nature versus nurture controversy has had widespread reper

cussions in the field of inter-racial testing of intelligence, some inves

tigators stressing that the former is of relatively greater importance,

otilers the latter, in th~ determination of iQtalleotuQ1 oapaoity.

The United states has abounded in researches of this type. Shuey

(1958) is among the most recent contributors to this problem. After sur

veying in detail the work done in tile field of Negro intelligence over a

period of 44 years and evaluating about 240 studies in which 60 different

tests were used with children and adults from all sections of tile United

States, she concludes tilat tilere exist "some native differences between

Negroes and whites as determined by intelligence teste". Garrett (1958)

sets the seal of his authority on this conclusion. He writes: "Dr. Shuey

ooncludes tilat the regularity and consistency of tile results strongly im-
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ply a racial bias for these differences. I believe tilat tile weight of

evidence supports her conclusion".

Biesheuvel's critique of inter-racial studies of intelligence has

already been detailed in the review of the literature on the subject ..

Klineberg (1935, 1940 and 1951) holds a similar view. After surveying

tile evidence against racial differences in intelligence, he concludes:

liThe ne-t result of all tilis research tilat has been conducted in tilis field

is to tlle effect tllat innate racial differences in intelligence have not

been demonstrated; that the obtained differences in test results are best

explained in terms of the social and educational environment,; tilat as tile

environmontal opportunities of different racial or ethnic groups become

more alike, the observed differences in test results also tend to disap

pear. The evidence is overwhelmingly against the view tilat race is a fac

tor which determines level of intelligence" (Kl:i.neberg, 1951).

It is usually forgotten, as by Shuey, that it is not the quantity

of evidence of white superiority that is under fire but its quality and

tilat a IDdre accumulation of tlle results of researches tllat are metllodolo-

gically defective can never succeed in establishing tileir validity, El.

point made by Yoder in his review of tile literature on racial differenoes

as far back as 1928. And in tile same year, Rigg wrote: It The day is pas t

when the psychologist can calmly sit down Witll a stack of Stanford-Binet

blanks, determine tile median IQ's for El. few children of native .lI.merican,

German, Jewish, and Italian descent, and proceed without delay to announce

to tile world tile relative intelligence levels of the nationalities repre

sented". Obviously, not every investigator has taken the errors of the

past to heartl ) •

.Footnote 1) appears on the next p~~e.
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Racialistic explanations of differences in intelligenoe-test

performance of whites and non-whites in South Africa have not been wanting.

The present Indian study throws some light on the matter by showing the

great influenoe that a single environmental factor, namely, schooling, oan

exert on intelligence-test performance Wi~lin a single etiU1ic group, let

alone others such as socio-economic conditions, cultural differences, lin-

guistio handioaps, nutritional factors, etc.

The problem was approaohed from three directions, namely, relative

retardation, relative eduoability and relative progress of early and late

sohool-starters. 11.11 three studies have revealed in clear-cut terms that

children who begin sohooling later tilan the normal sohool-going age of 5

plus years enjoy no intelleotual or soholastio advantage over the early

starters by virtue of their age maturity and greater experience. On the

contrary, the evidence is that it is tile early-etarters who benefit Dore

from schooling and tilat aotual damage is being done to the mental develop

ment of the late-starters by tile non-provision of sohool faoilities.

In the study of relntive retardation, where the performanoe of

ohildren of the same age but in different school standards (from two to

six) was studied, it was found that tile net coefficients of correlation

between raw intelligenoe-test scores and school grade (or number of years

of schooling) ranged from .403 to .679. The corresponding range in the

oase of scores in attainment tests was .532 to .726. Considering the

fairly large numbers of subjects involved in tilese nnalysas and the fact

tilat all the coeffioients were statistically significant well beyond the

Footnote 1) £'rom previous page.

1) Krech and Crutchfield (1948) pofut out that every study purporting to
prove a racial basis for difference in futelligence is vulnerable on
some pofut or otiler. The general feelin~ in this matter to-day is in
dioated by Freedman, Hawley, et al (1952) who say: liNo important bio
logists or social scientists subscribe to tilis tlleory (raoialistio
superioritf of Caucasoids over Mongoloids and Negroida in innate in
telligenoe) at present, but it has a place in American folklore and
ia accepted by many laymen".
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.01 level of confidence, ~le findings must be regarded as clear evidence

of ~le intellectual and scholastic benefits tilat early Scll00ling provides.

The question was investigated aB to how great, in terms of actual

soores, was ~le retardation suffered by those pupils whose schooling was

delayed as cODlPared Wi~l those who had suffered no deprivation. Consider

ing ~le (normal) ~lirteen-year-oldgroup as the criterion, the losses sus

tained by children who began school life four years late were as follows:-

Progressive Matrioes:-

13 points of raw score, corresponding to a percentile

rank difference of 26.

New South African Group Test, Combined:-

22 points of raw score, corresponding to 21 points of I.Q.

New South African Group Test, Non-Verbal:-

12 points of raw score, corresponding to 18 points of I.Q.

New South African Group Test, Verbal:-

13 points of raw score, corresponding to 22 points of I.Q.

Vocabulary:-

33 points of raw score.

Problem Ari~unetic:-

8 points of raw score.

Mechanical Arithmetic:-

8 points of raw score.

Correspondin~ sniaD.aJ:" ~sses were recorded by students whose schooling

had been delayed by 3 years, 2 years and 1 year.

As pointed out previously, the large difference between ~le nor

mal and the seriously delayed groups in ~le Progressive Matrices is some

what surprising, for the content of ~le test is not direotly of a sohola6-
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tic nature. The implication is that the test involves thought processes

that are susceptible to development by tile stimulation provided by tile

school.

The differenoe between the two groups is greater in the verbal

than in tile non-verbal section of the New SOUtil African Group Test. This

is understandable. As has already been shown (Projeot II, Table LV

p. 228), performanoe in the verbal test becomes worse relative to tile non

verbal test as one goes downwards from standard six to two, that is to

say, Witil deoreasing mastery of English. But this does not apply to the

non-verbal part of the test which shows an average loss of no lees tilan

5 points of I.Q. for every year of delay in schooling.

While, in the study of retardation, ti'le effect of school standard

was tile main variable studied, in the investigation of eduoability, the

influenoe of age was the centre of interest. The question here was whether

delayed schooling, like the proverbial cloud, might not have its silver

lining - might not the child who entered school at a more lJ'J£I.ture chrono

logical age and who might, tilerefore, be expected to be higher in mental

age tilan a chronologically less mature child find school work a lighter

burden and surpass tile latter in test performanoe?

The results showed that in the standards investigated, namely,

two, four and six, the answer was almost completely negative; in fact, it

was tile reverse of what was hypotilesized, the younger pupils actually

faring better than the older.

In all t.l-J.ree grades, the younger surpassed tile older in terms of

I.Q. on the New South African Group Test, their superiority being consis

tent ti'lroughout the non-verbal, verbal and combined series. In short,
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there was a steep decline in I.Q. with increase in chronological age
l

)

among children within the same 8chool standard. In the table below, the

data presented separately :in previous tables are brought together to show

this phenomenon.

TABLE LVII

MEAN NEW SOUTH AFRICAN GROUP TOOT I.Q. IS WITHIN STANDARffi BY AGE

Mean Age (Yrs) Combined I.Q.·. Non-Verbal !~Q('> , VerboJ. IoQ.

Standard P: <::'.01. P: <.01 P: C::.Ol
Six

13.4 91.833 95.500 91.833
14.5 82.882 86.118 82.294
15.5 76.500 82.743 78.149
16.4 75.463 78.596 74.259
17.7 69.402 75.480 68.029

Standard P: ~.Ol P: (.01 P: <.01
Four

li.5 91.929 95.357 91.357
12.4 83.179 87.708 82.425
13.4 76.819 81.891 75.080
14.4 71.167 76.679 69.756
15.6 69.756 73.987 67.192

Standard P: (.01 P: (.01 P: <001
1liQ

9.4 95.929 99.357 90.786
10.5 86.248 91.587 82.752
11.4 79.912 85.441 76 0 265
12.4 73.630 80.297 71 0 022
14.1 66.265 71.912 64.853

.As po:inted out in the review of stUdies, a decl:1ne in I.Q. with

increasing age has been found :in provious researohes with isolated or

backward groups both overseas and in South Africa. In trying to explain

1) A similar decl:ine in I.Q. was noted in Project 11 (Table LXXV
p. 278) but only standard six pupils had been involved. The present
account covers standards two and four as well.
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the decline, investigators supposed that whereas a restricted environment

could adequately satisfy the intellectual needs of the younger child, a

poor home environment and deficient schooling could not provide the stimu

lus required for intellectual development at the higher levels (e.g.,

Anastasi, 1958; Hebb, 1958).

In the present oontext, the decline in I.Q. noted in the table

above must be attributed more to deficiency in schooling ~lan to a restric

ted home baokground, ~le deficiency in this oase taking ~le form of de

layed entrance into school. Under normal educational oonditions, the ol

der pupils would have been ahead of the younger :in the same standard by as

many grades as the number of years separating them in age. The New SOUtJl

African Group Test, however, compared all ~le students, young and old,

against ~le same norms, whioh were derived from a group whose schooling

had been regular, namely, Europeun subjects. .Age, tJlerefore, tied to a

grade not oommensurate wi~ it, became a severe handicap to ~le older In

dian pupils and ~is age-grade difference lowered quotients in proportion

to its magnitude, the greater the difference, the lower the obtained I.Q.

The cramping effect of an mpoverished home environment on intel

lectual grOWtil is, never~leless, also evident. Table LVI, P. 467, illu

strates it. Three groups of students are shown in ~is table, each of a

different age range, the differenoes resulting from varying degrees of

delay in schooling. However, once in school, ~le pupils progressed nor

mally by a grade for every year of chronological age. Group A is normal

in age-grade status by Europeun standards and Group C, ~le most seriously

retarded.

Considering Group A for ~le present, it will be seen ~18.t, in

non""'Verbal I.Q., ~lere is a fall of 5.357 points from standard two to

standard six (99.500 - 94.143).. It is suggested that this drop is due
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partly to the fact that as the child grows older the effects of an un

favourable home background and also, perhaps, inferior school facilities

(by European standards), do begin to exercise their retarding influence.

If tilis is correct, tilen the same oonsiderations should apply to verbal

I.Q.l s also, but in tilis case a compensating factor operates. Mastery of

English improves grade by grade resulting in progressively better perfor

mance in tilO verbal section of tile New SOUtil African Gr~up Test relative

to the non-verbal seotion. This improvement in language counters the

tendency of the verbal I.Q. to drop Witil age as a result of an inferior

home and school background. The gradual bridging of tile gap between non

verbal and verbal I.Q.' s from standard two to standard six and from this

point to tile University level has already been described in the account

of Project 11 (Tables LV (p. 228) and LVI (p. 228).

Group E, delayed in schooling by 2 years, shows more or less the

same pattern of scores as Group A. Group C, however, delayed by 4 years,

exhibits a surprising low-level constancy in both non-verbal and verbal

I.Q. rs, that is difficult to explain. It seems as though an unstimulating

pre-school period extending over 4 years beyond the normal school-going

age has already worked its insiduous influence on tile mental development

of the pupils as manifested by the low I.Q. aohieved by this group in

standard two and that tile subsequent sohool stimulation is sufficient to

maintain their I.Q. at the early depressed level. On the otiler hand, the

same school facilities, which are really below European standards, in con

junction with a poor home environment, cannot maintain tile original I.Q. rs

of Groups A and B at their relatively higher levels. And improvement in

verbal I.Q. t S relative to non-verbal I.Q.' s with increasing COI1l1Jk'U1d of

English from standard two upwards is of a smaller order in Group C than

in the case of tile other two groups.
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So far, discussion of tile results of tile study of relative educa

bility has been ~1 terms of tile I.Q. TIle I.Q. is, of course, a statisti

cal abstraction. In tile standardisation of tile New South African Group

Test, tile I.Q. was not calculated by tile Binet formula (I.Q. = ~:~: x 100)

but by the method adopted by Weohsler (1939). The distribution for each

age group was normalised by converting tile raw scores into percentile

ranks and these into standard deviation units by multiplying by 15 and

adding 100. Witil a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 the result-

ing scores corresponded numerioally to the I.Q. in tile conventional sense

(National Council for Social Research, 1956). Now, the I.Q., even when

derived by Wechsler's method, takes age into account. At tile same time,

the standardisation sample of the New South African Group Test consisted

of 30,000 European testees in educational institutions only so that

schooling also was a central faotor in the distributions obtained. It has

already been pointed out that, measured against such norms, the older In-

dian child whose schooling had been delayed by years would be at a serious

disadvantage and would show lower scores tilan younger Indian children in

the same grade, whose sohooling had been more normal.

In the matter of raw scores on the New SOUtil African Group Test,

however, there should be no loading of the dice in favour of the younger

as against tile older students in the same grade. Normally, raw scores are

indicative of mental age or mental maturity which, in turn, depends upon

ohronological age, so that older ohildren would be expected to achieve

higher raw scores than the younger. This should apply even if tile intel

ligence test depended heavily upon school knowledge, for one would expect

older pupils, beoause of tileir higller mental age, to surpass ti18 younger

in school work.
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The study of relative educability revealed, however, that aOG the

standard six level, ~le older students not only failed to achieve higher

raw scores in the New South African Group Test than the yo1.U1ger but that

they were actually surpassed by ~lem in both the non·-verbal and verbal

sections. At tile standard four level, tile differenoes were not signifi

cant. At standard two, tile differences were again not statistically sign

ifioant but tile tendency seemed to be reversed, tile older being ahead of

the yo1.U1ger pupils. Whatever happens below the standard two level, it

appears tilat, in raw scores in tile New South African Group Test, parity

exists between tile yo1.U1ger and older students at standard four nfter which

the Y01.U1ger begin to overtake the older.

To check tilis, a supplementary analysis of the combined raw scores

of four of the age groups in standard five, which had worked tile senior

version of the test was carried out with the following r8sults :-

TABLE LVIII

DISTRIBUTION BY AGE OF THE COMBINED RAW SCORES OF STANDARD FIVE
PUPIlS IN THE SENIOR SERIES OF THE NW SOUTH AFRICAN GROUP TEST!)

70
29.500

69
34.790

88 )
34.159

81
36.599

li·
Means:

I Scores (B) (C) (D) (E)

o - 9 - 1 - -
10 - 19 3 4 3 7
20 - 29 17 25 20 36
30 - 39 31 32 25 15
40 - 49 22 19 15 10
50 - 59 6 7 5 1
60 - 69 2 - 1 1

• 2) 2

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variati~l Sum of Squares df . Mean Square F P

Between Age Groups 2,Ooq 3 668.667 4.667 <.01
Within Age Groups 43,459 304 1 142.957
Total 45,465 1 307 i

Footnotes 1) and 2) 6pp:;ar on the next page.
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The table above 1Jl£\kes it olear that the older students are al

ready outstripped by tile younger at the standard five level.

All tile raw scores tllat have already been presented separately

are now brought together in the table below for easy oomparison o

TABLE LIX

MEAN COMBlliED MW SCORES lli THE NEW SOUTH AFRICAN GROUP
TEST WITHIN SThND.I\Rffi BY AGE1J

i STANDARD SIX

! Mean Age (Years) Senior Scores
I

P: <.01

(A) 13.4 46.833

m
14.5 40.382
15.5 I 4J..932
16.4

I
39.681

17.7 36.657

STANDARD FIVE

P: < .01

(B) 13.4 36.599
(Cj 14.5 34.159

~~
1504 34.790

I 16.7 29.500

STANDARD FOua2)

P: )t .05

(C) 13.4 29.164
(Dj 14.4 27.897

~~~
1503 28 0 964
16.4 29.273

STANDARD TWO

P: > .05

(Bj 10.5 33.509
(c 1l.4 34.738
(D 12.4 35.382

Footnote 1) page 479 - Details in regard to tile mean ages of the groups
are given in Table XLVI, po 442.

Footnote 2) page 479 - One student from this age group worked tile inter
mediate series of the test and, therefore, ha.d to be excluded
from the table.

2
1) Table XLVI, p. 442, gives tile munbers involved in each standard.

) The llE'1 group shown in Table XLVI, P. 442, has been split into two age
groups ranging from 15.0-15.9 and 16.0 & Above years, consisting of 56
and 22 students, respectively.
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Soores in the scholastio tests reveal a similar tendency. The

older pupils are either on a par with or superior to the younger in the

lower grades but are surpassed at the standard six level, in some cases

at the standard five level. The scores of the younger and older ohildren

in tile soholastic tests, already presonted separately (except in tile case

of standard five), are brought togetiler in the table below.

TABLE LX

MEAN SCORES IN SCH011lSTIC TESTS BY AGEl )

S tan d a r d s
Tests

II IV V VI

Vocabulary
> .05 ') .05 <.01 <.01

I~I
17.143 30.786 45.269 51.500
16.544 33.368 42.061 45.676
18.412 33.486 40.118 46.527
17.580 31.551 41.022 49.440
18.471 32.192 37.643 44.892- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -----.

Problem Arithmetic
< .01 ) .05 > ..05 < .01

(ll) 2.714 6.629 9.346 11.900

i~j
3.049 6.811 8.865 10.603
3.553 6.957 8.859 10.676
3.725 6.269 8.761 10.096

(E 4.035 6.231 8.071 9.941
- - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - .. ------ ------ ~------

Mechanical Ari~lmetic

') .05 ') .05 ~ .05 ). .05
(ll) 1.400 5.129 6.577 9.300

m
1.845 5.028 6.524 9.544
2.047 5.630 6.613 9.257
2.203 6.199 6.877 9.337
2.071 5.679 6.329 9.176

1) Table XLVI, p. 442, gives the numbers in each age group and tile mean
ages.
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In the Matrioes Test also, the older pupils did not surpass the

younger in any of the standards. In this test, however, there was no sig

nifioant reversal of expeoted results as in the onse of the New South Afri

oan Group Test raw soores at the standard five and six levels although,

as indioated in the table below, ~lere was a tendenoy in tilis direotion

even in ~le Matrioes Test. All the raw soores in the test ti1at have been

presented separately before are now bro~lt togetiler as well as those of

tile supplementary study of standard five. Tho median soores for oorres

ponding ages given by Raven (1938) are also shown within braokets for oom-

parative purposes.

TABLE Ie1

MEAN RAW SCORES IN THE PROGRESS~ MATRTCFS TEST WITHIN ST.AND~

BY h )

Standards
Age

Group 11 IV V VI
(P: ) .05) (P: ) .05) (P: > .05) (P: :> .05)

(A) 26.8~7 3
Z

·57l 36.231 40.667
(28 37) (41) (44)

(B) 2ze7l8 32.660 37.244 38.691
33) (41) (44) (44)

(C) 26.035 32.725 36.382 39.500
(37) (44) (44) (44)

(D) 26.783 33.731 36.710 38 0 747
(41) (44) (44) (44)

(E) 27.176 32.962 3Z·57l 38,,667
(44) (44) 44) (44)

I

1) Table XLVI, p. 442, gives details of the mean ages of and the numbers
:in tile various age groups dealt \o1ith below.
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The Raven Matrices Test did not prove to be of very much value

during this analysis mainly because its norms reach their peak at the re

latively early age of fourteen or so and tilere is no fine differentiation

of performance during tile' teens. The majority of the sub-sample of this

analysis were 14 or more years in age and all of them had to be judged

according to the norms for age 14 or for adults. For this reason, only

standards two and four in the table above are really useful for compara

tive pl.1rposes1 ).

Altil0Ugh the Matrices Test was not sensitive enough for tile upper

age levels, it did bring out that tile older pupils did not achieve higher

scores tilall tile younger within tile same grade. Now, raw scores in inte1-

ligence tests should increase with age, otiler things equal. Raven's

norms, indicated within brackets in the table above, show a consistent

rise Witil age, but not the Indian subjects. This is clear in tile case of

standards two and four. 1'1..1e reason for tills seems to be that while the

English subjects of Raven's standardisation sample presumably improved in

educational atitainments Witil age, tile older Indian children remained fix-

ated Witil the younger in tile same standard due to late entrance into school.

And it has alreactr been shown that despite tile fact tilat its contents are

not directly of a soholastic nature, performance in the Matrices Test is

very signiflcmltly determined by tile factor of schooling.

1) Notcutt (1949) used the Matrices Test with Zulu ohildren in Durban und
had this to say about it: " ...... the form of distribution of M' age
group sample of theso (Matrices) scoros dopends more on tile test tilan
on the group tos'hed. To :increase ono.s scoro 011 Progressive ¥.utricea
from 44 to 50 is a far more difficult ta.sk than to increase it from 24
to 30 • f' ""." • iuld agnin: II A teat like the ProgJ?essive Matl'icOB io not
really Buitable for making inferences about the 'true' distribution or
the 'real' rato of growtil of intolligonco() For studyhlg this,_ a tost
built on the principles of Thorndike's 9AVD is requirod".
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It must be made clear at tilis stage tilat tile failure of the older

pupils to achieve significantly higher raw scores than tile younger in all

the tests - both intelligence and scllolastic - witil tile solitary excep

tion of tile problem aritilmetic test in standard two, is in itself suffi

cient evidence of the retarding effects of delayed schooling. The fact

that tile older students were aotually surpassed by tile younger to a signi

ficant extant in many of tile 'tests at tile upper grade levels impels one

to go beyond tilis mild conclusion and to suspeot tilat active damage is

being done to the mental development of children whose Scllo01ing is de

layed and tilat tile longer tile delay tile more severe the harm.

Witilin the grade range studied, the superiority of the younger

pupils is greatest at standard six. Their lead diminishes as one goes

down the grade range and at standard four tilere is approximate equality.

Lower dow, at standard two, it is the older students who seem to do bet-

ter and in one oase, namely, problem aritilmetic, they are significantly

superior to tile younger. It would be of interest to know how the two

groups compare below standard two. It must be remembered that tile pupils

have alrea(\y had tilree years of schoollllg before the stwldard two stage

was reached. It is probable that if one goes lower down to standard one,

sub-standard two and finally to sub-standard one it will be found that the

older pupils surpass tile younger in raw scores in bOtil intelligenoe and

scholastic tests all the way dowl ) • It is almost oertain that the older

1) There is some evidence for this from a study carried out while the
writer was engaged in teacher-training. As part of tileir praatical
work, some of his students were asked to. test children in SUb-stl\ll
dard one at the end of tileir first year of sohool life, with the
Progressive Matrices. As 1:he ohildran I s version of tile test was not
available, the conventional, 1938 version was used. TIle testing was
carried out individually but to expedite tile programme, senior pri
mary school students were used to record tile responses of tile subjects
after the instruotions had been given by tile tester. TIle children

(Fbotnote continued next page)
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children have a mental age advantage over the younger at sohool entry, so

ti1at, provided no selective factor is operating, the child who enters

school at ti1e age of eight will be more "educable" ti1an the child who be

gins sohool at the age of five. It seems ti1at the older children maintain

ti1eir lead up to ti18 standard two level after which the gap narrows more

rapidly ti1an it did before until parity is attained at standard four after

which the younger students outpace ti1e olderl ).

It may be argued ti1at ti1e increasing inferiority of the older

pupils beyond the sta.llcmrd four stage may be due to motivational factors

rati1er than to an actual mental slowing down. With the onset of puberty,

for instance, extraneous interests and distractions, internal changes and

the appearanoe of self-consciousness might affect performance in tests.

But decline in motivation cannot be accepted as ti1e sole cause for the in-

ferior showing of the older boys for, if operative, ti1e~e factors would

adversely influence performanoe in soholastic tests rati1er tilan perfor-

mance in, say, a non-verbal intelligence test G And it has already been

shown ti1at, boti1 in tile non-verbal and verbal soctions of ti1e New South

African Group Test and also in the Matrices Test, ti1e older la.g behind

ti1e younger.

(continuation of footnote 1) from prtivious page)

1)

were divided into tloJ'o broad age groups - those up to 8.9 years of age
and those 9.0 years and above. There were 128 pupils in the former
and 79 in tl1e latter. The mean score of the YOltnger group was 15.078
and tbo.t of tl1e older, 18.101. The results are in tl1e expected di
rection, but not mcll reliance oan be placed on them in view of the
lack of experience of the testers, the use of the 1938 version of tl1e
Matrioes instead of tl1e ohildren's test, and ti1e employment of pupil
reoorders - some of whom might have consciously or unconsciously as
sisted or hindered the subjects in ti1eir task.
An extension of this research, in the future, to grades below stan
dard two down to sub-standard one, including tests of intellige:"1ce on
the very first day that children of varying age are enrolled at school
would be most rewarding. Such an investigation among ti1e African
population would be very desirable.
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It seems rather that the increasing superiority of the younger

students in the upper grades of the primary school is due to an actual

stunting in the mental development of the older boys, a stunting that has

probably set in even before school entry, that is to say, during the ic.lle

years of waiting for school places in an intelleotually barren environ

ment and that this arrest becomes sharply apparent as the challenge to

mental accomplislunent becomes more and more severe in tile higher grades.

If tllis interpretation of the growing inferiority of ~le older children

in the upper standards is correct, then it l-lould imply tllat the non-pro

vision of adequate school facilities for Indians is doing more serious

harm tllan is generally suspected. What is happening is not a mere delay

of so many years in schooling, that can be made up later, but an aotual

dwarfing of mental potential that seems to be permanent. From the data

available up to standard six, it seems tllat the scar of delayed schooling

will show up more and more with increasing levels of education - that is,

if the late-starters ltsurvive" until the higher 1eve1s1).

1) Mu.nn (1956) discusses a hypothetical experiment which has some rele
vance to this problem. He says: lISuppose that we separate identical
twins at birt..h and bring them up in widely different environments •••
One is reared, let us say, by foster parents of very low intelligence
and in some isolated cOl1lIJD.lllity with extremely poor educational oppor
tunities and a general intellectual impoverislnnent. TIle otller is
reared in the home of well-educated foster parents, where it is read
to, sent to good schools, and given eVGry opportunity to be stimulated
intellectually and to acquire knowledge. Being identical, these twins
have identical brains to begin with, and the inherent growth processes
are tlle same in each.

"We shall assume that, given average opportunities to learn, the in
telligence of these twins would be average ••••• The only difference
between tl18m would be the environmental one already posited. Suppose
now, that tllia environmental difference continued until the early
teens and also that the intelligence of the twins was then measured••••

"There is no doubt whatever about the general outcome of such an expe
riment. The twin brought up in an impoverished intellectual emriron
ment would be below the other in its test performance, and below the
level it might have attained if reared under average conditions. And
tile twin given superior opportunities would doubtless have a higher
level of performance than it would have attained if reared u..'1der ave
rage conditions.

(Footnote continued next page)
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Rever"Ung to the hypothesis of the study of educability, it ap

pears that so far from being more educable than the younger, the older

pupils are, in reality, less educable. ilny expectation, therefore, of

expediting the education of children who enter school late, in the belief

that they have at their COI1lIJlB!ld a dammed up reservoir of mental ability

that will enable tilem to master school work more easily tllan younger

children and so skip grades, must be doomed to disappointment at the upper

levels of the Indian primary school. The research does inclicate the proba-

bility that an accelerated programme of tuition for tile late-starters

might bring them some benefit at tile earliest levels, but this is a matter

for furtiler investigation.

The study of relative progress shows tilat, in every se"b of raw

scores examined, namely, tilose of tile Matrices, vocabulary, problem nritil-

metic and mechanical ariti1mStic tests, it is the youngest group tilat shows

the greatest amount of progress from standard two to six and tile oldest

group the least, whilo ti16 intermediate group maintains its mideUe posi-

tion consistently. This constitutes anotiler line of evidence that the

younger chile~en in a class are more educable tllan tile older.

As pointed out at the beginning of tilis account, tile major obsta-

cle in tile way of Project III was the possibility that in dealing Witll

children within tile same age limits but varying in grade (study of retard

ation) and Witil pupils within the same grade but varying in age (study of

(Footnote continued from previous page)

"What might happen if tile twins were now brought together and given
good opportunities in a comparable environment? Would tile one who wns
handicapped earlier, now catch up Witll the otiler'l That is a question
which we cannot answer with any degree of assurance. The level of
intelligence of tills twin would probably improve, but would it improve
as much as it m.1ght have improved Witil0Ut tile earlier environmental
handicap? There is a good possibility that it would not. Early in
life we learn how to learn, and each accomplishment prepares the way
for otllers. There is a I snowball' effect. Early educational handi
caps are not easily overcome".
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educability), one would be dealing, not with random groups, but with

samples automatically selected on tile basis of parental intelligence.

What ligh-t do the results shed on tilis possibility?

It was hoped tilat control of tile socio-economic status of pupils

would serve to match them for bOtil parental intelligence and cultural and

material standards of tileir homes. This was done on tile basis of estab

lished findings that tile socio-eoonomic position of adults is positively

correlaobed Witil tileir intellectual level. It has also been pointed out

that tills association has been found to hold in tile case of ohildren as

well, a point oonfirmed for Durban Indians during Project Il, by means of

a crude classification of paternal occupations. For tilis reason, a scale

for the measurement of socio-economic status was carefully devised.

The scale showed tilat Parents higher in tile socio-economic scale

"did, indeed, succeed in securing sohool places for their offspring at

earlier ages tilan tile less favoured parents (Table XIV, p. 387) and, on

the basis of past researches, one is jtwtified in assuming tllat their

children were, on the whole, potentially better endowed than tilose of

lower status. The refined partial correlational analyses in tile study of

relative retardation and the coarser chi-square tests employed in tile

study of relative educability did not, however, reveal any significant

association between performance in both intelligence and scholastic tests

and socio-economic standing for tile sub-samples employed.

TIle correlational analyses did WlOW a consistent, significant

connection between test scores and status but tilis association was found

to be due in every case to tile fact tilat school standard was correlated

Witil both scores and socio-economic status. When social status was par

tialled out, the net correlations between scores and grades remained

significantly high but when school standard was partialled out, socio-
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economic status was not found to be significantly associated witl1 test

scores. lOG was concluded that schooling was crucial in the determination

of performance in intelligence and attainment tests and tl1at any possible

influence exerted by variations in hereditary background and home environ-

ment was overwhelmed by this factor and was not worth considering serious-

1y in the sub-samples being studied.

TIlis independenoe of test scores and socio-economic status is

brought out in tl1e tables below which show the actual mean scores of the

students of low and high status already dealt witl1 in Tables XLIII,

XLIV and XLV (PP. 439-4lJ.). It will be seen, however, that although

social status is statistically a non-significant factor in the present

sub-sample, it is not entirely impotent as a study of the 1. Q. 's will show ..

TADLE LXII

ME1I.N SCORFS 13Y SOCTO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF STJI..NDARD SIX
STUDENTS OF THE SAME AGE

I
Low Status High S-!iatus

Tests N: 100 N~ 100
Mean Age: 15.6 Years Meru1 Age: 15.6 Years

Status: 1.440 Status: 30 840

Matrices: Ra", Scores 37.330 39.210
New SAGT: Combined I.Q.' s 76.230 78.820

--------: Non-Verbal I.Q.'s 78.090 82,,500

--------: Verbal I.Q.' s 76.540 770480

Vocabulary: Raw Scores 47.830 47.780

Problem fi~itlunetic: 10.380 10 0 290
Raw Scores

Mechanical Arithmetic: 9.020 9.290
MW Scores
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TABLE LXIII

MEAN SCORES BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF STANDl\.RD FOUR
STUDENTS OF THE SAME AGE

Low Status High Status

Tests N: 86 N: 86
Mew1 Age: 13.5 Years Mero1 Age: 13.5 Years

Status: 1.233 Status: 3..651

Matrices: Rm" Scores 32 0 698 32 co 872

New SAGT: Combined I.Q. tS 77.896 78.826

--------: Non-Verbal I.Q.' s 82.233 82.,058

--------: Verbal I.Q.t s 75.547 77.581

Vocabulary: Raw Scores 33.209 32.895

Problem Arithmetic: 6.942 6.698
Raw Scores

Mechanical Arithmetic: 5.616 5.244
Raw Soores

TABLE LIV

MEAN SCORES BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF STANDl\.RD lWO
STUDENTS OF THE SAME AGE

Low Status High Status

Tests N: 106 . N: 106
Mean Age: 11.6 Years Mean Age: 11.6 Years

Status: 0.943 Status: 0.943

Matrices: Raw Scores 25 .. 519 25.613
New SAGT: Combined I.Q.'s 79 ..000 80.170
--------: Non-Verbal I.Q.ts 84.519 850415
--------: Verbal I.Q.t s 75.274 76.245
Vocabulary: Raw Scores 16.651 17.302
Problem Aritl1metic: 3.396 3.274

Raw Scores

Mechanical Aritl1metic 1.972 1,,877
Raw Scores
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It will be noted tilat tile differences between tile mean scores of

tile low and high status groups are very small. There is a tendency for

tile high status groups to be almost consistently ahead of tile low status

groups in tile intelligence tests but the chi-square teats shmved the dif

ferences to be non-significant. The means of tile scholastic tests are

also similar for the two groups.

TIle fact tilat socio-economic status differences did not appear

in tile test scores of tile sUbjects of Project III but (lid in tile case of

Project II cannot be ascribed to any bluntness of the measuring scale used

in the present study. TIle scale to measure was made as sensitive as cir

cUIJlBtances permitted. It is true that a coarse classification of fathers'

occupations in Project 11 was sufficient to bring out status differences

in scores but, as has already been mentioned, tile sample of tilat project

was more heterogeneous in economic distribution. Also, it has been shown

tilat the estimated proc[uct-moment coefficient of correlation betw~en pa-

ternal occupation and scores in tile full scale was +.550, which is further

evidence of tile validity of tile scale (Project 11, Table XLIII, p. 215).

If tilese unexpected results mean anything at all, it is tllat

schoolL~g is of overwhelming importance in tile determination of intelli-

gence and scholastic test scores as compared Witil socio-economic status.

In tile present sample, it must be no doubt true (as established by past

researches) tilat, on tile whole, tile cllil(~en from high status homes were

intellectually more favourably endowed til81l the children from low status

homes)l). But it is no les8 true, as Munn (1955) points out, that poten-

1) There are, of course, limits to inheritance. The offspring of men
tally superior Parents are not all mentally superior and tile offspring
of defect~ve parents do not all prove to be defective. TI1US Fleming
(1943) po~ts out: "••.•• parent-ehild correlations in intelligenoe,
while positive, are usually in tile region of +.50, which cannot be
called high11 •
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tia:litt means naught without the proper stimuli for growth that the envi

ronment provides and, in modern society, tile sohool is perhaps tile most

important environmental agency in tile promotion of mental development.

This po1nt was mentioned by Gordon as far back as 1923 though he

did not specifically investigate it. Surveying the patiletically low

scores of his canal-boat and gypsy children in in'celligence and school

testa, he wrote: liThe ••••• important question suggested by tilese results

is whetiler there is any mental development apart from mental effort and

such mental exeroise as are generally assooiated with school life. The

answer to this question probably depends on the social environment of the

children. In a good social environment a child! s development would not

be so dependent on the effects of schooling as in a poor social environ

ment in which there was little or no intellectual life. Further it would

seem that too long a delay in a beginning of school life has had a. very

injurious effect on such children as have been tested, tilat, in fact, it

is almost impossible to make up for suoh delay".

How does schooling make for improved performance in intelligence

tests? No test of intelligence pretends to-day to measure native ability.

Acquired knowledge and skills are also inevitably measured in tile process.

TIle Scll00l is tile agency par excellence not only for tile dissemination of

such knowledges and skills but also :in providing the occasions for the

use, refinement and development of the various kinds of thought processes

that are involved in the working of an intelligence test. Without the

stimulus provided by the Scllool and tile nagging, incessant challenge to

wards higher and higher levels of mental attainment, the intellect must

witiler and settle into an inertia charaoteristic of children in unenligh

tened institutions or in isolated, baokward areas.
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Jmsube1 (1954) stresses this point. Surveying the overwhelming

evidence on the deleterious effects of environmental deprivation on mental

deve10pmen"t and the criticisms made agaiJ.1st them, he writes: 11 Unqua1if ied

dismissal of these findings •••.• is unwarranted when they are considered

in ti1e larger context of related evidence. In tile first place, ti1e very

grossness of tile fiJ.1dings and ti1eir consistont replication by many inde

pendent investigators ll1 clifferent parts of tile world compensate in part

for ti1eir me"chodo10gica1 weaknesses. Second, ti1ey are consistent Witil

observational and clinical elata on the children concerned, Witil studies

of animal deprivation, and with studies of older children growing up in

orphanages and in depressed rural areas ••••• Serious and prolonged de

privation, especially during late infru1cy and tile preschool years, seems

capable ef inflicting perl11!U1ent damage on intellectual growth".

Throughout this entire report care has been taken not to be drawn

into tl1e controversial field of tile nature and meaning of intelligence.

Whenever the term "intel1igence ll has been used, test-intelligence has

been implied except on rare occasions i-1hen mental capaci"cy has obviously

been meant (ti10ugh without furti1er definition). Intelligence [.as been

defined in a variety of ways, such as: "a general capacity of the indivi

dual consciously to adjust his thinkirxg to new requirements" (Stern);

"tile property of so recombining our behaviour patterns as to act better

in novel situa-t-ions ll (Wells); "e. biological mechanism by io111ic11 the ef

fects of a complex of stimuli are brought togeti1er and given a somewhat

unified effect in behaviour" (Peterson); "seeing ti1e point of a problem

and adapting what one has learned to tile novel situation" (Woodwortil);

"ability to learn" (Buckingham); "the capaoity of adjusting oneself to

one ' s environment" (Colvin); "ability to carry on abstract thinkingll

(Terman); "ti1e power of good responses from the point of view of truth

or fact" (Thorndike); "a movement from trial and error towards increas-
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ingly abstract controls l1 and I1the ability to learn actions or to perform

new actions that are functionally usefull1 (Freeman). Other definitions

are more elaborate, for example, that of Stoddard (1941): 11 Intelligence

is tile ability to undertake activities that are characterised by (1) dif

ficulty, (2) complexity, (3) abstractions, (4) economy, (5) adaptiveness

to a goal, (6) social value, and (7) tile emergence of originals, and to

maintain such activities under conditions timt demand a concentration of

energy and a resistance to emotional forces"l). And, of course, we have

Spearman1s (1927) classic conception of ~ as descriptive of the ability

to educe relations and correlates as well as tile various multifactor

theories that have been elaborated since. We thus have a variety of opi-

nions, not really contradictory, in reg~~d to tile meaning of intelligence,

but no matter which conception of it is adopted, it is almost certain that

the school is the premier institution in tile development of tile capacities

substuned under it.

The most important practical implication of the study of tile ef

fects of delayed schooling is that great harm is being done to the mental

growtil of til0se children who are being denied school facilitie~ until a

late age. The study of retardation shows that thirteen-year-olds in

stan(~rd two score, on an average, about 20 points of I.Q. below tllirteen-

year-olds in standard six, an average loss of 5 points of I.Q. for every

year of delay in school entrance. Even in tile Matrices Test which is not

scholastic in content there is a loss of 26 points of percentile rank in

four years - an average of 6 points per year.

1) Garrett (1953) describes such oumibus definitions as being I1too broad
to be wrong and too vague to be useful".
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The evidence from the stuc\y of educability indicates that the

older students suffer a growing inferiority in relation to tile younger

beyond tile standard four level in raw scores in tile New South African

Group Test. TIle younger pupils bloom fortil, so to speak, while tile older

slow down. There appears to be an actual stunting in the intellectual

grOWtil of the delayed students, the degree of stunting being proportional

to the amount of delay. For every year of school missed, thEre is El. sacri-

fice afacertain increment of mental development.

Apart from the national problem that this state of affairs re

presents, in that the mental potential of a group of its future citizens,

so far from being developed to its fullest by a positive, c~amic program

me of tile best kind of education, is actually being allowed to deteriorate

and decay through disinterest and consequent inaction, tilere is the hUD1lU1-

itarinn aspect. A harsh sentence, seemingly effective tllroughout life,

is being passed on many little children, resulting in minds that could

have been more highly developed and personalities tilat could have been

richer.

Such a waste in mental potential should not be tolerated ~l any

civilised society. It is not that one is faced with a problem whose so-

lution one cannot see. TIle illness is obvious, tile cure is equally ob

vious, namely, tile provision of sufficient school bUildin~) and a general

1) As already pointed out, tile present policy of the educational authori
ties in Natal is to alleviate tilis problem by extension of tile platoon
system whereby tile same building is made to serve two schools, one in
tile morning and the other in tile afternoon. Work~lg within restricted
hours, morning and afternoon schools are imparting a kind of "emergen
cy education", if it can be oalled education at all. The fact that
ohildren are not incapacitated mentally in tile afternoon as revealed
by Project I does not condone tile system whicll has so many defects
of otiler kinds that it must surely constitute an ever-present re
proach to the professional conscience of tile architeots of tile scheme.
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raising of educational standards in Indian schools. The financial invol

vements should be the least important of the "difficulties" to be consi-

dered in applying the remedy.

Reference must be made to the implications of tilis researoh for

interracial studies of intelligence. TIle present investigation may be

described as an intra-racial study of intelligence, one of the purposes

of which was to study the amount of intellectual retardation brought about

by one environmental factor, namely, schooling, Witilin a single ethnic

group. It was found that four years of delay in schooling could depress

the I.Q. by as mch as 18 points in &.non...verbal test, 21 points

in a verbal test and 21 points in a combined test if the testing is done

when the normal nnd delayed children are both in standard six. These

figures have been taken from the study of relative progress (Table LVI,

P.467)1).

Children delaYed by four years, achieve I.Q.' s in the 60' sand

70's, those delayed by two years in tile 70's and 80's and tilose normal

in age-grade status, by European standards, in the 90 l s (Table LVI,

p. 467). Among tile last-named group, nine-year-olds in standard two at

tain the European mean in non-verbal I.Q. It is true that one is dealing

here Witil selected subjects who have not failed any grade before but

against tilis is a host of otiler factors tile effects of which would be to

depress scores relative to Europeans, such as a generally lower socio

economic background, inferior school facilities, language-medium diffi

cultiss, etc.

1) Similar results. are obtained if the study of relative retardation is
used as tile source (Table XXXVII, p. 428) or the study of relative
educability (Table LVII, p. 475).
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TIle table on p. 498 summnrises ~le whole thesis of Project III

and also constitutes a sequel to Project 11. It must, ~lerefore, be re

garded as ~le most crucial one in this account. It illustrates" at each

grade level" (a) the actually achieved I.Q. of all the pupils in that

grade; (b) the estimated loss in I.Q. at ~lat grade level, eme to delayed

entrance into school; and (c) the depression in I.Q. at any particular

grade resulting from handicap in Engli~l. TIle estimated I.Q.IS have been

computed on the basis of losses shown in Table LVI, p. 467 of the study

of relative progress as against ~le overageness of the group by the Euro

pean norms shown in Table XXII, p. 4091). TI1US" to derive ~le estimated

I.Q. at tile standard two level, the problem was stated in ~le following

way: If there is a loss of 23.354 points of I.Q. for four years of delay

in schooling, how many points would be lost for a delay of 2.35 years?

TIle achieved I.Q.'s were presented previously in Project 11, Table LV,
. .

p. 228. Figures for ~le non-failure group of standard six pupilo of

Projeot II, not given before, are also 1noluded at the bottom of the table.

This research has also revealed ~le amount of loss in I.Q. caused

by another environmental factor, namely, the Indian child's handicap in

English, from the standard two to the standard six level.

Logue'a (1954) view tilat language difficulties were tile all-

important factor in depressing Indian scores below the European norma in

a verbal test of intelligence must be modified as follows: At all levels,

from standard six to two" delay in schooling is more important than lin

guistic handioaps in lowering verbal I.Q.'s as shown III Table LXV.

1) TIle European age norms were adjusted to correspond to tlle dates on
which ~le Inelian pupils were tested, hence ~le discrepancies between
tilem and the norms shown in Table Ill, p. 313.
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TABLE LlCV

ACHIEVED AND ESTJM1\.TED I.Q.·S OF INDIAN PUPIIS BY SOlIDDL ST.ilNDARD

I Normal ! Degree Difference I Dif~6rQIlBa
Median 1J.ge for of Over- Esti- :ID I.Q. :in I.Q.

Standard N Type of Test .Age Achieved Grade ageness mated due to due to
(Years) I.Q. (Years) (Years) I.Q. delayed handicap

Schooling ! :in English

PROJECT III
VI 306 Non-verbal 15.73 82 13.33 2.40 93 II 2

Verbal 78 91 13

V 336 Non-verbal 14.67 82 12•.36 2.31 92 10 3
Verbal 77 89 12

IV 313 Non-verbal 13.94 81 1l.22 2.72 95 14 4
Verbal 75 91 16

III 361 Non-verbal 12.71 83 10.21 2.50 97 14 6
Verbal 75 91 16

11 377 Non-verbal 1l.54 85 9.19 2.35 99 14 10
Verbal 76 89 13

PROJECT 11
VI 738 Non-verbal 15.94 84 13.91 2.03 93 9 0

Verbal 82 93 11
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Weakness in English becomes progressivoly less potent in reducing verbal

I.Q.f s as one procee(~ upwards III ~le grade scale. TIlus,considering ac

tually achieved I.Q.f s , one will note from Table LXV tilat a difference

of 9 points between non""'V'erbal and verbal I.Q. t 8 at the standard two stage

is progressively attenuated to 4 points at the standard six level. (In

Project 11, the difference at standard six was 2 poil'l"cs). In terms of

estimated I.Q.'s, tile corresponding figures would be 10 points and 2

points. As shown in Project 11, non-verbal and verbal I.Q.' s become iden

tical for Indian subjects beyond the standard six stage.

This discussion leads to a point raised in Project II, which was

considered but not finally disposed of. The question was whether Indian

schools could do very mch more than what they are already doing in ~le

matter of improving the standard of attainment in English, in order to

bridge the gap beween non-verhal and verbal I.Q. t S in tile primary schools.

Aa mentioned above, tile discrepancy ranges from 2-4 points in standard

six to 9 points of I.Q. in standard two. At face value, tile figures sug

gest tllat tllere is some room for improvement in tile lower grades but not

much in tile upper standards. Language, however, is intimately connected

Witil the thought processes (Vinacke, 1952) and it is probable that even

in the working of a "non-verball' test, verbalisation is involved in a

subtle way. It is suggested, therefore, that tile school should use all

means at its disposal to foster the ability to "think in English", to in

culcate habits of clear, logical thOUght and to encourage til0 art of making

fine discriminations in meaning and idiom. It is feared, however, that

tile rewards of all such efforts will be severely limited so long as school

ing is withheld from children at tile very time of life When tiley would

benefit most from it.
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Wllat is the moral of Table LXV for inter-racial testing of intel

ligence? It is this: that if one does not match racial groups exactly for

all possible relevant factors, results will be misleading and even mis

chievous. Since the tests used in such studies are invariably those pre

pared for nnd standardised on subjects of European descent whose schooling

has been normal, non-European ,groups will almost always appear "inferior".

The present intra-racial investigation has shown that even within the same

etilllic group one environmental faotor alone can make large differences be

tween I.Q.' s that are actually achieved and I.Q.' s that might have been

scored had normal opportunities for development been present. Note that

all tile estimated non-verbal I.Q.'s in Table LXV approach ~le European

norms fairly closely.

No socio-economic differences in test scores appeared witilin tile

Indian group in Project Ill. TIle explanation given was that tile sample of

Project III was homogeneously low in status and tilat because of gross in

equalities in opportunity for schooling tile relatively finer tlifferences

that socio-economio factors are known to be responsible for, were almost

completely masked. TIlis does not mean tilat status differences in test

scores would not be present in tile scores of Indian and European students,

contrasted as groups. Project II has shown tilat, even within an Indian

group, reasonably tliverse in social conditions, status differences appear.

Since the difference in status between In(lians as a whole and Europeans is

almost certainly much greater than differences between two halves of the

Indian community tilat might be labelled "low" and "high", it follows that

research might reveal substantial economic differences in tile test scores

of Indians as against tilose of European students.

From these considerations, one may conclude tilat tilere are four

major factors responsible for tile depressed I.Q.t s of Indian school cllildren
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relative to Europeans, namely, (a) delay in entering school, (b) inferior

educational facilities, (0) weakness in English, and (d) low socio-economic

status. Since all four are "environmental" factors, it follows that they

can be remedied. If they are, the evidence is, that no substantial dif

ferences in performance would appear between Indian and European pupils

in both intelligence and soholastic tests.

(H) ABSTRACT:

A stuc~ of the relationship between tile performance level of

Indian pupils in intelligence and soholastic tests and tileir age of school

entrance was the subject of Project Ill.

The sample consisted of 1,693 boys from 12 schools in the

alluvial flats area of Durban. In sooio-economic status, tilis is one of

the poorer Indian localities of Durban. The pupils ranged in age from

8.0 to 20.5 years and were spread out from standard two to sixe:> None of

them had ever failed a class before, so that any overageness-for-grade

was due solely to the fact that schooling had been delayed because of

failure to find accommodation in the congested schools of the area.

Besides its immediate, practical relevance for Indian education,

the study had a theoretioal aspect as well. It was concerned wit..h the

nature - nurture problem and sought to show the extent to which a single

environmental factor, namely, Scll00ling, could influence perfor~~lce in

intelligence and atta:1nment tests witilin the same etimic group.

TIle investigation was undertaken from three angles, each Witil

its own working hypothesis. TIley were labelled (a) the study of relative

retardation, (b) the study of relative eduoability, and (c) the study of

relative progress.
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TIle hYPo~leses, respectively, were as follows:-

(a) Of a group of pupils of the same age but varying in school standard,

~10se in the upper gra.des will achieve higher raw scores in mental

and scholastio tests than those in the lower grades, o~ler things

equal.

(b) Of a group of pupils in the same school standard but varying in age,

tile older, presumably more advanoed in mental age and experienoe,

will achieve higher raw scores in mental and soholastio tests ~lan

the younger other things equal.

(c) Given a group of late- (older cllil(~en) and a group of early-starters

(younger chil(~en) in standard two, ~le older, by virtue of or-heir ad

vantage in chronological and, presumably, mental age, will show

greater progress from grade to grade and finish at standard six at a

significantly higher level of mental and soholastic attainment than

the younger, other things equal.

Hypothesis (a) was tested by ~le technique of partial oorrelation

and Hypo~lesis (b) by means of chi-square tests and one-way analyses of

varirol0e. It was not found necessary to apply any test of statistical

significance in the study of Hypothesis (c).

TIle instruments used were a questionnaire, ~le Progressive Matri

cas Test of intelligence, the New SOU~l 1l.frican Group Test of intelligence

(non-verbal and verbal), and scholastic tests of vocabulary, problem ari~l

metic and mechanical arithmetic. 11. scale for the measurement of socio

economic status was also designed to match pupils fer home background (and,

indirectly tllerefere, for parental intelleotLtal level).
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Hypothesis (a) was confirmed consistently at three age levels.

Pupils in tile upper grades scored progressively higher in terms of I.Q.'s,

raw in"telligence-test scores and raw at"tainment-test scores than til0se in

the lower grades but of the same age. The pm18rful effect of schooling

as a factor in determllling performance level III bOtil intelligence and

attainment tests was brought out iri clear-cut terms.

Hypothesis (b) was disproved almost consistently tilrough all tile

four grades studied, the solitary exception occurring at tile standard two

level where tile older pupils surpassed tile younger L~ problem aritiunetic.

In many cases, the results were tile reverse of what was hypotilesized, tile

younger surpassing the older at significant levels of confidence.

In the Matrices Test, no signifiaant differences between the

younger and older students appeared tilroughout all four grades. In non

verbal, verbal and combined I.Q. I S on the South African Group Test, the

early-school-s"tarters were consistently and significantly ahead of "the

late-starters III all the standards. With educational level fixed for all,

ohronological age became a handioap to the older. What was unexpected,

however, was the fact that the younger students proved to be significantly

superior to tile older even in rm.,r scores ill the Group Test at tile standard

six mld five levels from a position of more or less equality at standards

four and 1,1.]0. In the scholastic tests also, tile younger children in stan

dard six scored significantly better than the older in vocabulary and pro

blem arithmetic, and, in standard five, in vocabulary, There loJere no

notable differences in performance L~ the otiler subjects at any grade

level except tilat in standard two, the older boys headed the younger ill

problem arithmetic, as mentioned above.

TIlis evidence, in terms of raw scores, was interpreted as indica

ting not only that the older pupils were not superior to the younger in
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educability but that they were actually :inferior :in this respect :in the

upper grades of the primary sohool; that, :in fact, the older, beoause of

their delay in school:ing, were stunted in mental growth and that this im

pairment became more and more evident with the growing challenge to the

intellect of the higher grades; and that, therefore, the damage must be

regarded as permanent.

The results of Hypothesis (c) confirmed the conclusions of the

first two hypotheses. The early-school-starters, after being somaJihat

behind the older in standards two and three went on to surpass the older

boys by the time standard six was reached.

There is some evidence that, below the standard two level, the

older pupils are superior :in intelligence and scholastic tests to the

younger (:in raw soores, not quotients) ffild tllat Ulis superiority inoreases

as one goes furtller down tlle grade scale. The crucial po:int seems to be

standard four. It is at about this stage -chat the younger children seem

to achieve stable parity Witll the older after which they draw ahead.

In the sample of Project Ill, it was found that although parents

higher in socio-economic status secured school places for tJleir children

at earlier ages than those of lower status, this factor was not signifi

cant in the determination of test scores when matched aga:inst the factor

of age at school entrance.

TIle investigation revealed tllat weakness in Bnglish was a signi

ficant factor, though not as important as believed in the Past, in depres

sing Indian scores relative to Europeans in the upper grades. As one goes

down the grades from standard six to standard two, the discrepancy between

scores in non-verbal and verbal tests of intelligence becomes greater as

command of English decreases. Nevertheless, even at the standard two level
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where mastery of English is weakest, grossly delayed schooling plays a

more important role in lowering intelligence-test scores than does handi

cap in the language medium of Indian schools.

The research confirmed two outstanding generalisations that have

appeared in the past as a result of investigations among less-privileged

groups, namely, an intelligence level below tile national norm and a de

cline in intelligence quotients with increasing chronological age.

It was pointed out that failure of the Natal educational authori

ties to provide sufficient school buildings to accommodate all Indian

children of 5 plus years and above was causing serious and permanent damage

to the intellectual growth of those affected and that, in tile light of this

finding, nothing less tilan an immediate regularising of the situation would

be satisfactory.

The study also brought to light how misleading results of inter

racial comparisons of intelligence levels cou~d be if tile factor of school

ing, particularly of age of school entrance, is not taken into careful

account. It was predicted that if Indian and European school children

were matched for age of school entry, quality of educational facilities,

language and socio-economic status, all alleged innate, racial differences

in intelligence-test scores would disappear.
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ANNEXURE:

UNIVERSITY OF NATAL

INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH

QUESTIONNAIRE

•......" ~ , ~

i !

ISchool Register i
I (Serial) Number i
j of Pupil: .

j •••••••••••••••
L J

Please get tlle help of your teacher and parents
when filling this questionnaire as it is very important tllat what you
write should be correct.

After you think you have completed it" ask the boy next to you to
look through your ques'~ionnaire to see if you have missed out any answer.

II PERSONAL DETAilS

(1) Name of school:

(2) Surname(s) as in School Register in full: .

(3) Christian name(s) as in School Register in full: .

(4) Standard: .

Division:

(5) Correct date and year of birth: .

(6) Home address in full:

........................... , " , -

(7) Telephone number (home" shop or office) : .

(8) Religion? (Hindu, Moslem, Christian" etc.) : .

(9) To which Home Language group do you belong? (Do no'~ put down English
even if you talk only that at home, bU'{j write down Tamil" Hindi,
Telegu" Urdu, GUjurati, etc.):

............................................................................................ ............................................................................................ , , .
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~ SCHOOL HISTORY

(1) Did you attend a "private" school before being placed in a Govern-
ment or Government-Aided School? Underlllle - YES NO

If you attended a "private" school, how long were you there?

.......................................................................................................................... , , , " , , , ..

(3) In which Government or Government-Aided School did you first start
schooling?

............................_ _ _ -_ .

(4) Write down below the name which you gave in the first Government or
Government-Aided School to which you went:

Surname (s ) : ......................................................................................._ _ .

Christian Name (s): _ .

(5) How old were you when you entered a Government or Government-Aided
School for the first time? (Ask your parents);

................. Years Months

(6) A child call be "taken in a Government or Government-Aided School if
he is over FIVE years of age. If you entered such a school after
oompleting the age of SIX, ,.,hat was the reason for the delay?
(Ask your parents):

FROM THIS PODJ'T ONWAR.I:S DO NOT 11 COUNT"
ANY PRIVATE SCHOOL EDUCATTON IN YOUR ANSWERS

(7) Have you had any "double promotions" since you started school?
Underline: YES NO

(8) If you have had "double promotions", how ITl£U1y times?

(9) Have you ever failed and spent more than one year in any class or
standard since you started sohool? Underline: YES NO
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(10) If you have failed, how many tirnes? · .

(11) Fill in the Table belOW' working carefully backwards year by year,
starting with the year 1957 and filling next to it the name of your
present school and the Standard you are in. (If you have failed at
any time, remember that the Class or Standard in which you failed
will appear more than once in t..lle~ column. If you have had a
double promotion at any time, a Standard will be missing in the last
column. Fill the Table in pencil first, then use ink if you are
satisfied with it and your teaoher has checked it):-

~

1957

1956

1955

1954

1953

1952
1951

1950

1949

1948

1947

1946

1945

1944

Name of School

Q TEACHERS f SECTION

Standard or Class

(To be filled in only after tile pupil has completed his
sections and has handed baok tile questionnaire finally)

Admission Register No. of Pupilt

(2) Exact Date of Admission to present Sohool: .

Class or Standard in which plaoed on Admission:
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JUOOMENTS

(Please underline your judgments below. You are urged to mke them
reasonable, avoiding undue severity or undue laxity).

(4) Quality of pupills eohool work:
Underline: a) Very Good

b~ej GoodAverage
Poor
Very Poor

(5) Assuming that he intends to study that far, what are the pupil's
chances of completing every standard up to and including Standard V
without failing at any timo :in the future? (Standard VI teachers
should omit this question):

Underline: a Very Good
b Good
c Reasonably fair
d Poor
e Very Poor

~ PARENT'S SECTION

The University is carrylllg out a research in Indian schools and it
would like to know t-lhat you think about certain educational matters.
Please read all the questions below first and then answer them. Your help
will be appreciated.

(1) Below are given six reasons why parents send their l2QX§. to school.
Underline THREE which you th:ink are the most important:-

(a)
(b)
(c)

(ell(e

~~)

To become a good citizen.
To get a good job or position later.
To learn to like all tilingS nice illld beautiful (for example,

art, music, literature, etc.).
To develop a good cllaracter.
To develop a healtilY body.
To learn facts (or get knowledge) about the world.
If there is any otilsr reason not given above and which you tilink

is very importMt why boys should be sent to school, please
write it below.
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Now look over the three reasons you have picked above and put them
down in order, start:ing with the one you th:ink most important, then
writing the second most important, and, lastly, the third most
important:-

First:

Second: .

Third:

(3) Below are given seven reasons why parents send their GIRlS to school.
Underl:ine THREE which you think are the most important:-

(a)
(b)
(c)

To become a good citizen.
To get a good job or position later.
To learn to like all things nice and beautiful (for example,

art, music, literature, etc.).
To develop a good character.
To develop a healthy body.
To learn facts (or get knowledge) about tile world.
To become a good housewife.
If there is any otiler reason not given above and which you tilink

is very important why girls should bE, sent to school, please
write it below:

(4) Now look over tile tilree reasons you have picked above and put them
down in order, starting witil tile one you tilink most importa..'1t, then
writing the seoond most important, and, lastly, tile tilird most
important:-

Firot: ..

Second:

Third:

.,.. , , " ,., __ " , , .

.......................... ~ .
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